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[From the Chicago Evening Tost.]
their handwriting, or who will call on me in person.
“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of
that admirable weekly, the Western Rural, is publish Showing that Financial Monopolies hinder Enterprise
Fee.
Fee, $2. Address, 1,114 Callowhill street, ]
ing a monthly rural and literary journal, under the title and defraud both Labor and Capital; that Panics and
delphii.a, Pa., by
j. MURRAY SPE,
of the Young Folks' Rural. *
*
* Mr. Lewi?
is just the man to make it a ‘big thing.
Business Revulsions will he effectively prevented only
through
r e woodruff
[From the Letter of a Western Mother.]
“ The Young Folks' Rural is just what our dear
children need. Altogether it is a noble enterprise, and
will do an untold amount of good. It is the ‘ parents’
assistant,’ and all thinking parents will join me in
thanking you.”
OFFICE AT HIS
Fifth thousand. Price 15 cents.
[From a School Teacher.]
ROOT, BARK AND HERB STORE,
“ I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit
and amusement of my pupils. Eyes are brighter and
better learned when the Young Folks' Rural
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Only $2.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy,

IK 1310. $1.50 per Year; $1 in Clubs of Four or More.

PSYCHOMETRY.
Psychometric Readings for persons who send me

RAILROAD IRON,

Live Editorials, Superb Engravings,

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.
[From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 30, 1871.]
“ One of the most remarkable examples of Chicago
pluck and energy is given by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
prietor of the Western Rural, one of the ablest and
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the
country. Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
lishments in the West, and also his residence and
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
terial for his business, and from which point he has
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the
Western Rural, the same size and in the same form as
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine,
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled
pages of the Rural that anything uncomfortably warm Showing how Interest on Money can be abolished by
or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc Free Competition.
cess to Lewis and his excellent Rural. Chicago ought
By Wm. B. Greens.
to feel proud of it.”
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at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which coves
the entire line of 230 miles o? completed road, to
getherwith all the rolling stock and real property^ to
the value of more than tea millions of dollars.

The

road crosses the entire State of Illinois and connect®
with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Missi g
sippi at Keokuk and Burlington.

The income of th@

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest ca
all the bonded indebtedness'and dividend on thepr
ferred shares.

Foi terns tppiy to

Co-Operative Publishing Co.,
PRINCETON, MASS.

CLARK, BODGE & CO.,
©omer Wall sad William Steeste

2
ON’T FAIL to order a copy of the

TWEN1Y YEAliS PRAC1 ICE,

Heathens of the Heath,
A Romance, Instructive, Absorbing, Thrilling! By
Wm. McDonnell, author of “Exeter Hall.”
The Greatest Book that has been issued for years.

DR. AMMI

I3R, IPERKIIKrS
Gan be consulted as usual at his office,

nQW READY.

It is as INTERESTING as any NOVEL. It should
be read by every

OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUAEB,

125 West Forty-second St.,
Between Broadway and Sixth Avenue,
TsTEW YORK.
KTTST

JUST OUT.

THE MAETYKDOM OF MAN:

HAS REMOVED TO

OF'

THEODORE PARKER,
nr
SIDNEY H. MORSE.
Dignity, reverence, sweetness, vigor, equipois
breathe through the clay; the artist has so filled h
own heart with appreciation of that noble life, that 1
has been able cunningly to mould it into those del
cate lines which the character had wrought on th
living fiore. We are tempted to exclaim, as we ? tan
beside it, as the old artist did to his perfected worl
Speak, then!”—HannahE. Steve?ison.
All the characteristics of my husband are in th
bust his greatness, his goodness, his tenderness, hi
love. You cannot give life 10 clay or marble: hut yo
can represent ir, and this Mr. Morse has done.—X?
uia D. Eavlcer to Hannah E. Stevenson.
The eyes, though hut of clay, are gleaming with noi
sible indignation, with possible tears; the lips are se
liini with the resolution of him who, like Paul coul
.cSL ar
” as wellas “give a reason.

BOOK

14 West Twenty-fourth street.

AND

AYCIEYT SEX WORSHIP
By SHA ROCCO.
A curious and remarkable work, containing the
traces of ancient myths in the current religious of to
day.
70 pp. 26 illustrations, 12mo. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,

Cedarvale, Howard Co., Kansas,
Desire correspondence with persons wishing for a
Community home.
Address (inclosing stamp)
J. G Tbuman, Secretary.

Asa EC. Butts & Go,,
36 Dey street, New York.
THE PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY,

“ Yietor ” 8. M. Co.’s

1,204 CALLOWHILL ST.,
PHILADELPHIA,
Where the Weekly and other reform papers are kept
for sale, and subscriptions received therefor. Where
a register is kept of all who desire to form Communi
ties or Unitary Homes, and the location they desire
and what they can do financially or otherwise to start
one.
Address as above,
G. D. HENCK.

NEW SEWING MACHINE

The well known

Physorometrist_and Clairvoyant.

HAS A NEW SHUTTLE SUPERIOR 10
ALL OTHERS.

Defies Competition.
GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN
NEEDLE.

Ctiioiot T>e Sell 'Wrong*.
Come in person, or send by letter a lock of your
hair, or handwriting or a photograph; he will give you
AGENTS WANTED.
a correct delineation of character, giving instructions
for self improvement, by telling what faculties to cul
Address
The
“ VICTOR ” S. M. CO.,
tivate and what to restrain, giving your present phys
ical, mental and spiritual condition, giving past and
862 Broadway, N. Y.
future events, telling what kind o? a medium you can
develop into, if any, what business or profession you
are best calculated for to be successful in life. Ad
vice and counsel in business matters. Also, advice in
reference to marriage; the adaptation of one to the
RRMOVATj.
other, and whether you are in a proper condition for
marriage. Hints and advice to those who are in un
happy married relations, how to make their path of
life smoother.
Further, will give an examination of diseases, and 5
correct diagnosis, with a written prescription and in
(Formerly at 137 Harrison Ave.),
struction for home treatment, which, if the patients
Is now In the beautiful and commodious
follow, will improve their health and condition every '
time, if it does not effect a cure. He is eminently
practical in all advice given, as thousands cantestify Banner of Light Building,
from the Atlantic coast to the Pacific, having letters
daily from men and women for the last ten years.
Dooms Nos. 6 & 7,
Has a word of sympathy and encouragement for the
afflicted, advice and counsel to the young, and some
No. 9 MONTGOMERY PLACE,
thing for every one to help them to meet the strug
gles of life that will pay them more than ten fold for
BOSTON.
all the money required for the delineations.
He also treats diseases Magnetically and otherwise.
Patients will find this a central location, easy of ac
cess by horse-cars, either on Tremont or Washington
TERMS.
streets.
Brief Delineation................................................... $1 00
MRS. MAGGIE A. FOLSOM.
Full and complete Delineation............................ 2 00
This widely known Spiritual Clairvoyant examines
Diagnosis of Disease.............................................. 1 qo
Diagnosis and Prescription................................... 3 qq patients from nine o’clock a. m., to five o’clock p. m.,
daily.
Full and complete Delineation, with Diagnosis
and Prescription................................................. 5 00
DR. STORER will personally attend patients, and
whatever spiritual insight and practical judgment and
A. B. Severance and Mrs. J. II. Sever experience can accomplish will be employed as here
ance having recently opened
tofore in curing the sick.
Patients iu the country, and all persons ordering
A HOME FOR THE SICK,
Dr. STOKER’S NEW VITAL REMEDIES for Chronic
where they can take a few patients, especially in and NervousD ceases, will addi ess
vite all liberals and the public in general to give them
a call. For particulars call at or address by mail
Dr. H . B Storer,
417 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis.
No. 9 Montgomery Place, Boston.

Clairvoyant Medical Practice
Dr. Storer’s Office,
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Runs very Easy.
Runs very Fast,
Runs very Still.
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THE

HARMOMAL HOME,

-

A. B. SEVERANCE,

Copies of this Bust, finely finished in plaster, $
«ach. Boxing for transportation, *1 extra. Freia
or expressage paid by party sending order. Weig
of box about fifty pounds. Orders may be sent to °
„
S. H. MORSE.
Room 13, 25 Bloomfield St., Boston, Mass,

2 CD

IMPROVED CHILDHOOD DEMANDED.

MESiDITIMI.

“ It is a splendid book. You may depend upon it.’
—Chas. Bradlaugh to the Publisher
[From the “Daily Graphic.]
“ Those who wish to learn the tendencies of mod
ern thought and to look at past history from the stand
point of one who accepts the doctrine of evolution in
Its entirety, would do well to read this remarkable
book. All the radicalisms of the times, in philosophy
and religion, are restated here with remarkable vigor
and force.”
The Hartford “ Evening Post ” says, “ That its
brilliant rhetoric and its very audacity give it a fatal
charm.”

MASCULINE CROSS.

Axiomatic—Radical—Spiritual.

Equality of the Sexes.
Moral Incidents.

SACK.EONESS OF HOME.
There is a direct communication between this world
and the next—a fact that all should know.
Sixty-five pages of intensely interesting matter,
MATED SOULS IN THE EDEN OF LOVE.
PRICE, 50 CENTS.
Bound in tinted paper, beveled hoards, $1 50; post
For Copies, send direct to
age, 12 cents. Plain cloth, $1 00; postage, 12 cents.
AddressAuthor, Tor copies, Glen Beulah, Wis.
C. H. FOSTER,

CONSULT WITH

THE

“What cannot he trusted is not worth having.'’—
Soul-Seer.

PERFECTED MARITAL RELATIONS.

about the wonderful doings of the

Would you Know Yourself?

It contains an original chapter on the Phalli of Cali
fornia, which will he new even to scholars. It Is full
of the deepest research and soundest scholarship.
Published and for sale by

I

SFIItITTJA.FIST.
Spiritualists, who have skeptical friends, should
present them with a copy.
And skeptics should read it at once.
No intelligent person could have the arrogance to
doubt the testimony of the writers of this

By WINWOOD READE.
Full 12mo. Cloth. 545 pp. Price, post paid, $3.

The first time I have seen Theodore Parker since
mea.— Wm. Sparrett.
. T(*e best representation of Mr. Parker ever execub
m
Boston Daily Globe.
The face is strong and noble as it should he. T1
likeness is good.—Boston Daily Advertiser.
Nothing appears for beauty alone, or finish, or
show the vanity of the artist. All is forgotten in tl
Yankeeman>
Theodore Parker.
D. S. II. m the Golden
Age.

^

Immortelles of Love!

•

BY J. O. BARRETT.

No. 9 FIFTH STREET (South Side),

BROWN,

A CHARMING NEW BOOK:

“FOSTER PAMPHLET”

KANSAS CITY, MO.,
THE ENORMITIES OF THE CHURCH, PRIEST
Or by mail, box 1,227, on the various symptoms of PriCRAFT, THE MISSIONARY SYSTEM,
T ate Diseases. The afflicted will take notice that I am
and other pious wrongs are shown up.
“the only man on the American continent that can cure
A perusal olit will open
you of Spermatorrhoea, Loss of Manhood, etc., caused
by self abuse or disease. I challenge the combined
THE EYES OF THE BLIND.
medical faculty to refute the above statement by suc
Read it and hand it to your neighbor. No person cessful competition. The symptoms .of disease pro
who buys this book will regret the investment,
duced by nightly seminal emissions or by excessive
It contains over 450 pages, 12mo. Is published from sexual indulgence, or by self abuse are as follows:
new type, on tinted paper, and gotten up in excellen Loss of memory, sallow countenance, pains in the
style. Published at The Truth Seeker oflice.
back, weakness of limbs, chronic costiveness of the
bowels, confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
fidence in approaching strangers, great nervousness,
PRICE:
fetid breath, consumption, parched tongue and fre
In Paper Covers................................ $1.00
quently insanity and death, unless combated by scien
In Cloth, neatly bound........... ............
1.50
tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. Perkins is
the only man that will guarantee to cure you or refund
Sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of price.
the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also re
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
member that I am permanently located at No. 9 Fifth
335 Broadway, New York,
street, S. S., opposite the public square, Kansas City
sar The Trade supplied at a liberal discount.
Mo., and I have the largest medical rooms in the city.
Call and see me; a friendly chat costs you nothing,
box, 1,227.
DENTAL NOTICE. and all is strictly confidential. Post
Db.'PERKINS,
Kansas City. Mo.
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WOODHULL

CLAFLIN

EKL Y,

emancipation, which delivered it from the tyranny of its for such as these was the stage, for there the actor is not
own dogmas and traditions ? Deprived of its life-blood, how called upon to supply the matter.
At length it occurred to two men—I do not know whether
could the Church continue to exist ?
')lr
For one reared as I was, in the ranks of the old orthodox they were brothers or friends—to combine the faculties
Remnant, such questions as these involve far greater signifi which they possessed in a remarkable degree; the one as a
cance than is nowadays generally recognized. I can see thinker and composer of orations, the other as an elocution
now that what I and my fellow-religionists took for the ist, and join in the advocacy of some great public question
church’s life-blood, was in reality its death-poison. I shall which they had at heart. Carefully and patiently did they
save space in my narrative, and at the same time fulfill one work together at their respective parts until the time came
essential part of its design, if I anticipate by some years the for public utterance; the composer, who had an impediment
introduction of myself into the story, and relate here the in in his speech, elaborating his matter and re-adjusting his
cident which led, ultimately, to my return to The Triangle sentences, until the argument and its expression perfectly
The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and
fitted each other, and the elocutionist practicing his delivery
and intimacy with Christmas Carol.
of the speech thus perfected, under the supervision of the
Tennie 0. Claflin will hereafter be furnished, postage paid,
From all things external to our own sect, we, of the Rem composer, just as is done in learning a part for the stage.
at the following liberal prices:
nant, rigidly kept aloof, regarding ourselves as a peculiar
The partners made no secret of their method, and the re
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. Woodpeople endowed with the high duty of keeping alive on earth sult was so gratifying to the public that they soon found imi
hull ................................................................................................00 the light of divine tradition, as derived from remote anti
tators. In this way the practice of oratory became, like the
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin........ 2 00 quity, and interpreted by the teachers whom, for the correct
stage, a regular and liberal profession, and one that persons
ness
of
their
views,
we
selected
to
be
its
exponents.
The Principles of Social Freedom................ ..................
25
of position and culture were not ashamed to follow. And we
We thus represented the secession from the emancipation, now possess a class of professional orators, always ready, for
Reformation or Revolution, Which
..............
25 for we consisted of that party which refused to acknowledge,
a fee, to stand up and deliver a speech on any question, or
The Elixir of Life; or, Why do we Die?............. ..
25 as being a church at all, an institution which did not define side of a question, required, it being well understood that
The Scare-Crows of Sexual Slavery.........................
25 the faith and practice of its members according to standards they are responsible neither for the words or the sentiments,
derived from antiquity, but left it to the congregations and
Tried as by Fire; or the True and the False Socially,
25 their teachers to follow their own individual perceptions in but are mere machines of eloquence and grace. To them the
vast audiences of modern times are indebted for many an in
Ethics of Sexual Equality.................................
25 faith and morals.
tellectual treat, of which, but for such addition to the
As
was
to
be
expected,
so
vast
a
movement
was
not
made
Photographs of V. C. Woodhull, Tennie C. Claflin and
author’s function, they would be altogether deprived.
without
causing
considerable
inconvenience
and
distress.
Col. Blood, 50c. each, or three for............................ 1 00
The convenience of the system at length procured its in
The number of the malcontent clergy was too great for more
Three of any of the Speeches 50c., or seven for.... 1 00 than a fraction of them to find employment within the Rem troduction into Parliament and the Church; and so it has
come to be no unusual thing for a Minister of State to have
One copy each, of Books, Speeches and Photographs for 6 00 nant. Of the rest, some entered upon a secular life, and
his oratorical secretary, whom he deputes to deliver his
others, to a considerable number, accepted a proposal made
A liberal discount to those who buy to sell again.
speeches in the Legislature, or a teacher, his deputy in the
by the Emperor of Abyssinia, that they should settle in that
pulpit or on a platform.
country,
which
already
was
Christian,
and
attempt
the
con
BY AND BY:
Sometimes a party of orators combine to give an exhibition
version of his newly acquired provinces in Soudan. It is
of their skill, and few exhibitions prove more attractive than
An Historical Romance oe the Future.
owing to their labors that throughout nearly the whole of
such a performance, or more valuable as an educational
the Central African plateau, from the Nile to the Niger, the
BY EDWARD MAITLAND.
agency. Our co-operative artisan classes have always taken
profession of Christianity has succeeded to that of Mohamedespecial delight in them. They say it is the best way of
Chapter XI.—[Continued.]
anism. The achievements of Christmas Carol in those
learning history.
regions,
thus
have
for
me,
as
an
old
member
of
the
Remnant,
A movement was made (it was in the latter part of the
On the evening of my presence for the first time at one of
nineteenth century) for relieving the church-going public a peculiar interest.
these contests, the subject for the recitations was an ancient
from the recitation of a creed which contained clauses repug
Of course I see now plainly enough that a civil govern parliamentary debate, partly real and partly imaginary, in
nant alike to their intellect, their moral sense and their good ment cannot, with any reasonableness or propriety, claim to the upper chamber of the Legislature toward the triumphant
taste. This creed, called, according to ecclesiastical wont, be qualified to decide between different points and modes of close of the great emancipation controversy in the Victorian
by the name of a person who was well known to have had no faith, or to select one form of belief in preference to another.
hand in its production, not only contained statements which All that such a government can know is, that it depends for
It was with no slight uneasiness that I fonnd myself com
were altogether incomprehensible or self-contradictory, but its own existence and stability upon the general intelligence pelled to witness a performance which was strictly prohibited
by virtue of what, in the vocabulary of the female theolo and moral sense of its citizens; so that it cannot, with any by the rules of the Remnant; but as I was not a transgressor
gians of the period, were designated its drafatory clauses, it show of consistency or regard for the common security, by intention, and could not get out except by being hoisted
consigned to everlasting misery all who failed implicitly to maintain a system which sets that intelligence and moral over the heads of a mass of people, an operation from which
accept those statements.
sense at naught.
my retiring disposition made mo shrink, I reluctantly ac
The ecclesiastical mind, incapable of appreciating that
But we of the Secession did not think so, for those whom quiesced in my fate.
finer sense of truthfulness, which led the laity to hesitate we had appointed to be our teachers did not think so, and we
The first speech, however, served to reconcile me to my
about declaring their belief in statements avowedly beyond were bound to follow them. And so it came, that while the
evidence and probability, or of charity, which made them vast mass of our countrymen were rejoicing in the freedom position. The precise subject for the evening was—the
Church; should it be loosened from the State, to follow its
demur to passing upon their neighbors such sentence and for of the Emancipation, we stood aloof under the old banners
own traditions, or should it be made that which it has since
such cause, stuck to the obnoxious formulary with all the and declined all advance toward compromise or reconcilia
actually become—a national, rather than a denominational,
obstinacy of a papal infallibility. The so-called “ Creed of tion. We declined to read even books and newspapers
institution, and retained as a department of the State ?
St. Athanasius ” thus operated as a seton to keep the sore which emanated from the other side, but were content with
The leader of the discussion opened with a speech which
open, until at length all the other creeds and dogmas of the those which we could ourselves produce. And, though ex
completely satisfied me, so convincing on my side of the
church were brought into question. Of these, the dogma of isting like a congested mass in the midst of an otherwise
question did his arguments appear. He took the line that
marriage was the one that ultimately enlisted the women on healthy system, we were entirely without thankfulness for
the Church being altogether a Christian institution, and
the side of freedom, and for the first time in the history of the tolerance which left us unmolested.
Christianity consisting of dogmas, to deprive the Church
the world the woman was arrayed against the priest. The
Such tolerance, I remember, struck me in my early youth
of its dogmatic basis would be to un-Christianize it. The
cause of freedom was won once for all. Thenceforth, for all as inexplicable, except on the ground that our opponents
secular power of course was not competent to judge of
civilized peoples, experience took the place of tradition and were possessed by a secret conviction that they were in the
dogmas; it must therefore leave the Church sole mistress of
authority in the guidance of life.
wrong. Had our side been in a large majority, we certainly
itself. If the connection between them was to be maintained,
It was in pursuance of the same principle that the enfran should not have suffered any who differed from us to exist.
it was for the benefit of the State, for the Church needed it
chisement of women was restricted to matters purely social. Why, then, did the other side, who must often be irritated
not. She preferred to be independent. Only, under either
In all that affected the mutual convenience of the sexes, they by our contemptuous assumption of superiority, and even of
alternative, she must retain her possessions. To deprive her
were allowed to bear their part. From politics, as resting infallibility, not annihilate us? We assuredly could not put
upon strength of muscle, and therefore fitted only for men, forward our good citizenship as a plea for their forbearance, of these would be a fraud.
After this clear statement of the case for the Church, I
they were excluded. It is true they did not readily acqui for we made a point of subordinating our duties as citizens to
breathed more freely and felt indifferent as to what might
esce in the limitation. And the argument based upon babies our sectarian obligations, and this especially as regarded tlqe
failing, the men fell back on the argument based upon biceps. education of our youth, and thus were a constant thorn in be said on the other side.
But I was perplexed by the heartiness of the cheers which,
“ When you can share,” they said, “ our place as policemen, the sides of our countrymen. Could it be that they despised
greeted the orator; even at the points which told most
soldiers and sailors, by land, sea and air, then we shall be us for sentimentality and feebleness, or for the paucity of
against the popular view of the day—the view which I knew
happy to admit you to a share in the enactment of laws, of our numbers ? I could not comprehend it, for all the lessons
to be probably unshared by a single person present except
which, at present, the execution falls upon us. We grant I had ever been taught were those of the most rigid intoler
myself. I tried, therefore, to think that it was the orator,
that taxation involves a certain right, but it is, so far as you ance in respect of that which we considered wrong, namely,
not the arguments, for whom the applause was given. Of
are concerned, the right, not of representation, but of pro difference in opinion from ourselves.
the beauty of method in statement, I was then altogether
tection.”
One evening I had gone to hear a performance of sacred
But though we declined to confer public legislative and music at the Alberthalla—that noble monument to the ignorant.
The progress of the debate made me very uncomfortable.
executive functions upon women, we were not unwilling to virtues of a famous prince of the Victorian era—which, with
conciliate them by utilizing their suggestive powers, and so its galleries of the busts of British worthies, fulfills a double The tone of it was admirable in its elevation, and wonder
created the chamber which bears the name of the House of use as a national Valhalla, and a hall for musical and vocal fully illustrative of the difficulties through which our ances
tors had to steer their way. I began to feel more tolerant of
Female Convocation, the members of which are elected by exercitations.
women, though they need not themselves be women. The
After getting to my seat, I found that I had mistaken the my opponents, now that for the first time 1 was enabled to
powers of this body are investigatory, deliberative and re evening, and that the vast crowd which prevented my comprehend somewhat of their standpoint. I experienced,
commendatory, in regcird to the House of Legislature. It leaving on discovering my error, had met to witness an elo too, a certain twinge of bitterness at having been so long
thus serves as a place for initiating the discussion of ques cutionary exhibition, and, in particular, to hear a new orator shut out from the advantages enjoyed by my fellow-citizens.
tions especially affecting women and children. It is worthy who was said to be gifted with the finest voice and manner For the first time the real history of my country began to
unfold itself to me. It was very curious to see how com
of remark, that although in the first enthusiasm for its insti ever known.
tution, a very small proportion of those elected were men,
I may here mention, for the benefit of my younger readers, pletely the attention of the vast audience became engrossed
the number of women has ever since steadily declined, until that the institution of a class of professional orators—reason by the merits, not of the rival orators, but of the controversy
it now amounts to scarcely five per cent, of the whole body. able and necessary as it appears to us who are accustomed to itself. The assembly seemed to have receded from the
Considering, moreover, the greatness and importance of its it—was altogether unknown to our ancestors of a few genera present, and to be composed in reality of tories and radicals
constituency, the House of Female Convocation has not at tions back. In their days a man might be gifted intellect churchmen, nonconformists,, positivists and all the other
tained the eminence and influence which might fairly have ually with the loftiest and most convincing eloquence, and strangely nomenclatured sects of those ages. And they
been expected for it.
yet be physically incapable of uttering a word in public. Of shouted their assent and their dissent as eagerly as ancient
Two hypotheses have been framed to account for this com course when the whole of the faculties, mental and physical, records tell us used to be done in the Legislature itself,
parative failure. One, that women do not choose the best requisite to make the complete orator happened to be com though of course without the vocal excesses, savoring of the
persons to represent them. The other, that the circum bined in one person, the result was one of the highest achieve farmyard, which disfigured those ruder times.
I was already in a state of intense mental conflict when the
stance of being chosen by and having to represent women ments of humanity. But this was necessarily rare, and in
has a deleterious effect upon the persons chosen.
numberless instances it happened that the noblest souls new orator rose to produce what was expected to be the sen
Mistress Susanna Avenil, who was for a term Vice Presi were dumb, the noblest sentiments unuttered, simply sation of the evening. Should this story ever come under
dent of the chamber, is acknowledged to have been one of because nature had not chosen to endow the same individual the eyes of any who are still in the bondage that afflicted my
the most useful it has ever possessed.
with the requisite combination of powers. On the other youth, they will comprehend and share the anguish I felt on
hand, there were numbers of splendid physiques and capaci first hearing it seriously asserted and plausibly argued that
ties so far as voice, manner and dramatic faculty were con our dearly cherished religion is a mode of life and not a set
Chapter XII.
And what had the church to say for the new social develop cerned, but who yet lacked the genius, culture or position of opinions! and that whatever it be, whether practical or
ment ? Its once famous Reformation had delivered it from j which were needful to supply them with anght to say, or the doctrinal, if it be not capable of development and adaptation
the tyranny of Rome. But how came it to consent to the 1 opportunity for saying it. For a long time the only resourc by modification, it cannot be divine or suited to hiiniftn.itj’ j
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Inasmuch as the divine life of the universe, of which man is
a portion, is ever advancing toward loftier capacities and
more complex conditions.
Well, at length it came to the turn of the man of the even
ing. Little availed the buzz of curiosity round me to remind
me that the debate was but a recitation, and no real conflict
of opinions. Like a half-drawn tooth, I was too far gone to
be recalled. The process could not be stayed there. Of the
new orator himself I can say little.' My inability to describe
him or his style is perhaps the best testimony to his power.
Under the first strong impressions analysis fails. The
maidens of old, when visited by a god in their sleep, did not
forget the rapture to note the details of the interview. At
least, the rapcure must have been very much qualified to ad'
mit of their taking such notes.
In a few short sentences he dismissed much of what had
been said as worthier of a council of ecclesiastics than of a
national senate.
“ Our function,” he said, turning to his fellow-orators who
gat upon the platform looking wonderfully like a real senate,
“ our function rs not to discover abstract truth or determine
historical problems, but to do justice and prevent spoliation.”
Now when he said this, I thought, why he is going to speak
on my side, for if ever there was a case of injustice and spoli
ation, it was when the Legislature turned the Church out of
the Establishment and appropriated its property to other
uses.
“Whatever religion be the true one,” he continued, “it
cannot be incompatible with honesty and justice. And it is
not honesty, not justice, to take from a nation that which it
has set apart for the whole, and give it over to a sect which
comprises but a part. Thus the first question we have to
deal with is not one of disestablishment, not one even of re
form, but one of ownership. Who is it that is entitled to
have a voice in the management and direction of the Church
or of any reform to be made in it?”
And then he went on to answer this question in terms
which I can but indicate, without any claim adequately to
reproduce the original or describe their effect.

a fact, but a falsehood—the report for lack of foundation falls
to the ground.
II. I ought next to show by similar documentary evidence
the harmony and affection existing between Mrs. Tilton and
myself to July 3,18T0. But this argument has been so fully
made by the publication of the voluminous private corres
pondence between myself and wife, filling several pages of
the Chicago Tribune of August 13, 1874, that I need here only
point to that great sheaf of letters, and to pluck merely a
few straws from them—just enough to remind the reader of
their general scope and tone:

Oct. 3, 1874.

burden which, if longer concealed, she felt would by and by
grow too great for her to bear.
What the secret was which she was about to disclose I could
not conjecture.
Before disclosing it she exacted from me a solemn pledge
that I would not injure the person of whom she was about
to speak, nor communicate to him the fact of her making
such a revelation, for she wanted to inform him in her own
way that she had divulged to me the facts in the case.
After exacting these conditions, to which I pledged myself,
she narrated with modesty and diffidence, yet without shame
facedness or sense of guilt, a detailed history of her long
MBS. TILTON TO HER HUSBAND.
April 16,1866. “ I know not ho'w I could live without your precious acquaintance with Mr. Beecher—of a growing friendship
daily letter.”
between them—of apassiouate fondness which he at length
December 28,1866.—“Above all. you rise grandest, highest, be=t.”
began to exhibit toward her—of the inadequacy of his home
January 7,1867.—“ What a delicious way you have of rebuking and life and his consequent need that some other woman than
teaching me—pretending always that you think I am the loveliest and Mrs. Beecher should act the part of a wife to bino—of the
best of little wives.”
great treasure which he found in Mrs. Tilton’s sweet and
January 11, 1867.—“ When I look at you I say: ‘ yes, my soul is satis
tender affection—of his protestations of a greater homage for
fied ; our union is perfect.’ ”
January 20, 1867.—“Your letter expressing great patience toward mein her than for any other woman—of her duty to minister to
reference to my finances came yesterday, and I thank you with all my his mind and body—and of the many specious arguments by
which he commended these views to her, in order to over
heart.; you are magnanimous and generous beyond all men.”
February 5,1867.—“ The inspiration of my daily life now is the thought come her Puritan repugnance to them; and she said that
of looking upon your dear face again.”
finally, in an interview between herself and Mr. Beecher at
February 11,1867.—“ God bless you for the confession of your perfect his house, not long after her little Paul’s death, and as a
love forme.”
recompense for the sympathy which her pastor had shown
February 1, 1868.—“ The supreme place is yonrs forever.”
her during that bereavement, she then and there yielded her
February 7, 1868.—“ Oh, you are truly and nobly loved in your home.
February 18, 1868.—“The idea of a faithful, true marriage will be lost person to his sexual embrace.
This event, she stated, occurred October 10, 1888, during
out of the world—certainly out of the literary and refined world—unless
my absence in New England, and she showed me a memo
we revive it.”
March 15, 1868.—“li the thought oi seeing you is so delicious, what randum in her diary marked at that date with the words,
“ A day memorable.”
will be the reality ? "
February 4, 1889.—“My darling, I must believe that this beautiful
She further said that on the next Saturday evening (while
home that you have made for us must have given you a greater amount I was still absent) Mr. Beecher visited her at her home in
of satisfaction than we generally secure from earthly labors.”
Livingston street and consummated with her another act of
Februai'y 7, 1869.—“I consecrate myself to you so long as I shall sexual intimacy.
live.”
She futher confessed that at intervals during the ensuingFebruary 11, 1869.—“ You will find a worn and weary woman thorough
fall and winter, and in the spring following, she repeated
ly satisfied when once again she may rest in your bosom.”
February 28,1869.—“ Among the terrible changes of many hearths God with him certain acts of criminal intercourse, yielding to him
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
has kept us steadfast with a glowing love, admiration, and respect for seldom though solicited often.
each other.”
Furthermore, with great particularity, she mentioned the
March 20, 1869.—“I amnearly beside myself thinking that in one week several places of these interviews, which I cannot bring my
THE GREAT SOCIAL EARTHQUAKE. I am
yours and you are mine again.”
self to chronicle here.
August. 18, 1869.—“ I have taken your sentence in large letters, ‘ With
This confesion was made by Mrs. Tilton voluntarily, and
Love
Unbounded,'
and
hung
itover
my
mantel-piece.”
THEODORE TILTON’S SECOND STATEMENT.
January 3, 1870.—“ I am in a neat little hotel where the hostess reads not in response to any accusation by me, for I had never ac
[From the Daily Graphic.'] ■
the Independent, and wishes more to see its editor than any other living cused her of guilt either with Mr. Beecher or with any other
Throughout the country, if I rightly interpret the public man. Such a sentiment from this simple-hearted woman was like wine person, nor had I ever suspected her of such wroug-doing.
press, a majority of candid minds admit the truth of my in to my tired body and soul.”
Neither was her confession made in sickness, but in unusual
dictment against the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher. But many
health. It was the free act of a sound mind under an accu
[Mr. Tilton’s letters are omitted.]
fair-minded persons, animated by a charitable doubt, have
Bet it be borne in mind that the above correspondence be mulating pressure of conscience no longer t.> be resisted ; her
asked me for some further confirmation of the one chief
tween Mrs. Tilton and myself covers the long period which sin, as she described it to me, consisting not so much of her
allegation in this controversy. My sworn statement was not
her testimony assigns to my feigned ill-treatment of her, adultery as of the deceit which she was thereby compelled to
written for publication, otherwise I would have cited in it a
namely, “the ten years of sorrow, filled with stings and practice toward her husband.
greater number of facts and proofs. The only use which I
In Mrs. Tilton’s published statement of July 24, 1874, she
pains,” including my alleged looking her in a room for days
designed for that statement was simply to read it to the In
admits that she made to me in July, 1870, a “ confession.”
together, and depriving her of food and fire !
vestigating Committee,before whom I expected to confirm its
To throw a side-light on the happy domestic relations She says: .
charges by such additional testimony as the investigators (if
A like confession with hers (namely, Cilharine Gaunt’s) I had made to
which the above correspondence portrays, I will here add a
such they could be called) should require. But the committee,
Mr. Tilton in telling of my love to my friend and pastor one year before.
brief letter, without year, received by me while on my lec
So, too, the committee’s report concedes that Mrs. Tilton
consisting of six trusted friends of the accused, appointed
turing travels from my then office-associate in the Inde
made a “ confession.” The report says:
by him for the sole purpose, not of discovering his guilt, but
pendent and Mr. Beecher’s present editor of the Christian
It now appears that Mrs. Tilton became strongly attached to Mr.
of pronouncing his acquital, resented my accusation against
Union:
Beecher, and in July, VSib, confessed to her husband an overshadowing
their popular favorite, and, to punish me for making it, con
OLIVER JOHNSON TO THEODORE TILTON.
affection for her pastor.
verted their tribunal into a star chamber for trying, not him
Independent Office, December 12.
The above acknowledgments—the first by Mrs. Tilton and
but me. One of the committee’s attorneys said to me, “ If
My Dear Theodore—! wonder what you would give for a chance to kiss the second by the committee—are true as far as they go. Mrs.
Mr. Beecher is guilty I prefer not to know it.” The whole the little woman who only an hour since kissed me?
Tilton did confess her love for her friend and pastor, but she
committee acted on this predetermined plan. The chief
Ah, my dear fellow, it is a great sacrifice you make in leaving such a also confessed not only her love for him, but his love for her;
witnesses who could testify against Mr. Beecher—notably home as yours.
Francis D. Moulton, Joseph H. Richards, Martha B. Brad
I was delighted this morning on receiving a visit from your wife, and and still futher she confessed (and this was the chief burden
shaw, Susan B. Anthony, Francis B. Carpenter, Emma R hearing her say what beautiful love-letters she gets from you. She of her confession) that this love resulted in a sexual intimacy
Moulton, Henry C. Bowen, Thomas Kinsella and others— seemed well, and smiled on me through her tears as she spoke of you extending during fifteen or sixteen months.
This confession, stripped of its details but including its
*
*
*
were either not willing to testify, or their testimony was set and the long season of separation that is before you.
Yours lovingly,
Oliver Johnson.
principal fact, was made by Mrs. Tilton, not only to me, but
aside as not being officially befoie a tribunal that did not
Mr. Beecher himself strikes a similar blow at Mrs. Tilton’s to several other persons, ineludingMr. Moulton and his wife,
wish to receive it; When the committee asked me if the
and a similar confession was made by Mr. Beecher, not only
statement contained my whole case, I answered, no. Since pretence of my ill-treatment of her:
the date of its publication, several counter-statements have
She seemed to me [Mr. Beecher says] an affectionate and devoted wife, to me, but to Mr. Moulton and his wife.
Some of the confidants to whom Mrs. Tilton intrusted this
appeared, including Mr. Beecher’s denial, closely followed looking up to her husband as one far above the common race of men.
secret were lady-friends of hers whose names I am not will
by Mrs. Tilton’s, both of which were untrue; then by the
Mrs. Tilton’s charge of ill-treatment is already so uni
ing to be the first to drag into this unhappy controversy. But
committee’s numerous publications of one-sided testimony, versally discredited that I need not answer it further.
as one of these persons has been already quoted by the press
and last of all by a verdict based solely on these untruthful
III. Having thus (in. section I.) disposed of my alleged vin
denials, to the neglect of ail the positive allegations on the dictiveness toward Mr. Beecher, and (in section II.) of my (I refer to Miss Susan B. Anthony, to whom Mrs. Tilton told
other side; so that the committee accepted the silly fictions imaginary brutality toward Mrs. Tilton, I now come, to Mrs. her story in the Autumn of 1870), 1 here adduce a portion of
of Bessie Turner, but rejected the serious facts of Mr. Moul Tilton’s confession, July 3, 1870, wherein she narrated the a letter from Miss Anthony to Mr. Beecher’s sister, Mrs.
ton, nor did they even invite Mr. Bowen to appear before story of her seduction by her pastor, the Rev. Henry Ward Hooker, of Hartford. It will be seen from the date that the
them; all which unfair proceedings and uncandid publica Beecher. It is a requirement of truth that I should state letter was written just a fortnight after the publication of
tions require of me, for the sake of some hesitant minds, a explicitly the circumstances out of which this confession the Woodhull tale—two years ago:
SUSAN B. ANTHONT TO MRS. HOOlIER.
reply which the larger portion of the community have already sprang, a‘ndthe substance of the confession itself.
Rochester, November 16, 1872.
made for themselves. I therefore submit the following facts
During several weeks previous to July 3, 1870, Mrs. Tilton
* * * The reply of your brother to yoa. is not more startling, not so
and evidences, to correct and counteract, one by one, the had been in the country, having gone thither in a spirit of open a falsehood, as that to Mr. Watters [a newspaper reporter]: “Of
untrue denials of Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton, and the alienation. I had recently detected in her, to my grief, a course, Mr. Beecher, this is a fraud from beginning to end?”
unjust deductions of the committee.
tendency to deceit and falsehood foreign to her normal and
“Entirely."
[Here follow extracts from letters showing the kindly pure nature. Accordingly, a cloud was on her spirit at part
Wouldn’t you think if God ever did strike any one dead for telling a
nature of his personal relations with Mr. Beecher.]
ing. But I neither knew nor suspected that her depression lie, He would have struck then?
I feel the deepest sympathy with all the parties involved, but most of
These evidences disprove Mrs: Tilton’s extraordinary and had its root in her relations with Mr. Beecher.
all for poor, dear, trembling Mrs. Tilton. My heirt bleeds for her every
fictitious charge, wherein—speaking of what she cails
During her absence I wrote to her that she would forfeit
“the last ten years,” “whose stings and pains she daily my respect the moment she ceased to tell the truth—a letter hour. I would fain take her in my arms, with her precious comforts—
all she has on earth—her children—and hide her away from the wicked
schooled herself to bury and forgive,”—she said that one of which she afterward reminded mo of, saying that “ it had
gaze of men.
*
*
*
*
* .
these “stings and pains” was the fact that her husband made pierced her very soul.”
For a cultivated man, at whose feet the whole world of men as well as
an “almost daily threat that he lived to crush out Mr.
of
women
sits
in
love
and
reverence,
whose
moral,
intellectual,
social
After her absence had been prolonged for several weeks,
Beecher; that he (Mr. T.) had always been Mr. Beecher’s su during which only a slight correspondence passed between resources are without limit—for such a man, so blest, so overflowing
perior, and that all that lay in his path—wife, children, and us, she came unexpectedly to Brooklyn, reaching home about with soulfood; for him to ask or accept the body ot owe ora dozen of
Imputation, if need be—should fall before this purpose.” This nine o’clock in the evening of J uly 3. I expressed my sur his reverent and revering devotees, I tell you he is the sinner—if it be a
*
*
*
charge by Mrs. Tilton of malice on my part toward Mr. prise at seeing her, greeted her with cordiality, and marked sin—and who shall say it is not ?
My pen has faltered and staggered; it would not write you for these
Beecher was a pure invention. She might with equal truth her improved health and rosy look.
three days; and now, seven p. m. Saturday, comes a letter from Mrs.
have accused me of entertaining during that same peri id a
Within an hour after her arrival, sitting in her favorite Stanton in reply to mine asking how could she make that denial in the
secret and daily hostiaty toward Horace Greeley or Charles chamber, wherein her infant son Paul had died two years Lewiston Telegram. [Referring to a report of Mrs. S.’s having denied
Sumner. The committee, accepting Mrs. Tilton’s false state before, she made a tender allusion to his death, and then the Woodhull story.] She says: “Dear Susan, I had supposed you
ment, incorporated it into their verdict, and thereby falsely said that she had come to tell me a secret which she had long knew enough of papers to trust a friend of twenty years’ knowledge be
charged me with exhibiting toward Mr. Beecher what they kept in her heart in connection with that event—a secret fore them. I never made nor authorized the statement made in the Lew
call “a heated and malicious mind,” an accusation which has which she had several months before, while on a sick-bed, iston paper. I simply said I never used the language Mrs. Woodhull put
never been true of me toward any human being, and which resolved to tell me, but lacked the courage. Since then the in my moath; that whatever I said was clothed in refined language at
least, however disgusting the subject. I have said many limes since the
even at the present hour is not true of me toward the Rev. j tone of her mind, she said, had improved with her health,
denouement that if my testimony of what I did know would save Vic
Henry Waid Beecher. In so far, therefore, as the commit and, having prayed for strength to tell me the truth without toria from prison I should feel compelled to give it. You do not montee’s verdict bases itself on this supposed fact—which is not j fear, she had now com© on purpose to clear her mind of a opolize, dear Susan, all the honor there is among womankind. I shall
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not mn before I am sent, bat when the time comes I shall prove myself
as true as you. No, no! I do not propose to shelter a man when a wo
man’s liberty is at stake.”
Now, my dear Mrs. Hooker, I wish you were with me to-night to re
joice with me that Mrs. Stanton is determined to stand firm to truth. I
ought not to have believed the Telegram true. I feel ashamed of my
doubts, or rather of my beliefs. Mrs. Slanton says her daughter Hattie
heard all she said to the two clergymen, and said to her: “Why, mother,
you might as well have told them the whole thing ivas true.” *
*
No, Mrs. Hooker; I cannot now, any more than last winter, comply
with your request to reveal Mrs. T.’s whole story. *
*
*
Your brother will yet see his -way out, and let us hope he will be able
to prove himself above the willingness that others shall suffer for weak
ness or wickedness of his.
If he has no new theories, then he will surely be compelled to admit
either >hat he has failed to live or to preach those he has; and, whichever
horn of the dilemma he may choose, will acknowledge either weakness
or wickedness, or both.
Affectionately yours,
.
Tjusan B. Anthont.
The above letter from Miss Anthony not only indicates
that Mrs. Tilton confessed her sexual intimacy with Mr.
Beecher, but shows also that this intimacy was brought
about, not because (as Mr. Beecher dishonorably charges in
his statement) Mrs. Tiiton “thrust her affection on him un
sought," but because he himself was the aggressor upon her
love, honor and good name. I know full well from Mrs. Til
ton’s truthful story—told me at a time when she could have
had no possible motive to deceive—that Mr. Beecher made
the advances, which she for a long time repelled. It was he,
not she, who instigated and achieved the criminality be
tween them. It was he, the revered pastor, who sought out
his trustful parishioner and craftily spread his toils about
her, ensnaring her virtue and accomplishing her seduction.
Mrs. Tilton was always too much of a lady to thrust her affec
tion upon Mr. Beecher or any other man “ unsought.” And
yet Mr. Beecher, after having possessed himself of a wo
man at whose feet he had knelt tor years before her surren
der, has finally turned upon her with the false accusation
that she was his tempter, not he hers;—for which act on his
part I brand him as a coward of uncommon baseness, whom
all manly men, both good and bad, should equally despise.
I shall never permit him to put the blame on this woman.
“She is guiltless,” he said in his apology. He shall never
take back that word. He well knew that the motive to guilt
did not come from this gentle lady’s pure and cleanly mind.
I repeat here what I said before the committee—and what I
shall believe to the end of my life—that Elizabeth Tiiton is a
woman of pure heart and mind, sinned against rather than
sinning, yielding only to a strong man’s triumph over her
conscience and will, and through no wantonness or forward
ness of her own.
I have been told that I endanger my success in the battle
which lam now fighting by making this concession to my
wife’s goodness of motive. But I am determined in all this
controversy to speak the exact truth in all points; and I
know that no indelicacy in Mrs. Tilton’s behavior ever pro
ceeded from her own voluntary impulse or suggestion; but
that, on the contrary, her highly emotional religious nature
was made by her pastor the means whereby he accomplished
the ruin of his confiding victim.
I take the liberty to quote here a passage from a letter by
Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton to Mr. Moulton, as follows :
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her letters to her husband underwent a striking change.
“I never associated my child's name in the most dbsiani manner with
These letters were no longer shining links in a golden chain B. (Mr. Bencher). The nearest I ever came was when Joseph (Mrs.
of daily messages of love and good will, like the series pub Morse’s son) questioned me how much I knew of the matter—if I thought
lished in the Chicago Tribune. Every letter of note was now B. was implicated. I said: ‘ AT lean say is, I will tell you all my dar
shaded by some allusion to the shipwreck which had been ling told me—she bowed her head just as she did on that dark and,
dread,ful night when you wiih your fist in her face compelled her to ac
wrought in her life and home.
knowledge this sacred secret.'1 And that act, with all its sickening de
These missives, thus freighted with the burden of her grief, tails, will haunt me to my dying day.”
I destroyed as soon as I received them, for fear they might be
“My poor, dear child never answered your bestial want—too religious
lost and found, and thus becoms tell-tales of the writer’s by nature and grace for such as you, and this want he answered. Till
secret. So far as I now remember, I destroyed every letter this hour I can swear that the only comfort I have taken has been in the
which I received from her during the summer and fall of fact that he was a comfort and did sympathize with her.”
“Mr.M. * * * knows all, and it has been the sorrow of his life,
1870, and it is only by accident that I now possess a single
one belonging to that period. This was written to her mother, and he now in a small measure understands my suffering.”
“ Do you suppose after your vile tongue has been permitted to wag to
and contained a copy of one written by my wife to me. Be
E D. that /will he silent? No, I will not. My poor, distracted child
fore producing this remarkable letter—or double letter—I said, not a week since: ‘ Ma, I fear Ellen Dennis will ruiu me and my
must refer somewhat unfavorably to Mrs. Tilton’s mother, children forever.’ ”
the Hon. Mrs. N. B. Morse.
“ You retaliate by exposing the only deed which my martyred child ever
This eccentric lady has for years past been animated by did which was not GodWjke, and this was brought about by the love and
violent hatreds and an uucontrolable temper, resulting often sympathy that man had for her wretchedness ; and how she ever came to
in hysterical fits. In one of these she clutched her husband expose him or herself to one she knew so well could not be trusted, eternity
by the throat and strangled him till he grew black in the face, will not belong enough to reveal the mystei'y."
The latest communication received by me from the author
after which the venerable man called the family together and
enacted a legal separation from her, which he maintains to of the above letters was at the beginning of the present year,
this day. She has twice thrust her parasol, like a rapier, into and contains the following confession and proposition:
Clinton Place, Jafniary 29,1874.
my breast, breaking off the handle in her violence. Often
Theodore: # $ * I am more than willing to agree to this com’
and often she has sent me notes avowing her intention of
taking my life. Her stormy peculiarities are well known to pact. It is this: If you from this day will agree to do all in your power
our family, and are partly excused on the ground that she is to make the remainder of her life (Mrs. Tilton’s) peaceful and happy <as
''far as the fearful past is concerned), shield her from reproach, giving her
not wholly responsible for her conduct, a view of her case
the feeling of safety, cic. * * I wilt for my part from this hour speak
which led her physician, the late Dr. Baker, of Brooklyn, to well of you, etc.
recommend her for treatment to an asylum for the insane.
The eccentric, uncontrollable and mischief-making woman,
One evening, in the summer of 1870, Mrs. Morse (before she whose peculiarities are sufficiently set forth in the above ex
received from Elizabeth her confession, though this confession tracts, devised a plan in 1870, as I have already said, to di
had already been made to me) spoke calumniously of a lady vorce Elizabeth from me in order to prevent my supposed
who was then, and is now, Mrs. Tilton’s most intimate and design to divorce myself from her. Mrs. Morse, during Mrs,
honored friend. Mrs. Morse’s calumny was that this lady Tilton’s absence in the West, undertook to win Elizabeth to
ha l permitted a Zioison with myself. I said to Mrs. Morse, this plan of divorce by plying her with letters filled with
in Mrs. Tilton’s presence: “Madam, either you must retire false reports of my behavior—for example, that I was holding
from this house or else speak more respectfully of its master orgies in my house with strange women, and uttering
and his guests; and for your good behavior in this respect I drunken accusations against my wife, by villifying her with
shall hold your daughter responsible.” Mrs. Morse instantly Mr. Beecher as one of his many mistresses, etc.
and in rage interpreted this as a counter-accusation against
Elizabeth, although she was needful to Mrs. Morse’s de
Mrs. Tilton, and turning toward her, cried fiercely: “Eliza sign of divorce, could not be converted to it. Nevertheless,
beth, have you been doing wrong?” There was somethiugin under the powerful influence of her mother’s slanders con
the suddenness of the question which struck Elizabeth mute cerning me, my wife became alarmed at the prospect of my
and dumb, whereupon Mrs. Morse fell upon her with another using her ruin as a prelude to my own. She seemed to reflect
question: “Is it Mr. Beecher?” Mrs. Tilton suddenly left her mother’s idea that 1 was taking a sudden plunge to per
the room, Mrs. Morse following her, repeating her question dition, drinking to drown my sorrows, filling my hard
until Elizabeth bowed her head in assent. Mrs. Morse then working daily life with more sins than I had time to commit,
wrung her hands and exclaimed: “Oh, my God! my God!” hoping for my wife’s speedy death, and threatening to pub
During the several days immediately ensuing Mrs. Morse, lish her infamy to the world as soon as she should be under
who had been'made ill by the disclosure, held a few conversa the sod!
tions with me, in which she begged me to be gentle with her
Accordingly Mrs. Tilton wrote me an earnest letter, full of
daughter, who, she said, had never before committed any sin allusions to her own previously confessed criminality with
in her life.
Mr. Beecher, begging me to be merciful to her in her broken
So violent was Mrs. Morse’s feeling against Mr. Beecher at ness of spirit, and remonstrating with me for the bad state of
at this period that she threatened to out to pieces the oil por mind into which Mrs. Morse had described me to have
trait of him which Page had painted fer me, in consequence fallen:
of which threat I removed the work of art to Mr. Moulton’s
MBS. TILTON TO MBS. MOKSE.
[Written from Marietta, Ohio, to Brooklyn.]
house, where it remains to this day.
*
*
Novembeb, 1870.
MBS. STANTON TO MR. MOULTON.
Mrs. Tilton being still absent in the West, Mrs. Morse’s va
I feel my duty now, and love to yon, my dear mother, impels me to
Tenafly, N. J., September 2, 1874.
cant place was taken by an elderly lady, Miss Sarah Ellen
Fbancis D. Moulton :
Denni?, who had been a friend of our family for twenty-five send yon a copy which I this morning have written to Theodore, which I
insist that you destroy, and use not iu conversation with him. This—•
Dear Friend—In your forthcoming statement,whatever you say or fail years, a good and upright woman, now in her grave.
because of my trust in yon—you will do Tin sure.
to say, do not forget as a brave knight to bang your steel on the head
As a point has been made by Mrs. Tilton and Mr. Beecher
of “ The Great Freadier,”/or Afo base charge that Elizabeth Tilton thrust
Friday Moknins.
of the alleged indignities which this woman practiced to
Oh, Theodore, Theodore! what shall I say to you? My tongue and
her love on him unsought.
You know, better than Susan or I do, the time and arguments by ward Mrs. Tilton on the latter’s return from the West, and pen are dumb and powerless; hut I must force my aching heart to proas a malicious accusation of an improper intimacy between te^t against your cruelty. I do not willingly chide. J suffer most when
which he achieved his purpose.
Alas! alas! how little charity, to say nothing of common justice, has this good woman and myself has been concocted by Mrs. I discover to you my feelings.
Do you not know that you are fulfilling your threat—that “ I shall no
been shown woman iu this tragedy. * * * Sincerely yours,
Morse, I am constrained to say, in behalf of the dead, that
Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
all who knew the late Miss Dennis will bear testimony to her longer be considered the saint?”
My life is before you. I have aspired to nothing save to do, through
If any further proof were needed that it was Mr. Beecher gravity of character, her devotion to her duties, and her sober
manifold infirmities, my best, and that not for human praise, bat for th®
who solicited Mrs. Tilton’s affection, and not she who thrust experience of years; and I am outraged—as her relatives and grateful love I feel toward Jesus Christ, my God.
hers upon him—which he says many women in Plymouth friends justly are—that her honored memory should thus be
Do you not know, also, that when in any circle you blacken Mr. B's
Church do—this proof will be found in the letters which he insulted over her dust.
name—and soon after couple mine with it—you blacken mine as well?
After Mrs. Morse’s retirement as my house-keeper, I re
wrote and in the gifts which he made to this ever grateful
When, by your threats, my moiher cried out in agony to me, “ Why,
but never obtrusive woman. Touching these letters the ceived from my mother-in-law an almost daily letter of what have you done, Ehzabeth^my child?” her worst suspicions wer©
committee’s' verdict contains the following extraordinary abuse. From these letters I will make, a few extracts to show aroused, and I laid bare my heart then—that from my lips and not yours
statement:
the spirit and temper of a woman with whom I believe no she might receive the dagger into her heart! Did not my dear child
There is no proof [they say] of clandestine correspondence, nor man could possibly dwell long at peace. These extracts will, [Florence] learn enough by insinuations, that her sweet, pure soul agon
attempts in that direction. Mr. Beecher’s letters were' as a rule, opened, moreover, serve to show how well Mrs. Morse understood her ized in secret till she broke out with the dreadful question? I know not
but it hath been her death blow!
arranged and read by his wife.
daughter’s criminal intimacy with Mr. Beecher. I have
When you say to my beloved brother: “Mr. B. preaches to forty of
In reply to the above (as a single illustration of its untruth) hitherto shrunk from making my wife’s mother testify
I need only say that filter Mrs. Tilton deserted her home I against her own daughter, but since these twain have united his m-—s every Sunday, then follow with the remark that afier my
death you have a dreadful secret to reveal, need he be told any more ere
found in a locked closet, hidden away beyond chance of de to wage against me a pitiless war of falsehood and obloquy, I tire sword pass into his soul?
tection, a collection of clandestine letters from Mr. Beecher am forced in self-defense to exhibit these extracts from Mrs.
After this, “ you are my indignant champion,” are you? It is now to©
to Mrs. Tilton; some of them unaddressed to her name and Morse’s letters;
late; you have blackened my eharac.er, and it is for my loved ones that
unsigned by his, revealing their designation only by the en
I suffer; yea, for the agony which the revelation has caused you,rtn
ELEGANT EXTRACTS EBOM MBS. MOKSE TO ME. TILTON.
velope, and their authorship only by the handwriting. In
cries ascend to Heaven night and day that upon mine own head all the
“
You
infernal
villain!
This
night
you
should
be
in
jail.
*
*
*
anguish may fall.
one of these letters,' printed in Mr. Moulton’s recent state
Why
your
treacherous
tongue
has
not
ere
this
been
taken
ont
by
tbe
Believe you that I would thrust a like dart into your sister’s or
ment, Mr. Beecher says:
roots is a wonder.”
mother’s heart were there occasion. No, no, I would not indeed.
My wife takes boat for Havana and Florida on Thursday.
“Your slimy, polluted, brawny hand curses everything you touch. A
So after my death you will, to the bereaved hearts of tnose who love
In another he asks Mrs. Tilton to write to him, for he says : perfect type of Uriah Keep. This is not original. It is well understood
me, add the poisoned balm! In heathen lands ihe sins of our beloved
It would be safe. I am now at home here with my sister, and it is why I have been turned out of your rotten house.”
are buried, and only their virtues ave remembered 1
permitted to you.
“Ihave said you were not worth the time t.nd paper, and I would
Theodore, your past is safe with me, rolled up, put away never t©
A man who—taking prompt advantage of the departure of never waste either on you; but tbe hypocrisy and villainy of your course
he opened, though it is big with stains of various hue, unless you force
a lynx-eyed wife, who, “as a rule, opens and arranges and has of late been so apparent, and tbe eight of your base and perfidious me for the sake of my children and friends to discover it, in self defense
reads his letters”—makes haste to send this information to person so revolting, I can tell you my opinion better this than any other or their defense.
another lady from whom he solicits letters, saying it will be way.”
Would you suffer were I to cast a shadow on any lady.whom you love?
“ I can with the stroke of my pen bring you to your knees and brand Certainly, if you have any manliness y hi would. Even so every woitf
safe now for her to write them—such a man cannot accuse
you for life. * * * The world would be better for the riddance of look or intimation against Mr. B., though I he in no wise brought in is
this lady of “thrusting her affections upon him unsought.”
In like manner, just as the committee have denied Mr. such a villain, and think no more of putting you aside than killing the an agony beyond the piercing of myself a hundred times. His position
meanest cur that runs the street. You diabolical, infernal, I would have and his good name are dear tome; and even thus do I agonize—yea
Beecher’s clandestine letters, he himself has denied his clan
killed you,” etc., etc., etc.
agony is the word—for your good name, and if you will only value it
destine gifts. He says that the only gift-tokens which he
“ V on told Caroll I hit you. You poor, deluded fool, Carol! knew you yourself to keep it good, I am and always will be your helper.
ever made to Mrs. Tilton were a “brooch” and “a copy of deserved it.”
Once again I implore you for your children’s sake, to whom you have
books.” I do not understand what he means by “a copy of
“ Retributive justice has partially overtaken you. Woman’s rights a duty in this matter, that my past be buried—left with me aud my God
books.” Is it a copy of toe English edition of “Norwood,” have killed you. The remark I made three years ago last summer: If He is merciful. Will you, His son, be like Him?
in three volumes'? He made her such a gift. But since her you had gone for your family instead of looking after woman’s rights
Do not be alarmed about moiher; you are not responsible for her
recent desertion of her homo I have found a great number meetings you would not be obliged to look up your lost trank. For this revelations. Do not think or say any more that my ill-health is on ac
of books given to her by Mr. Beecher, sufficient to make It I was told to leave the house and never enter it. For this you were made count of my sin and its discovery. It is not true indeed. My sins and
small library of themselves—a collection which I never saw a beggar suddenly. Just as I predicted. And this I call retributive jus my life’s record I have carried to my Saviour, and his delicacy and b ntice.”
derness toward me passeth even a mother’s love or “the love of women.”
before, nor did I know that he had ever given them to her.
“ If yon have given her (Miss Dennis) the privilege of going to people
IV. Immediately after Mrs. Tilton’s confession and her re’ and insinuating her dark and damning facts regarding your wife and I rest in him, I trust in him, and though the way is darker than death" I
do hear “ the still small voice ” which brings to me a peace life’s extiremVat into the country, in the summer of 1870, the tone of children) it is a poor rule which won’t work both ways."
perionce has never before brought me. No, my prostration i§ ©tying

Oct 3, 1874,
The committee are, correct in this view. Mrs. Tilton has of this case, I shall now take the opportunity, before coming
the suffering I have paused you and will, cause those I love in the future
if the spirit of forgiveness does not exorcise the spirit of hate. And add indeed been “the plastic victim of extorted falsehoods.” to my dealings face to face with Mr. Beecher, to refer to Mr.
to this the revelations you have made of your Jallen condition, witness These are the falsehoods extorted from her during her cross- Henry C. Bowen. I must do this with some explicitness,
of which I am daily! This it is that breaks my heart. How can I examination—“extorted falsehoods” which the committee because the key-note of Mr. Beecher’s attack on me is that
but “ linger at my praying ” at thought of you?
reproduce in their verdict as true, namely: that she was a my accusation against him originated in my business troubles
Oh, do avoid all stimulating drinks, my darling. Iknow many a heart victim to my “ill-treatment,” including deprivation of with Mr. Bowen. In Mr. Beecher’s elaborate statement, the
ache would have been saved, only you knew not what or how1 the cruel
food and fire,” “ imprisonment under lock and key,” and first proposition which he lays down, and which forms the
word was said! I have failed in my duty to you from lack of courage to
basis of his ensuing argument, is in these words :
speak of these things. Allow me to advise with you now, my dearly other hardships from which she “fled for peace to the graves
Four years ago Theodore Tilton fell from one of the proudest editorial
beloved, for surely I am your best friend, and for the sake of our pre of her children ”—“ extorted falsehoods ” never prompted by chairs in America.
cious horn and unborn. I tell you that since I have been conscious of Mrs. Tilton’s own mind (if she still remains the kindly and ten
I shall show that the above statement, together with the
wronging you f needed only to Tcnow that, and always iu everything I der-hearted woman whom I knew), but extorted from her as
utterly forsake the wrong, repent before God alone and strive to bring the ‘ ‘ plastic victim ” of Mr. Beecher’s attorneys, who, having whole argument that Mr. Beecher bases upon it, is go wholly
forth fruit worthy of repentance. Will you for the added reason of your first used her for Mr. Beecher’s defense, have since repudiated untrue that I might almost say that language could not be
sours sake do the same.
the very testimony which they thus extorted from her, pi’o- put to a falser use.
I feel that you are not in the condition of mind to lead the “ woman s
From the beginning of 1858 to the close of 1870—a period of
nouncing it worthless even for the base purpose for which it
suffrage ” movement, and I implore you to break away from it aud from
fifteen years—I was in Mr. Bowen’s employ in the Independ
your friends Susan, Mrs. Stanton and every one and everything that was thus extorted from “ this plastic victim.”
ent in various characters, from subordinate to chief. How
Y. I now call attention to the difference of tone between
helps to make a conflict with your responsibilities as husband and
well I served my employer he himself publicly attested at
Mrs. Tilton’s letters to me written before her confession of
father.
*
*
*
*'
*
the end of fourteen years of my service, when he published
I do not hesitate to return to Brooklyn and renew my home-work. Far July 3, 1870, and those written after it. It is impossible, for
be it from me to shirk my duty; on the contrary, to have again the instance, to imagine such a letter as the followiug to have over his own signature a special eulogy of my labors. In this
privilege of being with my entire family is the ambition I feel to gain been written to me by Mrs. Tilton as one of the series in the article, which states that it was written “to do justice to its
present editor, Theodore Tilton,” Mr. Bowen looks back
in health here. Forgive the long letter. Good-night.
Chicago Tribune, ending July 3, 1870:
Yotjk Dear Wife.
through my fourteen years of service and records himself as
MRS. TILTON TO HER HUSBAND.
postsskipt.
“ approving his (Mr. Tilton’s) every movement and sugges
Dear mother, I will now add a line to you. I should mourn greatly if
Julv 29, 1871.
tion,” etc. I could not have wished higher praise from my
my life was to be, made yet known to father; his head would be bowed
Your Lines sent to me in Flory’s letter I respond to from my soul’s
employer, particularly as covering so long a period of service.
indeed to the grave. I love him very much, and it would soothe my depths.
During the following year, 1870—which was the last of my
heart could you be restored to him. I was greatly touched by his saying
So you do not hate
Your -----.
to you that “you were still his wife,”
Nor, in all that earlier period, would she have written thus, connection with the Independent—I became temporarily
Would not his sympathizing heart comfort you in your great sorrow?
the editor also of the Brooklyn Daily Union. My first differ
dated Schoharie, June 20, 1871:
Both your letter and Theodore’s came together, concerning your inter
ence with Mr. Bowen—a trifling one—occurred shortly after.
My
mind
no
longer
insists
upon
a
lonely,
daily
wandering
through
my
views with Joseph.
He had meanwhile come to Brooklyn and taken a strong
Yon will see that by reading or showing this letter to any one you dis Past.
Nor would she have said, as she does in the last quoted interest in the election of certain local candidates whom I
cover my secret. It is because I trust you, dear mother, that I send yon
had opposed. Moreover, he was a supporter of President
this, that you may know my spirit completely toward you both.
letter:
Grant, whom he entertained at Woodstock, and whom I crit
I have been told, Confide.not in your mother; but I reply, To whom on
The romantic love of the sexes doth not satisfy.
Nor would she have cried out as follows, dated July 4,1871: icised in the Independent. After the Brooklyn election was
earth can I confide?
I think it pre-eminently wise for us to destroy our letters respecting
Oh, my dear husband, may you never need the discipline of being misled over Mr. Bowen and I, in a friendly conversation, reviewed
this subject, lest Fiery or some one should pick them up.
Darling.
these differences, and other differences growing out of my
by a good woman, as 1 have been by a good man.
increasing heterodoxy of religious belief. After two or three
The hrief confession which Mrs. Tilton wrote of her crimi
Nor could she have in happier days penned this, of the
friendly interchanges, he expressed a desire to become him
nal intimacy with Mr. Beecher, and which was referred to by same date with the preceding:
self the sole editor of the Independent, just as he was its sole
Mr. Moulton as held by him until I procured it from him and
I thank you for the sufferings of the past year. You have been my owner. To this end he wanted me to transfer my pen to the
returned to her to be destroyed, has been falsely called a con deliverer.
first page of that paper as its special contributor, while at
fession wrung from, a wife at her husband’s command. But
As a further illustration of Mrs. Tilton’s prevailing state the same time he wanted me to sign a contract to edit the
no such accusation can hold against the above letter, which a
of mind, induced by her criminal intimacy with Mr. Beecher, Brooklyn Union for the ensuing five years. The pecuniary
daughter wrote to her mother, and which contains as plain a
by her confession thereof to her husband, and by the shadowy inducements which he held out to commend this proposed
confession of Mrs. Tilton’s guilty intimacy with Mr. Beecher
memories that followed these sad facts, I will mention an change to my mind were flattering, consisting of an income
as language can express, a confession all the more veritable
incident: One day in October, 1871, during a wearisome rail of about §14,000 a year and upward. This arrangement took
because made without design, and in the absence of any other
road ride, I beguiled myself with the composition of a little legal and binding form by the signing of two contracts be
controlling influence upon the writer save the presence of her
poem, which 1 sent in lead-pencil to the Golden Age, and tween Mr'. Bowen and myself about the 20th of December,
own conscience and sorrow, as evinced in her melancholy
which appeared in that paper under the title of “ Sir Mar- 1870. Two (days afterward, in pursuance of these arrange
contemplation of the calamity which had fallen upon her
maduke’s Musings,” containing the following stanza :
ments, the Independent, in publishing my valedictory, ac
honor and her home.
I clasped a woman’s breast,
companied it with an eulogy on its retiring editor.
In view of Mrs. Tilton’s truthful confession in the above
As if her heart, I knew,
Mr. Bowen, in addition to his published encomium of me,
letter four years ago, of what avail are recent denials to the
Or fancied, would be true,—
gave me a gold watch of a reputed value of $500; and Oliver
committee ?
Who proved—alas, she too!—
Johnson, then .the managing editor of the Independent, to
The committee themselves have practically impugned the
False like the rest.
whom I had made a similar gift, sent me the following note
testimony which their own attorneys prompted Mrs. Tilton
On my return home after publishing the above, I was December 29, 1870:
to make to them, and Mr. Beecher’s own journal, the
piteously
assailed
by
Mrs.
Tilton,
who,
with
tears
in
her
eyes,
Dear Theodm'e—Don’t buy a chain for your new watch, for I havo
Christian Union, soon after the rendering of the verdict,
published a conspicuous editorial article on purpose to put reproached me, saying: “ O, Theodore, you might as well ordered one which I want you to accept as a New Year’s present from
me.
forth, under the stamp of Mr. Beecher’s name, the following have called me by name.” Meanwhile, I had not been con
The above particulars of my retirement from the Independ
official rejection of Mrs. Tilton’s evidence by the Beecher scious of any offense against my wife in the above publica
tion, because no public allusion had yet connected Mrs. Tilton’s ent’s editorial chair—a retirement which Mr. Bowen said
party. The Christian Union says:
This poor woman has been shown to be so weah—so wholly subject to the name with Mr. Beecher’s. The Woodhull story, which first was to my honor, and which I believed was to my profit—I
strongest outside influence at the moment—that the general public can give did this, did not appear till more than a year afterward, have thus been compelled to give at length, in order that
but little weight to her testimony, either for or against Mr. Beecher.
namely, November 2, 1872!
the exact facts may confront Mr. Beecher’s false description
The above extract from the Christian Union invalidating
As a further illustration of Mrs. Tilton’s extreme feverish of the same event, wherein he said as above quoted : “ Four
Mrs. Tilton’s testimony necessarily blots out from Mr. ness of mind at any public allusion to the scandal, I will years ago Theodore Tiiton/ell/rom one of the proudest edito
Beecher’s defense all Mrs. Tilton’s recent denials of their mention the following: The tripartite covenant, which was rial chairs in America.”
Tbe preceding record, from tbe Indiependent's own columns
criminality, and leaves him to be convicted by Mrs. Tilton’s signed April 2, 1872, was published May 31,1873; and its pub
original, honest, dispassionate confession of their mutual sin lication drew forth, a few days afterward, the appended card and by its own editors, touching the circumstances of my
recorded in the above-quoted letter to her mother!
from Mr; Beecher in the Brooklyn Eagle, June 2, 1873:
retirement from that editorial chair, show how I “fell;”—
This letter, therefore, effectually disposes of two principal
I may add that I would he happy to experience another such
MR. BEECHER’S CARD EXONERATING MR. TILTON.
points of the committee’s verdict. One of these points the
June 2, 1873.
fall.
committee state as follows:
To the Editor op the Brooklyn Eagle :
As soon as I had completed the above-mentioned arrange
Tilton’s allegations that she (Mrs. T.) confessed to her mother, Mrs
Dear Sir—1 have maintained silence respecting the slanders which ments with Mr. Bowen, and they had been announced as
Morse is pronounced false by the mother, who testified before the'com have for some time past followed me. I should not speak now but for above quoted, he urged me to make a more prominent figure
the sake of relieving another of unjust imputation. The document that of Plymouth Church in the Daily Union, and remarked on
mittee. .
Mrs. Tilton’s letter, above given, together with the ex was recently published bearing my name, with others, was published
my non-attendance at the church meetings.
tracts from Mrs. Morse’s letters, show that Mrs. Morse, in without consultation either with me or with Mr. Tilton, nor with any
This led me to reply that I had a good reason for not going
denying to the committee that her daughter had ever made authorization from us. If that document should lead the public to re- to Plymouth Church, and that I should never again sit under
to her a confession of adultery, was a deliberate falsehood— eard Tneodore Tilton as the author of the calumnies to which it alludes,
it will do him great injustice. I am unwilling that he should even seem Mr. Beecher’s ministry.
half pardonable, perhaps, because uttered by a mother to to be responsible for injurious statements whose force was derived
On Mr. Bowen’s urging me to give the reason, I reminded
^ave her daughter. The committee in relying on Mrs. Morse’s wholly from others.
H. W. Beecher.
aim first of his own oft-repeated charges against Mr. Beecher
testimony relied on a false basis, which now sinks and carries
The agitation of Mr. Beecher’s mind, out of which the as a clergyman given to loose behavior with women, and
down with it the committee’s verdict into an unfathomed
above card grew, I well remember; and some trace of it ap dangerous to the families of his congregation. I said that I
depth!
had in past times given little credence to these accusations,
The other point in the verdict, which the above letter pears in Mr. Beecher’s reminiscences which he gave to the
committee during his examination; but the equally great being slow to believe ill of my pastor and friend; but that I
effectually settles is the following:
had been informed by Mrs. Tilton, a few months previously,,
“She" (Mrs. Tilton) say the committee, “has always denied the distress of Mrs. Tilton at the same time has not yet been
made public, aud will appear in the following letter by her of improper behavior by Mr. Beecher toward her, and that I
charge when free from the dominating influence of her husband:'
to a friend who had rebuked her for imputing to me the pub should never again attend Plymouth Church.
Mrs. Tilton’s above letter to her mother was written “/ree
This announcement fanned Mr. Bowen to a flame of anger
lication of that covenant, although the bad business of pub
from the dominating influence of her husband.'’ It was
against Mr. Beecher. All his own past grievances against
written 578 miles from her husband’s presence. It was lishing it was done by my friend, critic, and freely-forgiven
calumniator, Mr. Samuel Wilkeson, Mr, Beecher’s Hotspur his pastor seemed to be rekindled into sudden heat. He
written, not at his request, but for his condemnation. It was
walked up and down his library, denounced Mr. Beecher as
written to reproduce to him the feelings excited in his wife’s of a partner:
a man guilty of many adulteries, dating from his Western
MRS. TILTON TO MRS. -------.
mind by the contemplation of her wrong-doing, and to appeal
pastorate aud running down through all the succeeding
Wednesday, June 4,1873.
to him, from such a basis, against the moral recklessness
My Dearly Beloved—The terrible days of Saturday and Sunday last, years. Mr. Bowen declared that Mr. Beecher had, in the
which she then believed that her fall had produced upon his resulting m the evil condition of soul wherein you found me yesterday,
preceding month of February, 1870, confessed to him certain
religious views and daily life. It was written before Mr. have utterly overcome me. I feel sick all over my body to-day. Indeed
of these adulteries, and Mr. Bowen pointed out to me the
Beecher knew that she had betrayed him, and, of course, be I cannot afford to be ugly and wicked.
exact spot in his library whereon Mr. Beecher, with tears
fore he had indited his own equally agonizing “ letter of con
That you came, I bless God: for I vomited forth all the wickedness
and humbleness, had (as Mr. Bowen said) acknowledged to
trition.” It was written before Mrs. Tilton had any idea of into your safe caxe—and I am relieved, though profoundly ashamed, that
him his guilt.
future public proceedings by a church committee who would I should judge and injure T. as I did; yet in certain states of mind there
Mr. Bowen, in this interview, declared that he and I owed
ask her to deny the truth in order to save Mr. Beecher. It are roused in me demons, which fill me with horror that they exist. Surely
a duty to society in this matter, and that I ought to join him
was written before Mrs. Morse expected to be called upon to with so bad a heart as mine I cannot judge him !
1 sincerely hope he has had his last blow from me.—By-bye,
E—
in a just demand on Mr. Beecher to retire from the ministry,
add her own falsehoods to her daughter’s for this same pur
I have given the preceding letters and extracts to show to quit the city, and to betake bimself beyond tbe reach of
pose. It was written with no suspicion that these joint false
the families whose homes he was invading like a destroyer.
hoods of mother and daughter were thus to be exploded by how heavily Mrs. Tilton’s guilty secret pressed on her heart,
Mr. Bowen challenged me to write such a demand, and
particularly in exigencies when she feared exposure; and
the counter-records of their own correspondence!
begged for an opportunity to bear it to Mr. Beecher in per
On both these points the committee’s own witnesses falsify there is much in her agonized expressions to remind the
reader of Mr. Beecher’s similar strains of woe over the same son, saying that he would support it by a great volume of
the committee’s own verdict.
evidence, and would compel its enforcement. I wrote on
Candor now requires me to state that the committee are cause.
VI. Having thus considered Mrs. Tilton’s confession of tbe spot the note mentioned in Mr. Moulton’s statement, and
eorrect in one point. Their report says’:
This unhappy woman (Mrs. Tilton) has been the plastic victim, of ex July 3,1870, together with the various facts which cluster which seemed to please Mr. Bowen greatly. Just as I was
more closely about this than about any other single braneb levying his house his last word, to me was, “Henry Ward
isted falsehoods,
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Beecher is a wolf in the fold, and i know it; he ought never this interview with Mr. Beecher, for I did not “lose my tery. It was this last topic, namely, his criminal relations
to preach another sermon nor write another word in a re place” until after this interview was held. Mr. Beecher with Mrs. Tilton. It was his criminal association with Mrs.
ligious newspaper; he endangers families and disgraces re confesses to an “imperfect memory of dates.” This imper Tilton—this, and this only—that constituted the basis of my
ligion; he should be blotted out.”
fection of memory has betrayed him here. My interview interview with him on. that memorable night. This inter
This interview with Mr. Bowen occurred on the 26th of with him, as he acknowledges, was on Friday evening, De view, I repeat, was held at Mrs. Tilton’s request, and my ob
December, 1870, and was partly in the presence of Oliver cember 30,1870. This is correct. But it was not until Sat ject in holding it was to quiet her apprehension concerning
Johnson, who retired before it was ended.
urday evening, December 31, at nine o’clock at night, during the possible exposure of her secret through what both she and
On that same day I informed Mr. Moulton of this inter the closing hours of the year, that my notification of dismis I then supposed to be an imminent assault upon Mr. Beecher
view, as he has noticed in his narrative. I also informed sal came from Mr. Bowen. See my letter to Mr. Bowen, by Mr. Bowen. To this end I informed Mr. Beecher of the
Mrs. Tilton, who, as she was just then recovering from a January 1,1870, in which I said:
confession which Mrs. Tilton had made to me six months be
I received last evening [that is, not December 30, but 31] your sudden fore, and which it had become necessary for her peace—per
recent miscarriage, received the intelligence with great dis
tress. She spoke alarmingly of Mr. Bowen’s long hatred of notice breaking my two contracts, one with the Independent the other haps even for her life—that Mr. Beecher should receive from
Mr. Beecher, which now seemed to her to be about to break with the Brooklyn Union.
my lips in order that he should manage his case with Mr
forth afresh, and said that if Mr. Bowen and I should thus
It is thus plainly proven, as by mathematics, that my inter Bowen that no danger would arise therefrom of Mrs. Tilton’s
combine against Mr. Beecher, she would run a risk of an ex view with Mr. Beecher—which he says occurred on account exposure to the world. This was my purpose and my only
posure of her own secret. She wept, and reminded me of of my having “lost my place and salary ”—occurred before I purpose, in that interview, as Mrs. Tilton and Mr. Beecher
the pledge which I had given her six months before, to do “lost my place and salary,” and before I imagined that my knew right well.
her pastor no wrong. She said, moreover, that Mr. Beecher two contracts—since both were new and fresh and hardly a
Now, in the light of these facts, thus proved, note Mr.
might not altogether understand my letter to him demanding week old!—were to be summarily broken.
Beecher’s false statement of them as follows:
his retirement “ for reasons which he explicitly knew,” be
Indeed, even when I received, on the night after my inter
It was not until Mr. Tilton [be says] had fallen into disgrace and lost
cause she had not yet informed him that she had made her view with Mr, Beecher, Mr. Bowen’s notice of their frac his salary that he thought it necessary to assail me with charges which
confession to me. I was surprised at this intelligence, for ture, I had no suspicion then that Mr. Beecher had mean he pretended to have had in mind for six months.
Against the above fallacious assertions I have set the coun
in the previous August she told me that she had communi while been using what he now admits to have been “his de
cated to Mr. Beecher the fact that she had told me the story cisive influence to overthrow me,” and to entail upon me ter testimony of incontrovertible facts, which I will recapitu
of their sexual association. She went on picturing to me “loss of place and salary.” On the contrary, I still supposed late, namely:
the heart-break which she would suffer if, in the coming col- that Mr. Bowen was more the enemy of Mr. Beecher than of
When I resolved to meet Mr. Beecher on Friday, December
lision between Mr. Bowen and Mr. Beecher, her secret should me, for he had given me abundant reason to believe so. It 30, 1870,1 had just made two new contracts with Mr. Bowen,
be divulged. I well remember the pitiful accents in which, was not until after Mr. Beecher’s written apology to me that signing them only a few days previous, from which I looked
for the children’s sake and he^ own, she pleaded her cause I learned from his own humble and dust-covered lips that forward to an income as large as the salary of the pastor of
with me, and begged me to be gentle with Mr. Beecher, and he had been guilty not only of ruining my home but of dis Plymouth Church. When I sat waiting for Mr. Beecher on
to protect him from Mr. Bowen’s anger; also, to quench placing me from my public trusts.
that night I was in independent circumstances, and expected
my own.
Let me refer a little more in detail to this interview with to he increasingly so for years to come. When Mr. Moulton
Lying on her bed sick, she said that unless I could stop the Mr. Beecher, December 30,1870, to show how thoroughly he brought him to me that night I had no thought—not the re
battle which seemed about to open, and could make peace has misrepresented it.
motest—of “financial difficulties” or “ business troubles” or
between Mr. Bowen and Mr. Beecher—if not for their sakes,
Mr. Beecher describes me as opening to him on that occa ‘ loss of place,” for I had not yet come to these disasters, nor
at least for hers—and could myself become reconciled to the sion a budget of particulars touching three points: first, that did I then foresee them. When I, as he said, “talked calmly”
man who had wronged me, she would pray God-, that she T accused him of procuring my “downfall”—whereas my to him on that night, it was because I had previously demand
might die. She then begged me to send for Mr. Beecher, downfall had not yet come; next, that he had advised my ed his retu’ement from the pulpit, and because this demand
desiring me to see him in her presence, to speak to him with wife to separate from me—a story of which I never heard had well-nigh broken my wife’s heart; for whose sake alone,
out malice when he came, and to assure him that I would until I heard it in the Investigating Committee; and third, and for no other reason, I agreed with her to meet him face
not proceed in the matter of his expulsion from the pulpit. that I charged him with with improper proposals to Eliza to face in order to inform him that I knew of his intimacy
I declined such an interview as not comely for a sick beth—which was indeed true, but only half the truth, for I with her, and to say to him that, for the sake of this suffering
woman’s chamber, nor was I willing to subject her to the informed him in detail of Elizabeth’s confession of their woman and her children, I would withdraw the demand up
mortification of conferring with her paramour in the presence adultery.
on him to quiD the pulpit and flee the city, and that Mr. Bow
of her husband.
I must be repetitiously explicit on each of these points, so en should have no ally in me in his proposed war against his
pastor.
After this conversation with Mrs. Tilton, I notified Mr that neither of them shall escape the reader’s mind.
First, then, touching my “downfall” or “business diffi
In that interview, from a little memorandum in toy hand,
Bowen that I intended to see Mr. Beecher face to face. In
response to this intelligence, Mr. Bowen came into my edl culties,” or “loss of place and salary,” I repeat that I had giving dates and places, I recited 10 Mr. Beecher Mrs. Tilton’s
torial room at the Union office, and without asking or giving not yet suffered any of these losses, nor did I then suppose long story as she had given it to me in the previous July, and
which she had, on the previous day, reauthenticated in her
me any explanation, but exhibiting a passion such as I had that such disasters were in store for me.
Next, as to his alleged “ advice to my wife to separate from note of December 29, which I had put into Mr. Moulton’s
never witnessed in him before, and speaking like one who
was in fear and desperation, he exclaimed in a high key that me,” I solemnly aver that Mrs. Tilton has never to this day hands to be the basis of his summons to Mr. Beecher to meet
if I divulged to Mr. Beecher the story of his numerous adul informed me that Mr. Beecher ever gave her any such ad me for the conference. No extraneous subject did I intro
teries as he (Mr. Bowen) had narrated them, he (Mr. Bowen) vice, nor did she so inform the committee; that Mr. Moul duce into that single-minded recital; for only one theme was
would interdict me from ever again entering his office or his ton, like myself, never heard of such advice having been in my thoughts; and in order that no intruder should inter
given until we both heard of it, to our surprise, during the rupt me, or that Mr. Beecher should retire before hearing
house. He then suddenly retired.
This unexpected exhibition on Mr. Bowen’s part I could present inquiry; and that the only persons who had, as I me, I locked the door and put the key into my pocket.
After I delivered my Inessage, I unlocked the door and said
not comprehend; for I did not dream that Mr. Bowen, who supposed, advised Mrs. Tilton to leave me were Mrs. Morse
to Mr. Beecher, “Now that we understand each other, you
was so determined an enemy of Mr. Beecher, had meanwhile and Mrs. Beecher, but not Mr. Beecher.
^Vhat evidence does Mr. Beecher now give to show that he are free to go. If any harm or disgrace comes to Elizabeth
entered into sudden league with the object of his hate, in
ever advised Mrs. Tilton to separate from her husband?
or the children, I shall hold you responsible. For her sake I
order to overthrow, not Mr. Beecher, but myself!
I informed Elizabeth at once of Mr. Bowen’s excited in
I asked permission [he says] to bring my wife to see them (that is to spare you, but if you turn upon her, I will smite your name
terview. Elizabeth’s distress, in view of this expected con see Mrs. Morse and Mrs. Tilton). * * * My wife [.he continues] was dead before the whole world.”
When I ceased speaking he hesitated to leave his chair, but
flict, it would be impossible to exaggerate, as it was height extremely indignant toward Mr. Tilton. * * * I felt as.strongly as
ened by her still enfeebled condition. She begged me to see the did, but hesitated, as 1 always do, at giving advice in favor of a sep sat with bowed head and with eyes riveted to the floor. At
aration.
It
was
agreed
that
my
wife
should
give
her
(Mrs.
Tilton)
final
length, looking up into my face, he said: “ Theodore, I am
Mr. Beecher without delay, and, for her sake, to put him on
advice at another visit. The next day, when ready to go, she wished a
his guard against Mr. Bowen, and to explain to him that, final word, but there was company and the children were present, and in a dream—I am in Dante’s Inferno ?”
I pointed to the door and said again, “You are free to re
though I had written the letter demanding his retirement so I wrote on a scrap of paper: “I incline to think that your view is
from the pulpit, yet that I had afterward listened to my ight, and that a separation and a settlement of support will be wisest.” tire.”
In going out he stopped on the threshold, turned, looked
wife’s entreaty, and had promised her that I would not press
Admitting for the argument’s sake that Mr. Beecher may
the demand to execution.
have written such a scrap of paper (although I do not believe me in the face, and asked with quivering lip whether or not I
At her own suggestion she wrote a note to Mr. Beecher, he did), the testimony of Mrs- Tilton makes no mention of would permit him to see Elizabeth once more for the last time.
and gave it to me, stating therein that she was distressed at I
received such advice from her pastor. The only ad I was about to answer, “No, never,” but remembered my
the prospect of trouble, and begged, as the best mode of yice tQ
effect which she mentions she accords to her wife’s grief, and her expressed wish that this interview could
avoiding it, that a reconciliation might be had between Mr. mother and to her pastor’s wife, but not to Mr. Beecher. have taken place in her presence, I felt that she would be better
Beecher and myself. She informed him in this letter that jpUrthermore, if Mr. Beecher had given the advice which he satisfied if I gave him the permission he asked, and so I said,
she had made to me a confession, six months before, of her preteuds to have given, Mrs. Morse would have known of it, “Yes, you may go at once, but you shall not chide Elizabeth
sexual intimacy with him, and that she had hitherto deceived woutci have eagerly made use of it, and would have urged for confessing the truth to her husband. Remember what I
her husband into believing that her pastor knew of this con- (perhaps forced) her daughter to act upon it. Now, Mrs say: If you reproach that sick woman for her confession, or
fession having been made. She said she was distracted at Morse gives explicit testimony over her own hand that Mr. utter to her a word to weigh heavily upon her broken heart
having caused so much misery, and prayed that Mr. Beecher Beecher never gave any such advice; on the contrary, she for betraying you, I will visit you with vengeance. I have
and her husband might instantly unite to prevent Mr. Bowen 8ll0WS that the only advice which Mr. Beecher gave concern spared your life during the past six months and am able to
from doing the damage which he had threatened in insti- ing t]ie proposed separation was that Mrs. Tilton should not spare it again; but I am able also to destroy it.” “Mark
gating Mr. Beecher’s retirement from the church.
separate from her husband! I refer t® Mrs. Morse’s letter to me,” I added, “ Elizabeth is prostrate with grief—she must
This letter of Mrs. Tilton’s was written on the 29th of De- Mr Beecher, indorsed .in his own handwriting as having hear no word of blame or reproach.”
“ Oh, Theodore! ” he said, “ I am in a wild whirl! ”
cember, 1870. I carried it in my pocket during the remain- been received from her by him January 27, 1871—only a few
After these words he retired from the room, and almost
der of that day and all the next until evening, and then | w6eks after bis apology. Mrs. Morse speaks in this letter
immediately (as Mr. Moulton has narrated) accompanied that
resolved that I would accede to my wife’s ^request, and for | eomplainingly to Mr. Beecher as follows:
her sake would prevent the threatened exposure of Mr.
You or any -one else who advises her (Mrs. Tilton) to live with him (Mr. gentleman to my house, where (as Mr. Beecher admits) he
Tilton), when be is doing all he can to kill her by slow torture; is any fell upon Elizabeth with “ strong language,” that is, full of
Beecher by Mr. Bowen.
reproach, and procured from her a retraction which he dicI accordingly went to Mr. Moulton, as he has stated, and j thing but a friend.
It will be seen from the above that at the very time when | tated to her, and which she wrote at his command—her
put into his hands my wife’s letter, which conveyed to him
his first knowledge of her adultery. He then, as he has de- Mr. Beecher pretends to have been suddenly thrown into re tremor and fear being plainly visible in her handwriting.
On my return home that evening, I found my wife far
scribed, brought Mr. Beecher to me on Friday evening, De- morse and despair for having given Elizabeth bad advice
cember 30, through a violent wintry storm, which Mr. namely, to separate from me—Elizabeth’s mother was writ- from being in the condition Mr. Beecher described when he
Beeoher referred to on the way as appropriate to the dis- ing to Mr. Beecher to chide him because he had given, not styled her a marble statue or carved monument; but, on the
turbed hour.
that advice, but just the opposite! Mrs. Morse’s letter ac- contrary, she was full of tears and misery, saying that he had
VII. The interview which followed between Mr. Beecher cases me of “killing her daughter by slow torture,” andac- called upon her, had reproached her in violent terms, had de 
and me I shall relate somewhat in detail, because his recent cases him at the same time of advising her against the separ- clared that she had “ struck him dead,” and that unless she
would give him a writing for his protection he would be
distorted description of it is mainly a pretence and not the ation from such a brute!
truth. Mr. Beecher fills his false account with invented parIn the presence of this letter of Mrs. Morse—who of all per- tried by a council of ministers.”
She described to me his manner as full of mingled anger
ticulars of what he calls my complaint to him of my “ busi- sons in the world was post solicitous to procure Elizabeth’s
ness troubles,” “loss of place and salary,” and the like, with separation, and who would be most likely to know on which and grief, in consequence of which she was at one moment so
cognate complaints against him for his supposed agency in side of the question Mr. Beecher had advised—I respectfully terrified by the look on his face that she thought he would
bringing about these results; whereas he forgets that I had submit that Mr. Beecher’s recent and pretended claim to kill her.
She grew nearly distracted at the thought that her womanly
not yet lost my “place and salary,” and had not yet come into have given such advice, and that this advice was the key-note
my “ business troubles,” nor did I then dream that he had to his four years of subsequent remorse and letter-writing, is and charitable effort to make peace had only resulted in
conspired with Mr. Bowen to displace me from the Inde blown to the winds, and the committee’s report is whisked making Mr. Beecher her enemy and mine. I believe that if
he had entered a second time into her presence that night
pendent or the Union, or that any such disaster was then away with it.
Third, Mr. Beecher’s statement that at this interview of she would have shuddered and fainted at his approach. Her
pending over my head, particularly as I had only a few days
before signed two new contracts securing to me a lucrative December 30,1870,1 charged him with making impure pro- narrative to me of the agony which he expressed to her, of
connection with those two journals for years to come.

was »ot because I bad, first “ lost py place ” that I held

posals to Mrs. Tilton is (as I have said) true as far as it goes, the reproaches which he heaped upon her, and ol the bitterbut it is ualy a part of the truth, for l eharged bitu with adul-1
(Continued on page 10.)
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Will not Mr. Tilton recognize that nearly every fact stated
in the original scandal, which he first denominated as false
It is no longer the Beecher-Tilton Scandal that is convuls and malicious, and which he still continues to say, “most
ing the social world. It has spread beyond the narrow of which is untrue,” has been confirmed by himself or his
boundaries to which those names would confine it. It is of witnesses, and that, too, in time to persuade him to adopt a
too wide significance to be covered if it were denominated different and manly course, and hot seek to avoid the force
the Scandal in Plymouth Church, because it has spread and logic of his own acts and theories? Nothing less than
beyond its boundaries. Nor can it be any longer properly this can ever restore him to public confidence. He must be
designated as the Social Earthquake in Brooklyn, since its just even to “ that woman ” though her “ darkened name ”
yawnings and thunderings have extended beyond that city, float like a pall before his eyes, since through being just to
threatening to involve those high in the world’s estimation others only, maybe hope ever to have justice for himself.
CAH BK MADS TO THE AOENCT OF THE AMERICAN NEWS COMFaKT, LON
in other cities and States. Nor should it he named as a If he has felt it necessary to prevaricate and falsify, think
DON, ENGLAND.
scandal to religion merely, since it goes deeper than religious ing by so doing to strengthen himself, it were better for him
One copy for one year,
•
$4 00
One copy for six months,
- g 00
theories and convictions, and reaches the “bottom facts ” of to at once correct himself before it is done for him.
RATES OF ADVERTISING.
social organization. It is, therefore, the Great Social
For instance, would it not be well for him to reconsider
Per line (according to location),
From $1 00 to $2 53
Earthquake, the unvailing of the great Mokanna of mar his version of “making” and “ breaking” the acquaintance:
Time, column and page advertisements by special contract.
riage, and its birth will assuredly mark the beginning of the of the woman whose “life his pen portrayed in exag
Special place in advertising columns cannot be permanently given.
visible downfall of our present social system—the downfall gerated colors.” And would it not also he well for hirm
Advertiser's bills will be collected from the office of this journal, and
to revise his theory of this portrayal, and to reconsider
of legal marriage.
must In all cases, bear the signature of Woodhull & Claflin.
It is presumable that all the facts relating to, at least, one whether this “sketch” was true or untrue, and if it were
Specimen copies sent free.
Newsdealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau of the parties (Mrs. Tilton) in the case are before the public; the former, wliether he need to “condemn himself so
street, New York.
Mr. Tilton’s first and last statements, Mrs. Tilton’s auto severely ” that he “refuses to be defended” for the deed;
WoodhuM «£’ Claflin’s Weekly,
biography, Mr. Beecher’s life of Tilton and Mr. Moulton’s but if it were the latter, whether he is not, as he portrays
Box 3T3i, New York City.
history of all the others. In whatever way further develop Mr. Beecher to be, when he says of him that “ he (Beecher)
Office, 111 Nassau Street, Room 9.
ments may involve the other principals to this affair, she, it is convicted of falsehood by the production of his own
may be assumed, has “ touched bottom,” since nothing can words? ” And might he not yell refer to the circumstances
be conceived of more hitter and humiliating than to be re under which the “pamphlet on woman suffrage” was
viled by the man for whom a woman has bartered what the written? And more than all the rest, ought he not to*re
world calls her honor. But just this treatment has Mrs. consider through whose means, principally, it has come:
Tilton received at the hands of the God of Plymouth Church about that “ that woman ” has what he calls a “ darkened;
iffif I
and congregation, whose skirts must be kept clean at what name,” and find if he can that he is blameless? Nor should
ever sacrifice of hrinor, truth and innocence elsewhere. A these things have required a second and open warning had
more despicable position in the eyes of all honorable men the subject of them been in his right mind, having a proper
and women than that occupied by this man is not conceiv regard for his own welfare. But we shall not be pushed by
able. To save himself for a few brief days at most, he the entreaties of friends, which are constantly pressed upon
would strike down the good name of every woman with whom us, nor the stings of enemies and blackguardism which
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, OCT. 3, 1874.
he has ever been intimate; and upon such a man the Chris every day accumulate, to take a step ourselves toward set
tian world fawns in uncompromising sycophancy. We ting these matters right, until we are satisfied that our assist
THE ULTIMATUM.
must, however, do it the justice to say that it is not Mr. ance is required to insure its being done. Theodore Tilton,
from: the speech “ tried as by fire.”
Beecher for whom all this is done, and when Mr. Beecher however, ought to know well enough that his last attempt
Sexual freedom, then, means the abolition of prostitution seats himself upon such a fallacy and fancies that it is to cast the odium of his ruin, through his so-called “ sacri
fices,” which were really sacrifices of quite another indi«
both in and out of marriage; means the emancipation of his personality that commands this homage and that will en
woman from sexual slavery and her coming into ownership sure his security, he occupies most dangerous ground. If it vidual, upon ns, will meet with the same ultimate defeat
and control of her own body; means the end of her pecuni were not necessary for the safety of the system of religion that a former effort of his, which he then called his ‘“true
ary dependence upon man, so that she may never evemseem- that Mr. Beecher should be sustained, those who fawn now statement,” met.
If these words of warning require any illustration to make
ingly have to procure whatever she may desire or need by would he among the first to cry “Away with him,” in order
them
effectual let it be found in the present difficulties of
that
some
other
aspirant
might
step
to
his
place.
sexual favors; means the abrogation of forced xu'cgnancy,
But, personally, Mr. Beecher is nothing to us, any more the prosecution in this case. When the scandal was first
of ante-natal murder, of undesired children: means the birth
published all the parties involved united to lie it down; but
of love children only; endowed by every inherited virtue than Mr. Tilton, Mr. Moulton and Mrs. Tilton, and people
that the highest exaltation can confer at conception, by who imagine that we attacked him at the outset in order it would not down, and those who were then so vehement
every influence for good to be obtained during gestation and that his fall might he accomplished, or that we have any de in their denials are now found making oath to its truth, and
by the wisest guidance and instruction on to manhood, m sire now that this occur, are very much mistaken. It is a star that was to “ shine long after ours had set in dark
himself who is accomplishing his ruin. We opened the way ness,” has already been buried in the mud by the hands of
dustrially, intellectually and sexually.
not only for Mr. Beecher’s salvation from impending ruin, those by whose borrowed light it was to shine. It is a wisebut for all the others connected with this painful drama; man who gets wisdom from experience; and we sincerely
THE BOSTON CONVENTION.
since truth and honorable dealing, and not falsehood and trust that the experience of the parties to this scandal in the
role of “ the liar,” will appeal to their wisdom and prevent
We are glad to be able to state that the Spiritualists’ Mass devices, can save anybody who is in danger. From the first
them from electing to cross the stormy ocean upon which
Convention, held in the Parker Memorial Hall, in Boston, this has been to us a question of principle and of a great
they have ventured in the old ship of that name. Let them:
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of last Week, was a cause to which persons were merely secondary or subservi
desert this sinking craft and re-emhark upon that one which
most happy, harmonious and successful gathering, and its ent. So it now comes that the interest we have in the case
is so easily managed in the fiercest storms, and which,,
effects upon the radically-minded people of that city must is not who shall be saved and who damned, but how much
though it be submerged for a time beneath the waves,,
he highly beneficial and useful. We Lave hut one regret re will the cause of social freedom—the cause of woman’s
never fails to appear again upon their crests and to ridesexual
emancipation—of
the
welfare
of
future
generations—
garding it, which is, that circumstances combined to pre
them triumphantly ; and they will assuredly be carried:
vent our presence. When we finally decided to take an be promoted.
For these reasons we have mostly refrained from taking safely through whatever tempest may arise, to their destina
ocean voyage as a necessary step to entering upon our fall
tion, even though that “dangerous woman” sail in the:
lecture campaign, as stated in the next issue of the Weekly an active part either in the discussion or criticism of any or
same good ship.
all
of
the
parties;
and
have
not
added
any
further
facts
in
after our departure, we calculated upon returning to arrive
in time to attend the first meeting of the Convention. Our our possession to swell the enormity to which the case has
Newsmen.—Let our friends everywhere see to it that the
tickets were to leave Havre on the 4th inst., which having a grown. We were willing that the combatants should fight
Newsmen
keep the Weekly on their counters, remembering
usual trip, would have landed us in New York on the 14th. out the battle, which their cowardice made impossible to
that one of the largest and most prosperous businesses in
The elements were, however, against us. Besides, the ma be avoided, without any interference on our part. We
London was built up solely through the employment of per
chinery of the ship got out of order the second day out, acted upon the rule that if any wrong thing had been done
sons to travel the city over, asking for its articles at every
by
anybody,
the
wrong
consisted
in
the
deed
and
not
in
the
which delayed us fully one day. This with heavy winds
store. The Weekly is ‘ ‘ returnable ” through the American
and fogs which succeeded the accident, and encountering public coming to a knowledge of its wrong; and that any
News Co., so that Newsmen are perfectly safe in ordering a
body
whose
social
or
other
existence
depended
upon
the
the tail end of the cyclone, which came near wrecking the
supply from that company, or from any of its agents or cor
French steamer Ville de Paris, lengthened out the passage concealment of such a deed from the public was certain to
respondents in any of the large cities.
t© thirteen days. We landed on the wharf at Hoboken, be sooner or later exposed, whereupon he would not only
--------- ------- --------be
credited
with
the
deed,
hut
also
with
the
folly
and
hypoc
on Thursday the 17th, at 10 o’clock a. M., three hours too
“THE RUNAWAYS” RETURNED.
late to take the last train that could have conveyed us to risy of holding a place in public esteem by a fraud upon its
Boston to participate in the closing acts of the Convention. intelligence.
As we warned our readers that it would be, before start
We have received the first installment of the official proceed We even withheld from our readers, for the same reason,
ing from Mr. Jamieson, the Secretary, and shall publish what we have promised them regarding Mr. Beecher’s real ing on our recent trip, our departure was heralded all over
them as soon as possible, being crowded out this week, how social views, because, upon second thought, we did not the country, besides being telegraphed to Europe, as having
ever,,by the length of Mr. Tilton’s last arid by far the most wish by making them public to further weaken him in been brought about by parties connected with the social
important statement that has been made. We return our whatever defense he might have or choose to attempt, any earthquake in Brooklyn.* This earthquake is still belching
thanks to tbe Convention for the expression of confidence more than we were or are desirous of weakening Mr. Til forth its sulphurous fumes, which speak, too clearly for it
and respect as elicited by Hie reception of our telegram an ton’s attack by calling him to an account for the f„lse to be denied, of the rottenness that there have been
nouncing our return, and regret that the return was too late and malicious statements in reference to ourselves and such strenuous efforts made to effectually stifle and hide, and
for us to reach Boston in time.
his connections with us. But the confirmation of whatever which alone ought to be a sufficient refutation of such an
■----------—'-»>—>--- ——we might have said of Mr. Beecher’s views has been had unfounded and malicious report. Not only was this re
Now is the time to subscribe for the Weekly, so that from his own pen and lips, and in a much more forcible port greedily seized upon by papers specially inimical to the
those who have not fully read up the great Brooklyn Scan way than w’e could have accomplished it. His explanations discussion of the question, the advancement of which was
dal may obtain a full knowledge of it from the first, as we to Mr. Moulton of his relation with Mrs. Tilton, were to the only final reason that decided us to fire the train that
shall shortly begin a review and “ summing up ” of the case, that gentleman “ the first attempt at justification of the led to the present condition, hut they also availed them
with the parlicular purpose in view of showing its effects doctrine of free love that he had heard.” We have hoped selves of our absence as a pretext to vent their spleen upon
upon the Social Question, The frightened press assume that and still hope that what has occurred in this, affecting our ns for having succeeded so thoroughly in what we under
this Scandal has dealt Free Love its deathblow, whereas, we purpose regarding Mr. Beecher, may also occur to affect took to do. Whether they ivould or no, the papers have
shall show that enforced lust—legal marriage—has been our present purpose regarding Mr.Tilton—that among them been compelled to literally give up their columns to the
killed instead. This wTe shall commence in the next number selves the correction of his falsehoods may he accomplished, Beecher-Tilton Scandal, as we said they would be obliged to
of the Weekly. All the back numbers containing the various and that, too, by no interference of ours. Should this, how do, and the language for the using of which upon the
statements of the
to the Scandal can be furnished ever, fail to occur, there is nothing that shall prevent US rostrum and in these columns they have blackguarded us
from our office.
for two years, they have] daily spread before their readers.
from performing the task fearlessly.
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jn almost every column of their papers, until the sexual ques
tion and sexual intercourse, to say nothing about Free-love,
are freely discussed by promiscuous parties of men, women
and children, in all circles of society; and because they have
been unable to stem the tide of public demand, or to ignore
its behests, they have eased their consciences, if indeed they
have anything left that can be called conscience, by calling
us hard names for having put them in this predicament.
But we “had run away to Europe carrying with us a
large sum of money, the price of our absence,” as it was
dispatched across the ocean to greet us on our arrival.
“The infamous women,” said the Tribune. “The women
who shall be nameless as too base to be mentioned among
other women, even though they be black as ravens,” said
the Herald; those prostitutes and blackmailers, squeaked
all the lesser broods. But no single one of all this libelous
set has ever presented a solitary fact upon which to base
any of these gallant and euphonious terms, and were any of
them compelled to present a justification for their illegal
acts, they would be unable to do so. Pressed to do their
utmost they can only say that we broached the BeecherTilton Scandal, and that for this we are justly liable to
whatever expletive words can be gleaned from the Eng
lish language.
Well, what will these gentlemen, these honorable gentle
men (?) say now that those who “ran away ” to Europe have
returned so quickly that the reverberations of these falsehoods
of the press had not died away? Will they say that they
were mistaken and too hasty in their conclusions ? No.
They will take care not only not to say anything of the
kind, but also to prevent anybody else from using their
columns to refute the slander. But these honorable (?) per.
sons may rest assured that the old adage will in this case
again be proven true, that
Truth crushed to earth shall rise again.

We are all the vile things that these papers have repre
sented us to be, because we told what has been fully estab.
lished as a part of the truth only, about Henry Ward Beech
er, and by so doing have compelled those who have black
guarded us for so doing, to publish not only the confirma
tion but all the further facts that have been developed as
the case has progressed. Therefore, according to their
philosophy, we, and not they of whom we speak, are libelers,
blackmailers and prostitutes. We cannot refrain, however,
from reminding these truth-telling (?) individuals that a re
sort to hard names without citing the facts to warrant them,
carries conviction of the weakness of their cause and their
bad faith to the mind of every person whose judgment is
worth a straw. When an attorney is pleading a bad case
and he has no proofs to offer he always resorts to black
guardism. The present case of the Press vs. ‘ ‘ The Run
aways ” is an illustration. We defy any or all of them to
produce a single fact other than the one cited above to sus ■
tain any of these base assertions; and the time will come
when they will be compelled, as they have already been in
the case of Mr. Beecher, to write down their own condemna
tion, for their unsuccessful attempt to crush out a woman
whose first and last aim and effort have been to emancipate
her sex, at whatever sacrifice to herself of private comfort
and pecuniary gain.

gether. Then comes dull, heavy, hard days, with two un
happinesses tied together wishing themselves apart, and not
always content with merely wishing.
“This is unnatural, unwise. What married life wants to
give it new tone and sweetness is more of the manner as
well as the spirit of the courting time. Love must have ex
pression or it will die. It can be kept forever beautiful and
blessed as at the first, by giving it constant utterance in
word and act. The more it is allowed to flow out in deli
cate attentions and noble service, the stronger and more
satisfying and more blessed it will be. The house becomes
home only when love drops its heavenly manna in it fresh
every day, and the true marriage vow is made not once for
all at the altar, but by loving words and helpful service and
delicate attentions to the end. And the more courtship
after marriage the better for the married. Indeed, the
ideal marriage is one continuous and prolonged courtship.”
We do not hold that the change after marriage lamented
by the writer is “ unnatural and unwise,” but look upon it
as the almost certain result of our adherence to a false
system which aims to establish monogamy by arbitrary law.
We believe, as a general rule, that a man finds it necessary
to be more attentive to his mistress than to his wife. The
reason is obvious. In the latter case the wife is secured to
him by the bond of law, while in the former the chain is
only that of love, and that is apt to rust if it be not kept
bright by constant attention. Legal or ecclesiastical mar
riage bonds are sad foes to those little attentions and careful
kindnesses that the nature of woman constantly demands
from her mate; they are apt to beget in both man and wo
man a carelessness in the performance of those delicate
politesses which are the very food of love. There is a finality
in the statement, “ this is my wife,” that to most men con.
veys an idea of property that is absolutely abhorrent to all
right-thinking women, though man has good grounds for
asserting and indeed feeling such to be the case. Has not
the partner he has chosen surrendered herself to him, and
permitted her very name to be annihilated in order to ex
hibit her affection? Bound captive by the law, and help
less at his feet, is it any wonder that most men, under such
circumstances, consider themselves as woman’s conquerors,
and refuse to take up again the role of soliciters. But,
where is the woman that does not feel that, on affectional
questions, the position of a soliciter is man’s proper place,
though all the bibles in the world testify to the contrary?
On sexual affairs woman is naturally queen, she cannot ab
dicate her throne until she changes her nature.
It is impossible to overrate the importance of attention to
the seemingly minor matters of wedded life. Take away
your marriage laws and they would be attended to far better
than they are now; it is they that clip the wings of “ Love,”
and then men and women are astonished to find that their
idol has changed into ‘ ‘ Duty. ” After it is so changed it is
no wonder that the true God returns and ejects his tame
successor with contempt. Then follow in dreadful train,
hypocrisy, lying, anger, hatred and murder. Thus is the
world filled with social crimes. Inconstancy of affection is
not the real cause of such troubles, but hard, cold, stern
marriage and social laws which have converted women into
slaves. These are all based on the laws of Moses, which,
four thousand years ago, were perhaps fit for a rude race
just emerging from barbarism, but are both useless and
highly detrimental to the well-being of the civilized peoples
of the earth in the present period.
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sums too, offered, and that when the penitentiary was star
ing us in the face? After the trials, suffering and privations
which we have undergone on account of our connection
with the Beecher-Tilton Scandal, all of which we could
have escaped and been largely paid, it is an insult which we
can find no words to properly characterize, to offer us
this affront. Besides, what is there to sell? Have not Mr.
Beecher’s own words affirmed all and more than we ever
charged him with having done? And are there not six
living witnesses to sustain Mr. Tilton’s suits against Mr.
Beecher in the courts, each one of whom will testify to the
main fact? What could we sell that could be of service to
Mr. B. against such testimony? Moreover, Mr. B. is not
fool enough to spend his money in any such unprofitable
manner. But once for all: we have never received a dollar
or any other consideration from Mr. Beecher, or from any
one for Mr. Beecher, or from any other party connected with
this Scandal, or from any one for any party connected with
it, either to offer or to withhold any testimony. We trust
this may be received as final.
We ask the special attention of our readers to the series of
articles that is to appear in the Weekly, begun in the last
number, entitled “ The New Religion—Universal Justice.”
The ultimate condition of humanity will be foreshadowed in
this series, as well as the means by which it must, and the
reasons why it should be reached.

A POSITIVE STAND AT LAST.
We are sorry to have to announce the Banner'of Light
which has so long battled for freedom in so many directions,
has at last felt it necessary to pronounce decidedly against
social freedom, which it does in the following emphatic
words in its issuef of September 19:
“ It has again aud again avowed itself the stern opposer of
the doctrine of free love.”
Our readers will observe, therefore, that since the Banner
is a stern opposer of free love that it must be a rigid advo
cate of enforced lust, as we recently showed too conclusively
to be evaded that whoever is not in favor of free love must
necessarily be in favor of enforced lust. We repeat that we
are sorry to see the old and brave Banner driven to such an
extremity, and to such a departure from logic and good
sense as to call free love “a license to passion and ignor
ance.” Whereas the only thing known to civilization which
is a license to passion and ignorance is the present marriage
law, which delivers women over to men to be their bondslaves sexually, subjecting them to intercourse against their
wills and to child-hearing under conditions that people the
earth with physical, intellectual and moral dwarfs and
monstrosities. Nevertheless, our readers and the public
must lemember that the Banner of Light can no longer be
considered as favorable to a freedom any broader than we
have at present; indeed, that it must be held to be an advo
cate of something 11 far more stringent than present marriage
laws.”
MASCULINE SEXUAL TYRANNY.

The Christian idea practically, if not theoretically, is that
man can hold sexual commerce with woman, but that woremind our
man cannot and shall not hold unlegalized sexual commerce
subscribers that it is their duty when they receive a bill for
with man without the direct and most terrific punishment.
the renewal of their subscriptions, to at once forward the
Tins domination of man in affectional matters is an utter
amount or else to notify us to stop the Weekly. This is a
matter of a few moments’ time and should be promptly at New Sttbscribers.—Our friends ought never to forget usurpation, and all -women know it to he such; and the re
tended to in every instance, as a matter of simple justice that the public press, in favor of the old and. worn out so versal of this order, which is advocated by the Weekly, is
cial system, takes every opportunity to prejudice the minds the one thing needful to harmonize the social and sexual’af
to us.
of the liberally inclined against the Weekly. If efforts from fairs of society. After Professor Denslow, many of the sosome quarter are not put forth to oppose this influence, it is called religious papers have and do deride Theodore Tilton,
. COURTSHIP PROLONGED.
easy to see that the grand doctrines of woman’s emancipa for his kind and loving treatment of his wife, because it is
Under the above heading the Golden Age indulges in what tion cannot spread rapidly. We do whatever we can upon contrary to the Christian practice. Like the professor they
appears to the Weekly to be a mournful wail over the the rostrum and m the distribution, as far as we are able, of not unfrequently intimate that “ a conservative man of
shortcomings of our present marriage system. We reprint sample copies of the Weekly, and Hull’s Crucible does glo honor would have probably shot Beecher, certainly would
the article, which appears to us to be singularly correct and rious work in the same direction; but it must be remembered have cow-hided and exposed him.”
But we object to these barbarisms of the dark ages. They
that without the personal efforts of all who are in favor of
truthful:
“Very much of the pleasure of courtship comes from social reform, it cannot make much headway against the or serve no purpose save that of malice or revenge, neither of
the constant attentions of the parties to each other. Their ganized opposition that confronts it upon all sides. Every which do we hold to be virtues. They will not reinstate a
affection voices itself in all possible ways. Every sentence reader of the Weekly ought to have interest enough to se man in a woman’s affections, whether she be a mistress or a
is edged with a compliment and spoken in tender tones. cure at least one new subscriber. In this way the principles wife. No law man can make can really bind a woman: The
Every look is a confession. Every act is a new word in the which it advocates may find their way into many a sorrow poet Scott says from the mouth of the Knight Marmion;
“ Wh hold our greyhound in our hand,
exhaustless vocabulary of love. Kiss and caress are paren ing heart to comfort and cheer. Let the patrons of reform
Our falcon on our glove;
thetic clauses and gestures in the dialect of love, and gifts papers have, first, the courage of their opinions, and then
But where shall we find leash, or hand
the
further
courage
to
do
what
they
can
to
spread
them
and sacrifices are the more emphatic expressions of the
For dame that loves to rove?”
spirit no language can fully articulate and no devotion de among their friends and neighbors.
Where, indeed, the foolish laws of priests and lawyers to
clare. And it is in the fact that affection confesses itself
the contrary, notwithstanding; and it is the ridiculous effort
continually in look and word and act, making the voice
“ SELLING OUT.”
to enforce such edicts that causes a considerable part of the
musical and the fingers poetic in their touch and doing
social sorrows of mankind.
that makes the experience so beautiful, the only Eden many
We do not like to think that many of our friends are
a woman ever has on earth.
foolish enough to even imagine that the malicious stories
*
INCONSISTENT.
“In courtship nothing is taken for granted. Both parties floating about in the public press, to the effect that we have
are put on their good behavior. Love keeps itself fresh and sold out to Mr. Beecher for ten or fifteen thousand dollars,
A correspondent of the London Daily News states that
active by constant expression in word and act. But, strange or any other sum, have any foundation in fact. So long as Dr. Dollinger desires to form a union between the Old
to say, the courtship usually ends in marriage. Very soon these were confined to the papers we could not afford to Catholics, the Greek Church, the Church of England and
both parties yield to the sense of possession, and the feeling stoop to notice them, but when we are constantly in receipt the Protestant Episcopal Church of America. He, how®
of security robs gallantry of motive and extracts the poetry of letters, which seem to be the offspring of great nervous j ever, strenuously denies the right of private judgment, and
from the mind. The beautiful attentions which were so ness lest we have done so, we feel constrained to speak. t holding such an opinion, we are fain to inquire how comes
pleasing before marriage are too often forgotten after Really we do not know whether to laugh at the simplicity it that he stands outside of the Roman Catholic Church?
ward; the gifts cease or come only with the asking; the which can suggest such a thing or to treat the more serious It is monstrously inconsistent in him to claim that right for
music dies out of the voice; everything is taken for granted complaints with the contempt which they deserve. If there himself which he denies to other individuals. If his posh
and the love that, like the silver jet of the fountain, leaped had been any sale in us would it not have been more likely tion he correct, Dr, Dbllinger’s infallibility is superior to
to heaven, denied-its natural outlet, ceases to flow alto to haye exhibited itself when there was money, and large that the world’s bishops conferred on Pio Non©,
Renewals

of
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the scandal on Mr.Beecher’s account; that Mr.,Beecher was a had man
TILTON’S STATEMENT.
and not a safe person to be allowed to visit the families of his church;
(Continued from page 7.)
that if ever this scandal were cleared up he (Tilton) would he the only
The God of the Christian Statesman is lazy. He won’t ness with which he denounced her for betraying her pastor one
of the three invoived who would be unhurt by it, and that he was
work. He neglects his duties. He ought to be spanked for to her husband—all this tale still lingers in my mind like a silently suffering for Mr. Beecher’s sake:
permitting “ the Woodhulls ” to return home safely from remembered horror.
Witness:
Andrew Bradshaw.
T/imy)!—At an interview with Mrs. Andrew Bradshaw, iu Thomps ni ’j
Europe after having received the following notification from The above plain statement of facts, fortified by document
dining-rooms
on
Clinton
street,
on
or
about
the
3d day of August, 1870,
ary evidence proving that my interview with Mr. Beecher oc
his followers:
Theodore Tilton stated that he had discovered that a criminal intimacy
curred
be/ore
and
not
a/fermy“loss
of
place
and
salary,”
The Woodhulls have gone to Europe. If they return in
•xisted between his wife and Mr. Beecher. Afterward, in November,
safety we shall wonder at the mysterious dispensation, but effectually puts an end to the following passage in the com 1872, referring to the above conversation, Mr. Tilton said to Mrs.
shall conclude that God has some wise though inscrutable mittee’s verdict—a passage which constitutes one of the Bradshaw that he retracted none of th 3 accusations which we had for
end to serve by their presence.—Christian Statesman.
principal findings of that strange tribunal. The committee merly made against Mr. Beecher.
We are indebted for the above to that brave old asserter say:
Witness:
Mrs. Andrew Bradshaw.
of the rights of the people, the Boston Investigator, which It is clear that on the 29th of December, when the so-called memoran
It will be seen from the third specification in the above
dum of confession was procured from Mrs. Tilton, the chief inciting
comments on it thus:
cause of that step on TUton’s part was his belief that Mr. Beecher had document that I was indicted by Plymouth Church, and that
That is the pious style for hoping they may drown, and caused him his loss of place, business and repute. an attempt was made to bring me to trial because I had said
that would be their fate if praying could bring it about.
The above conclusion, drawn by the committee from the on the od of August, 1870, that I had discovered A criminal
—Boston Investigator.
false facts which I have exploded, must be delivered over to intimacy between Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton. Tbe date
Even so, but they are not drowned, and, if we believe in the limbo of those remarkable insurance policies touching mentioned in this specification, namely, the 3d of August,
any devil, we should have the right to maintain that the which Mr. Beecher swore to be in profound and perfect 1870, was only thirty days after Mrs. TUton’s confession of
Christian Statesman's ‘ ‘ God ” was not so strong as our health, while at the same time he was on the daily edge of July 3 of that year! What shall be thought of the report of
“Devil.” But is the above “mysterious dispensation” death from a hypochondria, inherited from his grandfather, a so-called investigating committee of Plymouth Church
which, in order to maintain and uphold the pastor’s false
Christianity? Because, if it be, we don’t like it, and feel and from a remorse consequent upon giving bad advice.
that under the circumstances we ought not to be damned for VIII. About one-half of the committee’s verdict is based denidl of my true charge against him, is compelled, in his
expressing such an opinion. True, we candidly exonerate on another equally remarkable falsehood, which I shall so defense, to falsify the records of his own church ? The com
mittee’s question, “ What is the proof that the charge in the
the Great Nazarene from having anything to do with any such completely expose that I believe the authors of it will receive first instance was adultery?” meets in the above official docu
the ridicule of a community whom they have attempted to
folly. He said, “ There is joyiu heaven over one sinner deceive. The chief argument by the committee is that my ment by Plymouth Church so point-blank an answer that I
that repenteth,” but we do not infer from it that he meant real charge against Mr. Beecher was simply “ improper pro am almost tempted to return to these six gentlemen the
that there would be cause for rejoicing, in that locality, over posals,” not “ adultery;” that they never heard of my charg epithets they have put upon Mr. Moulton and me, and to say
half a dozen sinners that were drowned, as would appear to ing him with “adultery” until I trumped up this latter that for their own verdict, judged by their own church re
be the case with the above-mentioned Christian Statesman.
accusation as part of a conspiracy which Mr. Moulton and I cords, they stand “convicted of a vile fraud.”
The above church record completely nullifies one-half—
were prosecuting against Mr. Beecher with slow patience
and for greed of gain I Without this argument, which com more than half—of the committee’s report!
OUR LECTURE SEASON.
IX. In order that I may not need to refer again to Mr .
prises one-half the committee’s report, they would never
We are happy to be able to announce to our friends all have been able to make a report at all. But I shall rip this West’s charge and specifications, I may as well append in this
place my proper comment on Mr. Beecher’s extraordinary
over the country that we have returned from our trip to argument so completely out of the report that that document claim that I owe him gratitude for having kept me, as he
will at one stroke be torn in twain, and the half which is de
Europe refreshed and strengthened in health, and eager to voted to this fabrication will be cast aside as waste paper.
says, from a “public trial by the church.”
re-enter the lecture-field in defense and advocacy of those Eirst, to do no injustice to the committee, let me give them
Why did Mr. Beecher keep me from a public trial by the
truths which, we believe, must finally be the foundation for the chance of stating their argument in their own words, as church? It was to save, not me, but bimself. It was not I,
the salvation of the world from sorrow and suffering. The follows:
but he, who feared to be tried, and who put forth the labors
intense agitation of the social question through the discus We believe (say they), and propose to show, from the evidence, that of a Hercules to prevent a trial. And with good reason; for,
sion of the Beecher-Tilton Scandal has caused the thinking the original charge was improper advances, and that as time passed and unless Mr. Beecher’s case in that perilous hour had been con
conspiracy deepened it was enlarged into adultery. The importance ducted by the present committee of six, on their novel plan
people to ask earnestly, “What is to take the place of a the
of this is apparent, because if the chai-ge has been so changed then both
social system which this scandal has shown to be tottering Tilton and Mouldon are conspirators and convicted of a vile fraud, which of acquitting at all hazards, the trial would have proven him
guilty. With wise sagacity, therefore, Mr. Beecher sought to
to age and decay? ” One of our principal efforts during the necessarily ends their influence in this controversy. What is the proof keep me from that trial in order to save himself from that
(they
add)
that
the
charge
in
the
first
instance
was
adultery?
coming season will be satisfactorily and rationally to answer
ruin. I well remember how, at that time, he spoke of his
I cannot understand, except on one ground, how Mr. anxious and sleepless nights, full of fear and apprehension
this question, and we feel warranted in saying in advance
that when it is answered, all the doubts and fears of anarchy Beecher’s lawyers (since they are attendants at his church at the possible failure ©f his cunning attempt to prevent the
and confusion which now occupy the minds of the timorousi and acquainted with its proceedings) should have had the coming on of a trial which, at the same time, he had to pre
will be quickly dispelled, and the most conservative will be boldness to assume such a position as the above, since they tend to invite.
Furthermore, Mr. Beecher, evidently sharing the convic
willing to acknowledge that it must be a happy change that must have known that I could disprove their fallacious
statement by the official records of Plymouth Church itself,
will bring such a consummation. We expect to begin our The one ground on which I presume they based their daring tion of the committee that I possessed no official copy of Mr.
season about the 1st of October. Those who desire to effect assertion was their supposition that I possessed no official West’s charges and specifications, ventured to speak of Mr#
engagements any where in the United States should make copy of the papers in a certain famous proceeding in Plymouth West’s fearful indictment as follows, namely, that it
Presented no square issues upon which his (Mr. Beecher’s) guilt or in
early application, as our routes will be arranged several Church, which Mr. Beecher, with a rare hypocrisy, describes nocence could be tried.
as his “ attempt to keep me from public trial by the church.”
weeks ahead.
And yet what issues could be more pointed and direct ?
Perhaps Mr. Beecher and his committee thought that in this
If a clergyman is openly accused of adultery, and the indict
41 Jermyn Street, Piccadilly, j
ease, too, “the papers had been burned.” But I shall not
ment gives specifications, names, dates and witnesses, does
London, Sept. 9, 1874.
1
allow him to escape “ so as by fire.”
i not the case present “a square issue?” Iknow whereof I
Dear Weekly— Tis a long time, so it seems to me, since I’ve
Let me explain:
affirm when I say that Mr. Beecher feared and dreaded the
addressed a communication to your columns, and I do so
A few weeks after Mrs. Tilton’s confession in July, 1870,
now to ease the minds of some well-intentioned but inquis and several months before Mr. Beecher’s apology, I com prospect of that trial, not because the “issues were not
itive people concerning the reason of my absence from the municated the fact of their criminal intimacy to a grave and square,” but, on the contrary, because the issues were so
sharp and clear-cut that he dared not cast himself on their
paper.
discreet friend of our family, Mrs. Martha B. Bradshaw, of
I did not “leave off writing for Woodhull & Claelin’s Brooklyn, one of the best known and most honored mem “ rough and ragged edge.”
Let me in this connection notice another point. The com
Weekly because I was disgusted with Victoria Woodhull bers of Plymouth Church. The same information was sub
and because I had found out she was not worthy of my ad sequently given to Mrs. Bradshaw by Mrs. Tilton herself. On mittee have a singular way of arguing that the original
charge could not have been “ adultery,” because (as they say)
herence.”
the basis of this information in the possession of Mrs. Brad
In the first place, I do not presume to think the lowest sin shaw, Mr. William F. West, a member of Plymouth Church) Mrs. Tilton’s written retraction indicated only “improper
ner unworthy of me. And in the next place, I will assert relying on Mrs. Bradshaw to be a witness,‘indicted me before proposals.” With an extraordinary inconsistency of reason
that, as far as my intercourse with Victoria Woodhull is fon- the church for circulating scandalous reports against the ing, the verdict has the following remarks:
It is said, further, that Mr. Beecher confessed the act of adultery.
cerned, and as far as all the tales and slanders and charges Rev. Henry Ward Beecher. Mr. West’s charges and specifi
against her go, I’ve never for an instant changed my cations, although a matter of notoriety at the time,have never Such alleged confession is not consistent with the retraction he received
opinion, nor do I intend to, till I find something like yet been published. I herewith commit them to print for that evening from Mrs. Tilton. Is it likely, if the main offense had been
charged, Mr. Beecher would have been satisfied with anything short of
proof existing, that she is not just what I have ever consid the purpose of showing that the verdict of Mr. Beecher’s
a retraction of that?
ered her, since my interest in her was first awakened, name committee stands disproved in its chief and central allega
The logic of the above is most pitiable. A clergyman is
ly, a devoted woman to her highest truth, and a humanita tion by the official records of Plymouth Church itself. Mr.
charged with adultery. He goes to the guilty woman and
rian of the broadest, the clearest and purest conceptions.
Beecher’s six committeemen, like Mr. Beecher himself, have
When all her friends have been on the point of swerving, “ bad memories.” Let me not attempt to portray the morti demands that she shall give him a written retraction. He
for this, that and the other appearance, and when all her fication of this committee and their attorneys at reading the carries to her bedside paper, pen and ink, and compels her to
enemies have been moving heaven and earth to .destruction, following correct copy of official papers adopted by Plymouth phrase this retraction to suit him exactly. What does he
make her say? Merely that there was no adultery? No, he
I wish to assure all interested in knowing, that I have never Church, of which the originals are in my possession:
makes her say still more than this—that there has been not
swerved from my allegiance to her and her cause. She has
MR. TALLMADGE to MR. TILTON.
even an attempt at such. Having appealed to her fears, hav
unfolded to me what I am pleased to faithfully believe the
Brooklyn-, October 7,1873.
ing (as he admits) “used strong language to her,” in other
highest and purest truth I have yet reached, and, please the Mr. Theodore Tilton:
words, having intimidated her to do his bidding, he compels
unseen power of the universe, I intend to stick to her and
Dear /Si?1—At a meeting of the Examining Committee of Plymouth
my truth, which she has revealed or made clear. And it Church, held this evening, the clerk/of the committee was instructed to her to declare, not only that there was no “ adultery,” but
will never matter to me what evidence be brought to bear forward to you' a copy of ihe complavnt and specifications made against that there was not even an “impure proposal.” Is not this
against her life and character, for it will never effect her you by Mr. William P. West, and wasJS^uested to notify you that any the most comprehensive retraction possible of the original
truth, since truth is truth forevermore, no matter how we answer to the charges that you might desire to offer to the committee charge ? Suppose I—Mr. Beecher’s accuser—had given to him
a certificate that he had never made to my wife an “ impure
progress from one truth to a higher. Yesterday’s truth is may be sent to the clerk on or before Thursday, October 23,1873.
Inclosed I hand you a copy of the charges and specifications referred proposal?” Would he not plead such a certificate as abun
stale to-day; and the vital truth of to-day, to-morrow may
to. Yours very respectfully,
D. W. Tallmadge.
dantly—aye, superabundantly—acquitting him of the charge
require another Christ to ascend another Calvary to advance.
393 Bridge street,
of “adultery?” The committee know well enough that the
To set all minds at rest that are so deeply interested as to
COPY
my “ conversion from the error of my views,” and that have Of the charges and specifications made by William F. West against retraction of a charge of “impure proposals” covers—and
more than covers—the charge of “ adultery.” The logic of
not failed to misrepresent my absence from the Weekly
Theodore Tilton:
just as people misrepresent Victoria’s absence from America,
I charge Theodore Tilton, a member of this church, with having circu the verdict is unworthy of the name of reasoning.
The same may be said of another paragraph in this sapient
and just as all the world misrepresents whatever it knows lated and promoted scandals derogatory to the Christian integrity of our
verdict—a statement of theirs which I am loath to charge
nothing at all about, I herein declare that my highest hope.for pastor, and injurious to the reputation of this church.
Specifications :
upon these six gentlemen as a willful misrepresentation, and
this world and for the next is in the progress of Victoria
First—In an interview between Theodore Tilion and the Rev. E. L. L. yet it seems as if they had here misrepresented me purposely
Woodhull’s views and principles, and my faith in her mo
Taylor, D. D., at the office of the Brooklyn Union, in the spring of 1871,
tives and measures are unchanged, and likely to remain so the said Theodore Tilton stated that the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher and not by accident. The committee quote from their own
garbled report of my examination a mention made by me of
till I find ampler evidence against her than that which the
great cormorant, society, accepts for proof—namely, an ap preached to several (seven or eight) of his mistresses every Sunday the fact that Mr. Beecher, on the day after sending me his
evening.
Upon
being
rebuked
by
Dr.
Taylor,
he
reiterated
the
charge,
pearance of evil.
apology through Mr. Moulton, visited me at Mr. Moulton’s
I trust the inspiration to write for the truth that still and said that he would make it in Mr. Beecher’s presence if desired.
house. The committee quote from their report of my re
guides me may soon return; for more and more do I become
Witness:
Rev. E. L. L. Taylor, D. D.
convinced, as I go about and witness the utter hollowness
Second—In. a conversation with Mr, Andrew Bradshaw, in the latter- marks the following words:
and falsity of our present social status, that revolution is part of November, 1872, Theodore Tilton, requested Mr. Bradshaw not
He (Beecher) burst out in an expression of great sorrow to me, and
imminent and must come I And my constant prayer is, not
said he hoped the communication which he had sent to me by Mr.
to be weighed in the balance and found wanting, when a to repeat certain statements which had previously been made to him by Moulton was satisfactory to me. He then and there told Mr. Moulton
time of fiery trial comes, as come it may to all who hold in Mr. Tilton, adding that he retracted none of the accusations which he
had fvimerly wade
Ml Reecbcq hut that fee wished te feusfe hefe8dd9S9fft9»g; wtso mwefe as seme gtlwrs had (referring to his
paraest trust m eternal truth,
HpLsy JUvtu
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wife, who had made statements to Mr. Bowen that ought to he unmade),
and he there volunteered to write a letter to Mr. Bowen concerning the
facts which he had misstated.
Now notice the captious use which the committee make of
the above quotation. They say:
If the wrong to which Mr. Beecher refers was adultery, how could
these words be used in reference to it: “He had done wrong; not so
much as some others ” ? The absurdity of such a claim is clear.
The above comment which the committee make on my
words, as anybody will see by looking carefully at the words
themselves, has no application whatever to my words. When
Mr. Beecher said that “ he had done me wrong, but riot so
much as some others had done,” he was referring, as the re
port itself shows, not to his crime of adultery, but “to his
wife, who had made statements to Mr. Bowen which ought
to be unmade.” The committee devote a laborious para
graph to show that if Mr. Beecher had done less wrong than
others, this “wrong ” could not have been “adultery,” The
committee themselves, if they had carefully read their own
quotation from their own report of my examination, would
have seen that Mr. Beecher, in the above-named interview
with me, spoke first of the crime for which he had written
me the apology of the night before, and that he then made a
totally distinct and separate reference to an additional wrong
which he had ' come that morning to undo—namely, the
wrong of having given slanderous reports to Mr. Bowen con
cerning myself; a wrong which, Mr. Beecher said to me, he
had not committed to so great an extent as his wife and Mrs.
Morse had done. Promptly on the publication of the com
mittee’s report of my examination, I published a card saying
that this report had been garbled and was incorrect at many
points. Among the points which I designated to several
members of the press who called upon me at the time, was
the bungling manner in which the above interview between
Mr. Beecher and myself was described.
The committee say further:
In the written statement of the offense shown to Dr. Storrs by Tilton
and Carpenter, which was made in Mrs. Tilton’s handwriting, under the
demand of her husband, who says he dictated the precise words charac
terizing the offense, the charge was an improper proposal.
I will once again give the committee a direct negative to
this statement, as I did during my examination. The letter
above referred to, in Mrs. Tilton’s handwriting, is as follows:
December 16, 1872.
In July, 1870, prompted by my duty, I informed my husband that Kev
H. W. Beecher, my friend aud pastor, had solicited me to be a wife to
him, together with all that this implies.
The entire letter, of which the above is the first sentence’
was composed by Mrs. Tilton, except only the above sen
tence, which was mine. I suggested the above form of ex
pression to her, because she was at that time in a delicate
mood of conscience and desired to confess the whole truth to
Dr. Storrs, in hope thereby to end the troubles. She said
she had grown tired of telling falsehoods, and if Dr. Storrs
was to give wise counsel, he ought to know the whole case.
It was no unusual thing for her to be in the state of mind
which she exhibited on that occasion. There was always an
undercurrent of conscience running through all her thoughts,
and she frequently lamented to me her sad fate to be con
demned to “live a lie.” Accordingly, she sought in the
above letter to Dr. Storrs to tell the whole truth—not a part
of it. I was unwilling that she should make such a damaging
confession. She insisted that she must cease her falsehood
at some time, and that that was a proper time. It was to
meet this demand of her conscience that I framed for her
the sentence above quo ted—a sentence not inconsistent with
the exact truth, because the words “ together with all that this
implies" might be as readily taken to imply that she had
yielded to Mr. Beecher’s solicitation as that she had rejected
it. Dr. Storrs, in reading the above letter, seemed to take
for granted from its terms that Mrs. Tilton had not yielded
to this solicitation, and I did not undeceive him. I repeat
that the opening sentence of the letter was framed by me ex
pressly to satisfy Mrs. Tilton’s desire to confess the whole
truth—a desire on her part which I contemplated with pain
and apprehension, and from which I sought to shield her
by the above form of words. The committee are guilty of
little lesS'than sharp practice in commenting on this phrase
ology as they have done in their verdict, for I was explicit to
give them the exact explanati on which I have given here.
But nothing is so astounding to me in the committee’s im
port as the following statement bearing on this same point:
The further fact [they say] that Tiiton treated the matter during four
years as an offense which could properly he apologized for and forgiven is
wholly inconsistent with the charge in its present form.
The committee express the same idea in a still more spe
cious phraseology, as follows:
If Moulton [say they] understood the charge to be adultery, then he is
entitled to the credit of the invention or discovery that this crime can
he the subject of an apology.
The above sentiment, thus put forth by the committee,
may possibly represent the club-house code of morals and of
honor, but it seems to me that a church committee is
bound to hold that no crime or wrong-doing should be be
yond the Christian forgiveness of those against whom it is
committed, and, in particular, that the crime in the present
case should have reminded a ohurchly tribunal of the immor
tal maxim of Him who said of the woman taken in adultery,
“ Neither do I condemn thee.”
X. Since, however, the Plymouth Church Committee aban
dons the Christian code of morality on this subject, and
substitutes a more popular and cruel opinion—which I think
should be tempered with greater lenity toward women who
err—i will convict Mr. Beecher by the world’s code of honor
in such cases. It is a prime law of conduct among what are
called “men of the world” that if a man has received a
lady’s extreme gift he is bound to protect her reputation and
to shield her against any and every hazard of exposure.
What, then, in view of this law, is the just measure of oblo
quy which “men of the world,” according to their own eti
quette of behavior, should visit upon Mr. Beecher, who after
having subdued a lady to his sexual uses for a period of more
than a year, at last, in a spirit of bravado and desperation,
publicly appoints a committee of six men, with two attor
neys, to inquire into tk^ facts Qi her guilt, involving he?

inevitable exposure and ruin? Even Mr. Beecher’s worldlyminded champion, Mr. Kinsella, though accused of the same
kind of seduction, has proved more forbearing to his victim.
XI. Mr. Beecher, after giving his lifetime (according to his
sister, Mrs. Hooker) to the study of the free-love philosophy;
after having surreptitiously practiced free-love in my own
house, in the corruption of a Christian wife and mother;
after having confessed to Mr. Moulton and me more
adulterous alliances than that one; after all this, Mr. Beecher
goes back in his fictitious defense to the closing years of my
connection with the Independent and speaks of me in the fol
lowing terms:
His (Mr. Tilton’s) loose notions of marriage and divorce begin to be
shadowed editorially.
To this I make two replies—one general, the other specific.
In general, I say that I have never entertained loose
notions of marriage. My notions of marriage are those which
are common throughout Christendom. But I rejoice to say
that my notions of divorce are at variance with the laws of
my own State, and are expressed in the statutes of Wiscon
sin. I have strenuously urged the abrogation of the New
York code of divorce (which is for one cause alone), and have
asked for the substitution of the more liberal legislation of
New England and the West.
Next, I reply in particular that the first article which I
wrote in the Independent that elicited any criticism for what
Mr. Beecher now calls my “ loose notions of marriage and
divorce,” was a defense of Mrs. Richardson in the McFar
land trial. But if I was wrong in my estimate of that case,
Mr. Beecher was far more wrong than I, for he went to the
Astor House, and at Richardson’s dying bed performed a
marriage ceremony between that bleeding sufferer and a lady
who was then the divorced (or undivorced) wife of the assas
sin. Mr. Beecher cannot condemn me for anything that I
said growing out of that case without still more severely con
demning himself. In proof of this statement I cite the testimody of William O. Bartlett, now one of Mr. Beecher’s law
yers, defending Mr. Beecher for a far more unpardonable
seduction than that whereof Mr. Richardson was accused.
Mr. Bartlett published in the New York Sun on the day after
Mr. Beecher’s performance of the Astor House marriage the
following bitter characterization of Mr, Beecher’s conduct on
that occasion:
WHAT MR.

BEECHER’S CHIEE ATTORNEY THINKS OE HIM.

The Astor House in this city was the scene on Tuesday afternoon of a
ceremony which seems to us to set at defiance all those sentiments re
specting the relation of marriage which regard it as anything intrinsi
cally superior to prostitution. The high priest of this occasion was Henry
Ward Beecher. * * * As the great and eloquent John Whipple said:
“ He who enters the dwelling of a friend and, under the protection of
friendship and hospitality, corrupts the integrity of his wife or daughter,
by the common consent of mankind ought to be consigned to an im
mediate gallows.” * * * Consider, married men of New York! hus
bands and fathers! by what frail and bitter tenure your homes are yours.
If you fail in business—and it is said that ninety-five out of one hundred
business men fail—then your neighbor may charm away your wife, and
the Kev. Henry Ward Beecher stands ready to marry her to the first liber
tine who will pay—not in affection, but in gold or greenbacks—the price
of her frail charms. * * * Yes, it is the pious, the popular, the ad
mired, the revered Henry Ward Beecher, who comes boldly and even
proudly forward, holding by the hand and leading Lust to her triumph
over religion! Who can read the narrative and not wish that Plymouth
Church were not sunk into the ground until the peak of its gable should
be beneath the surface of the earth?
The above was the judgment of Mr. Beecher’s present
chief counsellor touching Mr. Beecher’s action in the cele
brated case concerning which, for some comments of mine in
the Independent, Mr. Beecher has now the effrontery to ac
cuse me of having, in 1869, “shadowed” in my editorials
“loose notions of marriage and divorce.”
XII. Mr. Beecher, with equal inconsitency, seeks to be
cloud me with the odium which attaches to Mrs. Woodhull’s
name. I am justly entitled to a severe—perhaps to an un
sparing-criticism by the public, for having linked my name
with that woman, and particularly for having lent my pen to
the portrayal of her life in the exaggerated colors in which I
once painted it in a biographical sketch. But among all my
critics who have stamped this brochure with their just oppro
brium, I have never yet found any one who has denounced
me for it half so severely as I have condemned myself. No
body shall have my consent to defend me for having written
that sketch. I refuse to be defended.
But, having made this explicit statement against myself—
which justice requires—I am entitled to tell the precise story
of my relations with Mrs. Woodhull, and to compare these
with Mr. Beecher’s relations with the same woman, at the
same time and to the same end.
About a year after Mrs. Tilton’s confession to me, Yictoria
C. Woodhull published in the World and the Times the card
quoted in my sworn statement, saying that “ a distinguished
clergyman in a neighboring city was living in concubinage
with the wife of another public teacher in the same city.”
Qn the publication of this card Mrs. Woodhull—to whom I
was then a stranger—sent for me and informed me that this
card referred to Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton. I was stunned
by the intelligence, for 1 instantly felt that the guilty secret
which Mr. Moulton was trying to suppress was in danger of
coming to the surface. Taking advantage of my surprise on
that occasion, Mrs. Woodhull poured forth in vehement
speech the hundred or more particulars (most of which were
untrue) that afterward constituted the scandalous tale of
November 2,1872.
Meanwhile the fact that she possessed such knowledge, and
had the audacity to fling it into my very face, led me to seek
Mr. Moulton at once for counsel. We felt that some influ
ence must be brought to bear upon this strange woman to in
duce her to suppress this dangerous tale. We thought that
kindness was the best influence that we could use. Mr.
Beecher concurred with us in this view, and we all joined in
the policy of rendering her such services as would naturally
(so we supposed) put the person who received them under ob
ligation to the doers.
In carrying out this policy Mr. Beecher joined with us and
approved our course. He made Mrs. Woodhull’s personal
aequaiataaGej and ^strove ky his kindly interest in, her to
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maintain and increase her good-will. He says that he saw her
but three times, but his “memory of dates and details is bad;”
and I myself have been in her presence with him more times
than that. He took uncommon pains to impress upon her
his respectful consideration, and, though I never heard them
discuss each other’s views to any prolonged extent, I once
heard him say to her that the time might come when the rules
by which thoroughbred animals are brought to perfection
would govern the relations of men and women.
I declare explicitly that Mr. Beecher fostered the acquain
tance which Mr. Moulton and I made with Mrs. Woodhull.
He urged us to maintain it, and begged us not to lose our
hold upon her; he constantly inquired of us as to the as
cendancy which we held over her, and always said that he
looked as much to our influence with Mrs. Woodhull to keep
back the scandal from publication as to any other positive
means of future safely, both for my family and his.
When Mrs. Stowe made an elaborate attack on Mrs. Woodhull in the Christian Union, Mr. Beecher was in great dis
tress until Mr. Moulton and I reported to him that we had
seen Colonel Blood and had urged him to publish a kindly
instead of a revengeful reply to Mrs. Stowe’s attack. Mr.
Beecher’s gratification which he expressed at this was of no
ordinary kind. Mr. Beecher said to me on that occasion that
every service which I could render to her was a service to
him.
Among the services which I thus rendered—for his sake,
because for Mrs. Tilton’s—was the writing of an elaborate
pamphlet on woman suffrage, which cost me a week of hard
labor. Another service was the biographical sketch to which
I have already alluded, and which, so far as I was concerned,
was the work of only a single day, for my task consisted
only in the rewriting of a sketch already prepared by her
husband, the original manuscript of which I still possess.
The third and last public service which I rendered to har
was to preside at Steinway Hall on an occasion when I had
some expectation that Mr. Beecher himself would fill the
chair.
My entire acquaintance with Mrs. Woodhull was comprised
between the month of May, 1871, and the month of April,
1872—less than a year—and during a great part of that time
I was absent from tbe city on a lecturing tour. During my
whole acquaintance with her I never heard from her lips an
unladylike word nor noted in her behavior an unchaste act.
Whatever she may have since become (and I know not), she
was then high in the esteem of Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth
Cady Stanton, Isabella Beecher Hooker, and other persons
whose judgment of what constitutes a good woman I took to
be sound and final. The story of any ill-behavior between
Mrs. Woodhull and me, she herself has done me the justice
—unasked by me—to deny with the proper indignation which
belongs to an outrage against tbe truth. I broke with her
suddenly in the spring of 1872, because she threatened to
attack several of the lady advocates of the woman suffrage
cause, whom I knew and honored. In a frank conversation
which I had with her at that time, fall of vehemence on my
part, I denounced her proposed course, washed my hands
of all responsibility for it and her, and ha /e never seen her
since.
But in thus voluntarily breaking my acquaintance and co
operation with Mrs. Woodhull, I did not have the approval
either of Mrs. Tilton or Mr. Beecher, both of whom felt that
1 had acted unwisely in parting from her so suddenly. Mr.
Beecher, in particular, feared that the future would not be
secure if Mrs. Woodhull were left unrestrained by Mr. Moul
ton or myself. Mrs. Tilton, though she grew to have a per^
soual antipathy toward Mrs. Woodhull, nevertheless took
several occasions to show friendliness toward her, and once
sent her a gift-book inscribed with the words :
To my friend, Yictoria C. Woodhull.
Elizbeth R. Tilton.

Moreover, Mrs. Tilton wrote to me from Schoharie, June
29,1871, expressing her satisfaction with an article which I
had written in the Qolden Age, the object of which was to
gi ve to Mrs. Wo'odhull an honorable place in the woman suf
frage movement. This article was entitled “A Legend of
Good Women,” and the women whom I named in it were
Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Julia Ward Howe,
Mary A. Livermore, Lucy Stone, Paulina Wright Davis,Yic
toria C. Woodhull, and Isabella Beecher Hooker. In this
article I spoke of ail those persons in such complimentary
terms as I then thought their lives and labors deserved. The
article was dated June 20, 1871. Mrs. Tilton’s letter approv
ing it contained the following words:
The “Legend” seems an ingenious stroke of policy to control and
hold together the fractious elements of that noble band.
In view of such a letter, with such a date—namely, a year
after Mrs. Tilton’s confession and a half year after Mr.
Beecher’s apology—I need not comment on the pretence
that one of the causes of the trouble which led to the scenes
of December, 1870, ending with Mr. Beecher’s apology, was
my relations with Mrs Woodhull—whom I never saw till half
a year afterward, and whom Mrs. Tilton herself was compli
menting at a still later period as one of “ a noble band.”
Mr. Beecher’s extraordinary statement that he besought
me to part from Mrs. Woodhull is not only wholly untrue,
but even after I had parted from her, which I did in the
spring of 1872, he wanted me to renew my good-will toward
her.
It was not until after the publication of her malicioua
story, November 2, 1872, that Mr. Beecher besought me to
print a card publicly disavowing Mrs. Woodhull; but his sole
object in then wishing me to do so was that my disavowal
would be a denial of Mrs. Woodhull’s charge incriminating
his character.
I will simply add that my relations with Mrs. Woodhull
differed in no kind, almost in no degree, from Mr. Becher’s
relations with her, except only that I saw her more fre
quently than he, and was less smooth-spoken to her face, and
less insulting behind her back; nor can Mr. Beecher now
throw over me the shadow of Mrs. Woodhull’s darkened
name, without also covering his own with the same cloud.
XIII. In my sworn statement I made oath to the fact that
Mr, Beecher confessed, to me his criminal intimacy with
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Mrs. Tilton. I will state the substance of this confession,
which was often renewed and repeated:
On the night of December 30, 1870, during my interview
with him at Mr. Moulton’s house, he received my accusation
without denial, and confessed it by his assenting manner and
grief.
In the apology written January 1,1871, which he sent me
through Mr. Moulton, his contrition was based on the fact
that both Mr. Moulton and I had become acquainted with his
guilt.
During the subsequent personal interview, which took
place between Mr. Beecher and myself at Mr. Moulton’s
house a few mornings afterward, Mr. Beecher in set terms
spoke to Mr. Moulton and myself of the agony and remorse
which he had suffered within the past few days at having
brought ruin and blight upon Elizabeth and her family. He
buried his face in bis hands and wept, saying that 7ie ought
to bear the whole blame, because from his ripe age and sacred
office he was unpardonably culpable in leading her astray.
He assured me that during the earlier years of his friendship
for Elizabeth he and she had no sexual commerce with each
other, and that the latter feature of their intimacy had been
maintained between them not much over a year and less
than a year and a half.
He said to me that I must do with him what 1. would—he
would not resist me—but that if I could possibly restore
Elizabeth to my love and respect he would feel the keen edge
of his remorse dulled a little into lesser pain. He asked me
if I would permit the coming pew-renting to proceed, and
said that if I insisted on his resignation he would write it
forthwith. He reminded me that his wife was my bitter
enemy, and would easily become his own, and begged that
she might not be informed of his conduct. He said that he
liad meditated suicide, and could not live to face exposure.
He implored me to give him my word that if circumstances
should ever compel me to disclose his secret, I would give
him notice in advance, so that he might take some measure,
either by death or flight, to hide himself from the world’s
gaze. He said that he had wakened as from sleep, aud
likened himself to one sitting dizzy and distracted on the
yawning edge of hell. He said that he would pray night and
day for Elizabeth, and that her heart might not be utterly
broken, and that God would inspire me to restore her to her
lost place in my home and esteem.
Shortly afterward I sent for Mr. Beecher to come to my
house to hold an interview with me on a subject which I
shrink from mentioning here, yet which the truth compels
me to state. In June, 1869, a child had been born to
Elizabeth R. Tilton. In view of Mrs. Tilton’s subsequent
disclosures to me, made July 3,1870,—namely, that sexual
relations between Mr. Beecher aud herself had begun Octo
ber 10,1808—I wished to question Mr. Beecher as to the au
thenticity of that date, in order to settle the doubtful pa
ternity of the child. This interview he held with me in my
study, aud during a portion of it Mrs. Tilton was present.
They both agreed on the date at which that sexual com
merce had begun—namely, October 10, 1868, Mrs. Tilton her
self being the authority, and referring again, as she had done
before, to her diary.
Certain facts which Mr. Beecher gave me on that occasion
concerning his criminal connection with Mrs. Tilton—the
times, the places, the frequency—together with other par
ticulars which I feel a repugnance to name—I must pass over;
but I cannot forbear to mention again, as I have stated here
tofore, that Mr. Beecher always took the blame to himself,
never imputing it to Elizabeth; and never till he came before
the Investigating Committee did he put forth the unmanly
pretext that Mrs. Tilton had “ thrust her affections on him
unsought.”
On numerous occasions, from the winter of 1871 to the
spring of 1874, Mr. Beecher frequently made to me allusions,
in Mr. Moulton’s presence, to the abiding grief which, he said,
God would never lift from his soul fcr having corrupted so
pure-minded a woman as Elizabeth Tilton to her loss of
honor, and also for having violated the chastity of friendship
toward myself as his early and trusted friend.
Never have I seen such grief and contrition manifested on
a human countenance as I have often seen it on Henry Ward
Beecher in his self-reproaches for having accomplished Eliza
beth’s ruin. The fact that he suffered so greatly from con
stant fear of an exposure of his crime made me sometimes
almost forget the wrong he had done me, and filled my
breast with a fervid desire to see him restored again to
peace with himself. At every effort which I made in con
junction with Mr. Moulton to suppress inquiry into scandal,
Mr. Beecher used to thank me with a gratitude that was bur
densome to receive. He always put himself before me in
so dejected, humble and conscience-stricken a mood, that if
I had been a tenfold harder man than I was I could not
have had the heart to strike him. When I wrote the letter
to the church declining to appear for trial on the ground
that I had not been for four years a member, he met me
the next day at Mr. Moulton’s house, and, catching my right
hand in both of his, said with great feeling “ Theodore, God
bimself inspired you to write that letter.”
When, at a later period, in the same house, he gave me the
first intimation of the coming Council, he said: “ Theodore,
if you will not turn upon me, Dr. Storrs cannot harm me,
and I shall owe my life once again to your kindness.”
I could record many different expressions and acts of Mr.

Beecher like those which I have above given, to show his
perpetual and never relieved distress of mind through fear
of the exposure of his adultery, accompanied by a constant
and growing fear chat I could not really forgive him, and
must sooner or later bring him to punishment.
I close this section by declaring, w ith a solemn sense of the
meaning of my words, that Mr. Beecher’s recent denial
under oath that he commited ‘adultery with Mrs. Tilton is
known to him, to her, to Mr. Moulton, to me, and to several
other persons to be an act of perjury.
XIY. Perhaps there is no single touch of hypocrisy in Mr.
Beecher’s statement that exceeds his following allusion to his
dosaestic happiness •
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His (Mr. Tilton’s) affairs at home (says Mr. Beecher) did not promise happen to Mr. Moulton and yourself? Be assured,” he said,
that sympathy and strength which makes one’s house, as mine has been, “ the world will never forgive either of you for your agency
in times of adversity, a refuge from the storm and a tower of defense.
in destroying Henry Ward Beecher.” At the close of this
In no ordinary controversy would I be justified in taking interview Mr. Kingsley benignantly said to me—and he re
up such an allusion as this of Mr. Beecher to his own home peated it in Mr. Moulton’s presence—that “ I needed only to
in contrast with mine, as mine once was. But the truth give him (Mr. K.) twenty-four hours’ notice aud he would be
constrains me to do so now. Mr. Beecher’s purpose, thus happy to make me a friendly token of his appreciation in the
adroitiy expressed, is to set himself before the public in the shape of 15,000.”
light of a man who has so happy a home of his own that he
Now, when it is remembered that Mr. Kinsella first sug
does not need to covet his neighbor’s Wife.
gested the idea that Mr. Beecher- should contribute money
But, on the contrary, as Mrs. Tilton has repeatedly assured to the Golden Age, and that Mr. Kingsley, Mr. Kinsella’s co
me, and as she has assured confidential friends to whom her proprietor of the Eagle, made to me a direct offer of money
confessions have been made, Mr. Beecher had a house which to purchase the suppression of the truth against Mr. Beecher,
was not a home—a wife who was not a mate; and hence he I think the public at largo will put a new construction on
sought and found a more wifely companion. He often pic the joint charge which Mr. Beecher and the Eagle have made
tured to Mrs. Tilton the hungry needs of his heart, which he against me of blackmail!
If it be thought strange that the editor of the Bi’ooklyn
said Mrs. Beecher did not supply; and he made his poverty
and barrenness at home the ground of his application to Mrs. Eagle should privately admit Mr. Beecher’s adultery (as Mr,
Kinsella has often done at club-houses and card-tables), and
Tilton to afford him the solace of a supplemental love.
In the da3'-s when I was confidential with Mr. Beecher, he that he should at the same time publicly proclaim in his
used to pour in my ears unending complaints against his newspaper Mr. Beecher’s innocence, let it be remembered
wife, spoken never with bitterness, but always with pain. that Mr. Kinsella is not the only editor in this neighborhood
He said to me one day, “O Theodore, God might strip all who, on this question, expresses one opinion in private and
other gifts from me if He would only give me a wife like another in public : Mr. Kinsella shares this prerogative with
Elizabeth and a home like yours.” One day he walked the the editor of the New York Tribune.
Nor can I understand how Mr. Henry M. Cleaveland, who
streets with me saying, “ I dread to go back to my own house;
I wish the earth would open and swallow me up.” He told has visited my office many times in company with Mr. Car
me that when his daughter was married, Mrs. Beecher’s be penter, and has always professed to be a warm friend to both
havior on that occasion was such as to wring his heart; and Mr. Carpenter and myself, could consent to he referred to
when he described her unwifely actions during that scene ha by Mr. Beecher as having received from Mr. Carpenter a
burst into tears, and clenched his hands in an agony which I proposition of blackmail. My associates in the Golden Age
feared would take the form of revenge. He has told me re will testify that during the last year or more, whenever Mr.
peatedly of acts of cruelty by Mrs. Beecher toward his late Cleveland has called to see me (as he has frequently done) he
venerable father, sqying to me once that she had virtually has always expressed a cordial interest in my welfare, and
driven that aged man out of doors. A catalogue of the com evinced an esteem for me of a more than ordinary kind. He
plaints which Henry Ward Beecher has made to me against has repeatedly referred to the pleasure which he professed
his wife would be a chapter of miseries such as I will not de to take in my society at his country residence. Moreover,
only a few months ago, being one of the proprietors of the
pict upon this page.
Many of his relatives stand in fear of this woman, and Christian Union, and finding that that paper was in need of
some of them have not entered her house for years—as one $100,000 to carry it forward, he intimated to me his intention
of Mr. Beecher’s brothers lately testified in a public print. to quit Beecher as “a sinking ship.” About the time of my
I have seen from one of his sisters a private letter concerning publishing the Bacon letter Mr. Cleaveland called on me,
the marital relations of Mr. and Mrs. Beecher which it would and, taking from his pocket a letter from his wife, said that
if he felt at liberty to read it to me,which he did not, I would
be scandalous to reproduce here.
be glad to hear that that good lady sympathized with my side
I know that my allusion to Mr.Beecher’s home-life is rough
of the controversy as thus far developed. During the ses_
and harsh, but I know also that it is true; for as I pen it down
sion of the present committee Mrs. Tilton came home on the
there rises in my mind a vivid recollection of the many years
night of her first meeting with it, and quoted to me a re
of my daily association with Mr. Beecher, during which he
mark which Mi’. Cleaveland had made to her in the presence
taught me to sympathize with him for the very reason that
of the whole committee in these words: “ Mrs. Tilton, you
his house instead of being what he now calls it, “ a refuge
don’t know how much I love your husband.” And yet this
from the storm,” was more often the storm itself, from
is the gentleman who—having a pecuniary interest in Mr.
which he sought refuge in mine.
Beecher as his business partner—undertakes, for the further
Mr. Beecher has charged me with blackmail. This charge ance of a desperate defense, to accuse his intimate friend,
wore a cold and keen point for a single morning, but soon Mr. Carpenter, of being a conspirator with me, another
melted away like an icicle in the sun. The angry indictment friend, in the heinous crime of blackmail! I no not wonder
had so brief a vitality that the life was all gone from it be that neither Mr. Cleaveland nor any of his five associates in
fore the committee wrote their verdict. In that verdict the the committee had the courage, in making up their verdict,
committee did not repeat that charge, knowing that it co\ild to perpetuate a charge of which they grew so quickly
not be sustained. They made only the faintest possible allu ashamed.
sion to the subject, by suggesting that “ innocent men had
Let me adduce a few further particulars touching this
sometimes been blackmailed,” but they even neglected to charge of blackmail.
mention that Mr, Beecher was one of these.
Mr. Beecher, after mortgaging his house, May 1, 1873,
[Here follows an able and exhaustive criticism of the argu “mentioned that fact,” he says, “ to Oliver Johnson.”
ments of the Committee and assertions of Mr. Beecher, in re
This statement leads me to refer to a striking evidence of
gard to the charge of blackmail which we cannot find space the profound effect which this information—namely, my
for. We also omit the paragraph referring to Bessie Turner’s conspiring in a scheme of blackmail—must have produced
relations to his family].
on Mr. Johnson’s mind. Among my souvenirs is a beautiful
I must not forbear to mention that the suggestion that Mr. little book, containing a funeral tribute spoken by me at the
Beecher should contribute money to the Golden Age came, bier of Mrs. Mary A. Johnson, wife of Oliver Johnson, on
not from Mr. Moulton, but from Mr. Thomas Kinsella, editor June 10, 1872. It was about a year afterward—May 1, 1873—
of the Brooklyn Eagle, who naturally felt, perhaps, that all that Mr. Beecher mortgaged his house, and “ mentioned the
men who have committed similar crimes have no alterna matter to Oliver Johnson.” On the ensuing June 4th of that
tive of safety except to purchase with money their exemp year, when the mortgage must have been a fresh and recent
tion from exposure.
topic of reflection by all who had been informed of it as a
I have asked myself the question whether Mr. Beecher and blackmailing operation, Mr. Johnson wrote me an affection
Mr. Kinsella deliberately sought by such gifts to entangle ate letter, from which I make the following quotation:
me in their toils, and perhaps I would be rash if I were to
My Dear Theodore: * * * I have often thought that when I should
acquit them of such a charge; for the appearances are against be dead I should wish you to speak words of comfort to those who love
them in one particular, namely, both Mr. Beecher and Mr. me, and pay a tribute to my memory. Yours lovingly,
Oliver Johnson.
Kinsella are to be simultaneously tried in court as seducers,
and both have, meanwhile, simultaneously accused me of
Mr. Johnson omitted a good opportunity in the above note
blackmail. The joint attack. which these two gentlemen to accuse me of blackmail, if he then believed me guilty of it.
thus made upon me, constrains me to relate the following
Moreover, a few mouths afterward, Mr. Beecher neglected
circumstances:
a striking opportunity to expose me, when, on the 31st of
On the Saturday before my sworn statement was read October, 1873, just about six months after the mortgage, I
to the committee, and while the public were expecting it ascended the platform in Plymouth Church and asked if the
with much anxiety, Mr. Kinsella called at my house, and in pastor had any charges to make against me, and he replied in
a long and earnest interview with me, in which he expressed a most conspicuous manner, as follows:
in warm terms his appreciation of what he called my high
Mr. Tilton asks me if I have any charges to make. I have none.
intellectual and moral character, begged me to withhold
If Mr. Beecher then knew me to be a blackmailer, who had
from the committee my forthcoming statement. He said to extorted a mortgage from him of $5,000, why did he not
me emphatically: “Mr. Tilton, I know the justice of your brand me for it on the spot, and have me mobbed at once, as
case; Mr. Beecher has himself admitted to me his guilt; he the same congregation afterward mobbed Mv. Moulton ?
has wronged you most foully; I acknowledge it all. But
It only remains for me to say further touching the charge
remember that he is an old man; his career is nearly ended, of blackmail—a charge impossible to attach for a day to a
and yours has only just begun. If yon will withhold your man like Mr. Moulton, whose honor is above such infamy
forthcoming statement, and spare this old man the blow which and whose wealth is above such temptation—that this charge
you are about to strike him, I will see that you and your is the false defense of a desperate man who, in thus basely
family shall never want for anything in the world.”
pretending that his best friend blackmailed him, thereby
I declined Mr. Kinsella’s polite proposition.
unconsciously confesses the guilt which would have made
A few weeks afterward, while the public were similarly ex blackmailing possible.
XY. -Yr. Beecher says that I have “ garbled his letters,” I
pecting Mr. Moulton’s statement, Mr. Kinsella’s business
partner, Mr. William C. Kingsley, sought and obtained an presented in my sworn statement brief extracts from his
interview with me, iu which he urged me to use my letters simply because I had not access to the letters com
influence with Mr. Moulton to secure the suppression of plete. But the letters complete bear more severely against
Ms statement, as Mr. Kinsella had sought the suppres him than the fragments which I quoted. When in my Bacon
sion of mine. Mr. Kingsley freely admitted to' me Mr. letter I quoted a few lines of Mr. Beecher’s apology, it was
Beecher’s guilt, not from personal knowledge, but only said that if I had added the remainder of that apology the
from assured belief, derived (as I understood) from Mr. second part would have explained away the first. But it
\ Kinsella. Mr. Kingsley’s argument with me was that if Mr. was found afterward that the entire apology, when printed,
\ Moulton’s statement were added to mine, Mr. Beecher would was tenfold weightier than the few lines in my first extract.
' be “ struck dead.” “ What, then,” asked Mr. Kingsley, “ will In like manner, the brief phrases and paragraphs which I
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gave in my sworn statement from his letters were not after papers were records of adultery. When in brokenness of from these that I was proven a “ knave and dog,” and that
ward softened, but intensified, by the publication of the let spirit Mrs. Tilton wrote to ask her seducer’s forgiveness, it Mr. Beecher’s behavior toward me showed him to be “the
ters in full. The brief extracts were the wind—the complete was because of her womanly.distress at having betrayed him most magnanimous of men.” ^
letters were the whirlwind. I no more garbled Mr. Beecher’s for his adultery. When in one of her clandestine notes to
This accumulation of wx-ongs I resolved no longer to bear.
letters by making from them the extracts which I did than I him she referred to her “ nest-hiding,” it was a means of I announced this to Mr. Beecher, and told him that either
would garble the decalogue by quoting to him from it the more pleasantly reminding him of his own poetic expression he or I muse con’ect D.\ Bacon’s misrepresentations of my
single commandment “Thouskalt not commit adultery.”
for their adultery. When her destroyer wrote to Mr. Moul conduct, since these would ruin me before the wox’ld. I pi’oNevertheless, it is true, as Mr. Beecher says, that his let ton, February 5, 1872, saying: “I would not believe that any vided an easy way by which Mr. Beecher, without a confes
ters have been “ garbled’” He goes so far as to say that they one could have passed through my experience and be alive sion of his guilt, and oven without a humiliation to his feel
have been “wickedly garbled;” and this, too, cannot be or sane,” he confessed the agony of living on the verge of ings, could assure Dr. Bhcoii—and Dr. Bacon the public—that
denied. But it is not I who have garbled Mr. Beecher’s let public punishment for adultery. When he said to Mr. I had acted toward Mr. Beecher the part of a fair and honor
ters; it is Mr. Beecher himself. Bor I maintain that the pre Moulton, “You are literally all my stay and comfort,” it was able man.
tended explanations which he has given of them—against because this brave and tender friend was the barrier between
I waited three mouths for Mr. Beecher to put this plan (or
their plain meaning—against what he knows to be the facts the public and the knowledge of a clergyman’s adultery. some other) into effect. But he did not choose to embrace
to which they refer—and against the common sense of an W"hen Mr. Beecher, who was never tired of sending to this the opportunity. He neglected, perhaps disdained it.
intelligent public; all this is garbling of aheinous kind. Mr. friend such love-letters as a man seldom writes to a man,
I then resolved—against Mr. Moulton’s expostulations, but
Beecher is the man who has garbled his letters. It is he wf o said to him, “I would have fallen on the way but for the at the dictates of my self-respect—to rescue myself from the
has tried to take out of them a manifest meaning, perverted courage with which you inspired me,” it was his ever grace false position in which Plymouth Church and its pastor had
their plain phrases into a doubtful interpretation.
ful acknowledgment to one who was saving him from the placed me, and to make a struggle to regain my good name
Mr. Beecher saw at a glance that his letters, on being read fate which punishes clergymen for adultery. When he be wi'.ich I had done nothing to forfeit.
in a straightforward manner by the public, convicted him of wailed the “keen suspicious with which he was pressed,”
The best method of vindication which suggested itself to
adultery. He knew that unless these. letters could be ex these were the dangerous suspicions of a congregation to me was to write a public letter to Dr. Bacon giving the true
plained into something which they did not mean he would whom public rumor had carried a horrible hint of their pas reason of my x-etirement from Plymouth Church, which was
stand self-condemned—put to death by the point of his own tor’s adultery. When he feared an “appeal to the church, that a wrong had been committed against me by the pastor,
pen. It is the part of a brave man when he speaks to abide and then a council,” and prognosticated thereby a “ confla in evidence of which I quoted a few lines from his apology.
by his words. Mr. Beecher’s behavior toward his own letters gration,” it was because he foresaw how the public mind
Now, in so doing, I not only had no wish to compromise
proves him to be that most pitiable of all cowards—a man would be influenced by the knowledge of his adultery. When my wife, but, on the consrarv, I sought, while rectifying my
who dares not face his own handwriting.
he portrayed himself as standing in daily dread of those per position, to do the same by hers. To this end I introduced
His defense is that these lettei’s were wi’itten to express his sonal friends who were making a “ ruinous defense ” of him, into the Bacon letter Mr. Shearman’s apology to Mrs. Tilton,
remorse for having given to Mrs. Tilton bad advice. I have it was because he feared that their clamorous statements of together with a eulogistic reference to her in my own words,
already proven that Mr. Beecher never gave any such advice his innocence would blunderingly lead to the detection as “ a lady of devout x’eligioixs faith and life.”
to Elizabeth, but gave just the opposite. But even had he of his adultery.. When he cried out that he was “suf
Mr. Beecher saw by this tribute (and by others which I
given such advice—namely, that Mrs. Tilton should separate fering the torments of the damned,” he was pouring out habitually paid to my wife) that, however willing I might be
from her husband—I hold that such advice, given on the his heart’s anguish to the only man to whom he had liberty to cope with him, I was never willing to endanger her. He
theory that her husband had deprived her of food, fuel and to unburden his remorse for his adultery. When he had seen, by long observation of my sympathy for hex’, that
personal liberty, would not have been bad, but good; and the said that he could not carry this burden to his wife and his safest protection against any possible resentment of mine
giver of such advice would never need to have repented of children, it was because he was ashamed to acknowledge to was always in my unwillingness to compromise this tender
giving it.
them his adultery. When he wrote to Moulton, saying: and wounded woman. .
But I will go further and say that, granting such advice to “ Sacrifice me without hesitation if you can clearly see your
Accoi’dingly, on the appearance of the Bacon letter, Mr.
have been given and to have been bad, yet since Mrs. Tilton way to his (Mr. Tilton’s) safety and happiness thereby,” he Beechei’, after contriving vai’ious methods of meeting it
did not accept this advice, but rejected it, it is a mockery of alluded to the sacrifice of his good name in expiation of his (which Moulton has described), finally adopted the bold and
human reason to say that he spent four years of remorse in adultery. When he said of himself: “ 1 should be desti’oyed, wicked expedient of appointing a committee to inquire into
contemplating the giving of bad advice which was never but he (Mr. Tilton) would not be saved,” it was because all the acts of a lady whom he first led into adultery, aud whom
taken and whict pi’oduced no effect of harm or ill!
that was needed for his destruction was simply that the he then delivered upjo a tribunal for examination into her
Mr. Beecher’s adroit effort to persuade the public to accept world should be told of his adultery. When he said “ Eliza crime! Never can I forget my sickening astonishment, on
a false interpretation of these letters is vain. They have a beth and her children would have their future clouded,” he her account, on the day when, by public proclamation fx’om
plain meaning which no counter-explanation can ever blot saw hanging over this ruined mother and her brood the black Mr. Beecher’s pen, and amid the published clamor of his
out. They are all based on one. central fact, a criminal inti and awful cloud which hangs over every matron guilty of partisans, he called all the world to witness that he had com
macy between himself and Mrs. Tilton, which had been con adultei'y. When he wrote “Life would be pleasant if I could missioned six committeemen to inquire into his offense—his.
fessed by both parties to her husband and to Mr. Moulton. see that x’ebuilt which is shattered,” he referred to the moral offense being also hers, so that an inquiry into it involved
This simple fact is the key which unlocks all the mysteries impossibility of reconstructing a home once broken by adul equally the ruiu of b’oth—but especially (as in all such cases)
of these letters, if mysteries they contain. All the letters, tery. When he compared himself to “Esau who sold his the woman, albeit the lesser offendex’.
notes and memoranda refer to the crime of adultery, to the birthright and found no place for repentance, though he
Mr. Beecher’s design in this public inquiry into hia.
fear of disclosure, and to the consequent “devices” for the sought it carefully with tears,” it was because the unpardon “ offense ” and “ apology” was to make a bold pi’etence that,
safety of the participants.
able crime which this minister had committed was adultery. he had never committed any “ offense ” nor ever offered any
When Mrs. Tilton made to me her confession of July 3, When he spoke in eulogy of Mr. Moulton's wife as reviving “apology.”
1870, it was a confession of adultery. When in her note of “ his waning faith in womanhood,” it was because his thoughts
To make this pretence of innocence the more plausible to>
DecemberSO, following, she said: “I gave a letter implicating were then of another and weaker woman, whose moral nature the public, his agents had previously arranged that on this
my friend, Henry Ward Beecher,” it was an implication of he had overcome, and who afterward had betrayed him for same day Mrs. Tilton should take flight from her home to
adultery. When in her second note of the same evening she his adultery. When the strong woman who had thus restored join Beecher iu his attack on me; and she has never re
said that Mr. Beecher had visited her bedside aud repi’oached “his waning faith iu womanhood” counselled him to make crossed my threshold since that hour.
her for having “struck him dead,” it was because she had “a frank and manly confession of his sin, asking man’s for
Distinctly should it be borne in mind that Mr. Beecher’s
disclosed his adultery. When Mr. Beecher cast himself upon giveness for it, as he expected God’s,” and when he afterward publication of his 'challenge, and Mrs. Tilton’s desertion to
Mr. Moulton’s strong and faithful protection, it was because wrote that “her clear truthfulness laid him flat”—all this him to sustain it, occurred on the same morning—namely,
the wretched man had been detected in his adultery. When, shows how he quailed before a virtuous woman's rebuke for July 11, 1874. On that morning, at six o’clock, she quitted
during the four years that followed the 1st of January, 1871, his adultery. When he said to me that I “would have been the house, not to return to it; and an hour afterward the
hardly a mouth or week passed which did not witness Mr. abetter man than he in such circumstances,” he meant that I daily papers were furnished to me, containing, under flaming
Beecher in some consultation with Mr. Moulton, either by would have disdained to stoop to the crime of seducing the head-lines, Mr. Beecher’s ccmmisslon to his Committee of
letter or iu pei’son, it was to concoct measures for concealing wife of an intimate friend, or of using the power of a clergy Investigation!
this adultery. When Mr. Beecher, conscious of his guilt aud man to corrupt a trusting parishioner into adultery. When
These two acts—one by Mrs. Tiltoxx the other by Mr.
fearing detection, fell often into hopeless gloom at the pros he said of me that I had “ condoned my wife’s fault,” point Beecher—were parts of one and the same event; a joint
pect of disclosure, it was because the crime to be disclosed ing me to this condonation as constituting on my part a attack on me—the two assailants striking their opening,
was adultery. When, from the beginning to the end of Mr. pledge of forgiveness toward him, he wrote in that woi’d blows at the same moment.
Moulton’s relationship with Mr.Beecher, those two men pur “condone” the plainest possible confession of his adultery.
Mr. Beechei’’s assault was the more public of the two, forsued a common plan—in which I, too, participated—this plan In like manner all Mr. Beecher’s letters, when read in view it reached me through all the newspapers on that first morn
was to guard two families of children from the consequences of the one sad and guilty fact which is the key-note to their ing; but in order that Mrs. Tilton’s act toward me might
of this adultery. When Mr. Beecher wi’ote to me his letter tragic meaning, constitute a four-years’ history of a mind lose no foi’ce through Jack of prompt publicity, Mr. Ovington
of contrition, it was because he sought to placate me into afflicted with “anxiety, remorse, fear and despair’’—all in hastened to publish a card in the Brooklyn Argus announc
forgiveness of his adultery. When he asked me to remem consequence of a discoved adultei-y.
ing that Mrs. Tilton, on the previous Saturday, had “parted
ber “ all the other hearts that would ache,” it was because of
If I have been thus explicit in reiterating Mr. Beecher’s from her husband forever.”
the misery which two households and their wide connections crime, it is not for the sake of proving it from his letter’s, ior
That eventful Saturday morning, the 11th of July, found
would suffer by the discovery of his adultery. When'he wrote I have sufficiently pi’oved it without help fi’om these, but only me iu the strangest situation of my whole life—a situation
to Mrs. Tilton that Mr. Moulton had “ tied up the storm which to show that I did not garble these letters when I pointed to which I had not foreseen, and which I could with difficulty
was ready to burst upon their heads,” it was because Mr. them as proofs of adultery; and I x’epeat that, if Beecher’s realize—a situation consisting of the following elements:
Moulton had skillfully held back Mr. Bowen’s meditated letters have been (as he says) “ wickedly garbled,” it is he First, I had been publicly challenged by Mr. Beecher to di
proceedings against Mr. Beecher for adultery. When Mr. who has garbled them. It is I who have restored them to vulge to a church committee the story of his criminality
Beecher wrote that it would “kill him if Mr. Moulton were their true meaning.
with Mrs. Tilton; and second, Mrs. Tilton herself, by her
not a friend to Mrs. Tilton’s honor,” he meant that this
XYI. I revert now to a letter of my own—the Bacon letter. open desertion to her paramour, had publicly seconded him.
lady’s “honor,” like every other “lady’s honor,” was her W! y did I write it? Let the facts speak.
in this audacious demand.
reputation for chastity, and he relied on Mr. Moulton to
I wish to be candidly judged by the following statement:
What should I do? After two days of reflection—the most,
keep the world from knowing that this lady’s pastor had
Ever since 1870, when I quitted Plymouth Church because agonizing which I ever endui’ed—1 felt it my dutj to accept
soiled her “honor” by adultery. When Mr. Beecher re of its pastor’s crime against my family, I had been year after this challenge; and in one week afterward I laid the facts
quested Mrs. Morse to call him her “ son,” which she did, and year persecuted by certain members and officers of that before the committee in a document now known as my
when she begged him to come and see her, pledging herself church—a persecution which its pastor might and ought to Sworn Statement.
not to allude to her “daughter’s secret,” it was because this have prevented,and for which I always held him responsible;
Had Mrs. Tilton remained with me my Sworn Statement
mother knew that this “son” and daughter had committed a persecution including the introduction of charges against would xxever have been made; nor did the thought of mak
adultery. When this mother gave this “son” the trouble me for slandering him, whereas the so-called slanders, instead ing such a statement enter my mind until after her desex’some information that “twelve persons” had been put in of being false, were true; a persecution including the drop tion; but at last, when Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton publicly
possession of this secret, it was the guilty and perilous ping of my name from the roll in a manner craftily designed turned upon me and demanded that 1 should expose them, I
secret of adultery. When Mr. Beecher shuddered at the to cast opprobrium upon me, under an appearance of official had jxo course open to me but to state the plain truth and to
likelihood that Mr. Bowen had communicated to Mr. Claflin fairness by the church; a persecution involving a public in let all the parties abide by the consequences.
“ the bottom facts,” it was because the chief fact lying at the sult to my family by Mr. T. G. Shearman, Clerk of the
Mr. Moulton has shown how great was my desire, during
bottom of all was adultery. When Mi-. Beecher said to Mr. Church, for which he was compelled to apologize; a persecu
the earlier sessions of the committee, to shield my wife; in
Moulton : “ Can’t we hit upon some plan to break the force tion including the presentation to the Brooklyn Council of a
other words, how little I demanded from the committee in.
of my letter to Tilton?” it was because the letter whose document in which Mr. Beecher and his church defended my own behalf and how much in hers. My proposed form
force he wished to bi’eak was his letter of contrition for his themselves before that tribunal on the ground that I had
for their x’eport (as quoted by Mr. Moulton) concluded as
adultery. When in his despair he wrote, “ Would to God, been dropped for “ bringing dishonor on the Christian follows:
Theodore, Elizabeth and I could be friends again—Theodore name,” whereas 1 had been dropped because Mr. Beecher
The committee cannot forbear to state that the Eev. Henry Ward
would have the hardest task in such a case,” it was because himself was the man who had “brought dishonor on the Beecher, Mr. Theodore Tilton, and Mrs. Tilton {and In an especial man.
this “ hardest task ” would consist of forgiving a wife and Christian name;” a persecution culminating at last in a pub ner ihe latter) merit and should receive the sympathy and respect o
her paramour for their adultery. When Mrs. Tilton wrote lic implication cast upon me by the moderator of that Coun Plymouth Church and congregation.
imploringly both to Mr. Moulton and to Mr. Beecher that cil, the Rev. Leonard Bacon, D. D., who, after carefully
It was on the very next morning after I wrote the above
“the papers ^should be destroyed,” it was because those studying the records of Plymouth Church in my case, decided proposed kindly and charitable report for the committee to
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ADDIE L. BALLOU
adopt, and showed it to my wife, who not only approved it, going about maligned. She is wanted here about this time.
bub expressed with tears her marvel that I should have de We expect the next report will attempt to bribe her to as Having had quite an extended tour through California,
manded more for her good name than I had done for mine; sume the role of an Egyptian mummy, crouched into a glass where she has been greeted by large and enthusiastic audi
it was, I say, on the very next morning after my writing the case and commanded to “be still ” the balance of her natural ences, has gone to Oregon for a term of some weeks, after
which she will return to the States, about the 1st of Novem
above repert that Mrs. Tilton, in obedience to Mr. Beecher’s life. But here is the letter:
ber. Parties along tbe route wishing to make engagements
Miller’s Bath Hotel,
advisers, deserted the house to which she has never since
41 West Twenty-sixth Street,
with her to stop off for one or more lectures on her return
returned,
New York, Sep1.ember 19, 1874
will please make as early application as possible, to secure
I ask the public, therefore, to weigh the one fact which I
V. C. W.—Welcome home! You are needed here to purify time ; till middle of Oct., care Box 666, San Francisco; later
have thus set forth, namely, that the responsibility for the
the moral atmosphere!: The wind you have sown has pro and for winter engagements, to Terre Plante, Ind.
revelations which 1 have made rest, not on me, but on Mr.
duced a whirlwind. You seem to he the only party that has
Beecher and Mrs. Tilton. I wash my hands of it.
Dr. R. P. Fellows, the distinguished magnetic physician
not lied! The Beecher Emaculate Conception discounts
XYI. This rehearsal of events will now enable me to an
fable. Tilton swears Beecher is a liar Beecher declares heals the sick with surprising success by his Magnetized
swer two points which have been made against me. One is
Moulton a liar! Mrs. Tilton admits that under nest-hiding Powder. Those who are suffering from Nervous and
this—I am asked frequently: “ Mr. Tilton, how could you,
magnetic influence she cannot help lying! Bowen swears Chronic Diseases should not be without it. $1 per box.—
after condoning your wife’s fault four years ago, proclaim it
Kinsella is a liar! Bessie Turner in writing admits that she Address Vineland, N. J.
at so late a day?” My answer has been just foreshadowed,
is a liar! Mrs, Tilton testifies that Cady Stanton and Susan
The Northern Illinois Association oe Spiritualists
and it is this: I made this exposure, not of my free will, but
B. Anthony are both liars! Moulton says Beecher is the
will hold their Ninth Quarterly Meeting in Grow’s Opera
from compulsion; I made it because Mr. Beecher and Mrs.
prince of liars! Tracy says Moulton is a liar! Samuel Wil
House, No. 517 West Madison street, Chicago, 111., com
Tilton compelled me to make it. I did not volunteer it. I
keson says that Tilton is a constitutional liar! Mrs. Morse
mencing on Friday, Oct. 2,1874, at 10:30, A. M., and continue
would gladly have continued to shield both parties for the
calls her “ dear son ” a liar! The Investigating Committee
over Sunday, the 4th. . ■
sake of one. But when Mr. Beecher and Mrs. Tilton made a
pronounce the whole case a living lie! Anna Dickinson says,
The platform will be free, and all subjects germain to hu
public league against me, and in the face of the whole com
Eli Perkins is a liar! So hoist the flag and take the prize. manity are debatable on our platform. Good speakers and
munity defied me to tell the facts, I was either forced to
The Woodhull, it seems, is the only witness that tells the truth. mediums will be on hand to entertain the people. Come,
accept their joint challenge, or, by declining it, to deserve
BLACK-MAILING AS A VIRTUE.
Spiritualists of Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana and Michigan, to
the contempt of mankind. That is my answer, and just and
Neither can it be proved that she ever black-mailed. Al our Convention. See and hear for yourselves. The First
Pan did men and women will acknowledge it to be just.
Next, I have an equally plain answer to those critics who though we have the official figures that ninety-two New York Society of Spiritualists of -Chicago will do all they can to
condemn me for having committed, as they say, a blunder in city newspapers who have accused her of lying and black make your stay pleasant during the Convention.
mailing, received five millions of hush-money, as co-partners
O. J. Howard, M. D., President.
condoning my wife’s fault at first.
E. V. Wilson, Secretary.
And my answer is; I am perfectly willing to accept this in the Tammany Ring in three years.
OBSCENITY AS A CHRISTIAN SYSTEM.
condemnation from all who choose to offer it—whether from
E. M. Flagg, dentist, 79 West Eleventh streot, New York
Neither have you been obscene. Read Woodhull’s
foes or friends. Before God I hold that I did right, and not
city. Specialty, artificial dentures.
wrong, in forgiving an erring woman who went astray Weekly, the Train Ligue, the Toledo Sun, and show if you
Dr. L.K. Coonley has removed from Vineland to Newark
through a powerful temptation. No regret beclouds my can any “red trophy" obscenity like that in legal form pub
mind for this forgiveness of my wife—which, I am sure, I lished to-day in all the papers in Edna Dean Proctor’s com N. J. Office and residence No. 51 Academy street, where
shall look back to from my dying bed with pleasure, not plaint against Frank Moulton. Evidently your time is near he will treat the sick daily and receive applications to lec
with pain. I forgave this gentle woman because I loved her; at hand. With the plague and panic in sight, the Nemesis ture Sundays in New Jersey, New York or eisewhere in
the vicinity.
L. K. Coonley,
I forgave her for her children’s sake; I forgave her because cannot be far off.
AN IMPORTANT QUESTION.
I despise the public sentiment which condones such faults in
The Universal Association of Spiritualists, Primary Coun
E. D. P. swears she is chaste. Suppose she is or is not;
men, and then compels men to punish them in women; 1
forgave her because, even after her grievous error, she still whose business is it anyway? Does the church own her? cil No. 1 of Illinois, meets every Sunday at 3:30 p. m., at hall
remained a woman loving the right rather than wrong, and Does society? Is there any statute that compels chastity? 204 Van Buren street, corner of Franklin, Chicago. Free
seeking good rather than evil; I forgave her because I ten Does not every individual own his own person? Is it not conference and free seats.
Ernest J. Withepord, Cor. Sec.
derly remembered that Christ himself forgave a similar fault about time to discuss this question of Natural Rights ? Must
in a more wicked woman—and who was I to scorn the law of every maiden, wife and mother have her own character
Dr. Slade, the eminent Test Medium, may be found at his
his great example ? No criticism of my forgiveness of Mrs. dragged through courts and newspapers to prove or disprove
office, No. 25 East Twenty-first street near Broadway
Tiiton can prick me with any pang. If all the acts of my life what is nobody’s business but their own ? Does a man own
had been as righteous as this good deed of charity—albeit his own nose? Does a woman possess her own tongue? Have
The Eirst Primary Council of Boston, of the U. A. of
toward a woman who has since but poorly requited me for it men and women absolute ownership of their own sexuality ?
Spiritualists, have leaned the new “Parker Fraternity (lower)
If this cannot be disproved by some court or moral law,
—I would now be abetter man than I aih.
Hall,” corner of Berkly and Appleton streets, where they
NVII. I have only to add that I know no words of meas the time has arrived to say so. These libel cases are organ
give lectures every Sunday afternoon and evening.
ured moderation in which to characterize fitly Mr. Beecher’s ized by fate to settle this question of ages as to an individu
John Hardy, Cor. Secretary.
recent treatment of this broken-hearted lady, whom he has al’s right to blow his own nose without consulting the Church
flung against the wall of Plymouth Church and dashed to i or State.
Geo. Francis Train.
MAN IN EMBRYO.
pieces. First, he instituted a public committee to inquire
We have published in pamphlet form, with the above title,
into her adultery with him, whereas he ought to have pro
THE STORY CONDENSED.
the oration in verse of John A. Jost, which was printed in
tected her against this exposure; then he beckoned her away
BY s. e. b.
our No. 187, of July 4. It makes a plmphlet of twenty
from her husband’s house, making her very flight bear wit
V.
I.
pages, and it can be obtained from ns here, or from John A.
ness to her guilt; then he suborned her to give false testi
Provided she,
Jost, Ogden, Utah. Price 10 cents per copy.
Elizabeth T.
mony against her husband, with a view to destroy him be
Also he,
Says H. W. B.
fore the world; then, with unparalleled baseness, he turned
Chas. H. Foster, the renowned Test Medium, can be
Do agree
Wronged her idolized “ The.”
upon the companion of his crime and accused her of having
It so shall be.
found at No. 14 West Twenty-fourth street, New York City,
Adifiterily.
been the tempter rather than the tempted, declaring that
VI.
ii.
she had “thrust her affections upon him unsought;” then he
Benjamin & Marion Todd have removed from Ypsilanti
Bessie T.
Henry Ward B.
variously indicted her for what he called “her needless
to Port Huron, Mich. Their correspondents will please ad
Says that she
(Respectfully)
treachery to her friend and pastor,” expressing his doubts
dress them accordingly.
Saw Susan B.
Says Elizabeth T.
whether to call her (as he says) “ a saint or the chief of
On
Theodore’s knee.
Tells
a
1-i-e.
Religion superseded by the Kingdom of Heaven; official
sinners,” arguing (as he says again) that she must be either
organ of the Spirit World. A monthly journal, established
“ corrupted to deceit or so broken in mind as to be irrespon
VII.
in.
sible;” debating with himself (as he says still further)
in 1864, to explain and to prove that Spiritualism has pre
They all did tell
Theodore T.
pared the way for the second coming of Christ. Thomas
whether he should not “ pour out his indignation upon her
Their story well.
Says that he
Cook, publisher, No. 50 Bromfield street, Boston, Mass.
and hold her up to contempt;” and then, after making all
Elizabeth fell,
Saw H. W. B.
And Plymouth bell
Feel Elizabeth’s knee.
these contemptuous references to her in his published state
D. W. Hull is now in the East, and will, answer calls to
ment, he prompted his committee to render a verdict against
VIII.
IV.
lecture ar any place. Address 871, Washington st., Boston.
her, in which they declare her conduct toward Mr. Beecher,
Sounds Moulton’s knell
‘ Vicious V.”
even on their own theory of her innocence, to be “utterly
IM PORTANT TO PERSONS WANTING TO SPEND THE WINTER
Says, “Go to hell.”
Says men are free
indefensible;” and, last of all, he permitted his own journal,
South.—A lady and gentleman can he accommodated in the
Oh, what a smell!
To touch or see
the Christian Union, to stigmatize' her as a “poor, weak
And now farewell.
house of a physician, on moderate terms, in one of the most
Any woman’s knee,
woman,” whose testimony was of no value either for or
beautiful cities of the South. For particulars inquire at this
against the man who had tempted her to utter her falsehoods
office.
If you, my worthy friends, would know
in his own behalf!
The daring author’s name,
Sarah E. Somerby, Trance Medium and Magnetic Healer,
All this base and brutal conduct by Mr. Beecher toward
I’ll only say that S. B. Stowe
23 Irving Place, N. Y.
Mrs. Tilton prompts me to speak of him in fierce and burn
Is not at all to blame.
ing words. But I forbear. “Vengeance is mine, I will re
C. W. Stewart, the uncompromising young Radical, is re
pay, saith the Lord.” I have become so used to sorrows in
engaged at Terre Haute, Indiana, for the next three months
BUSINESS EDITORIALS.
my own life that I cannot wish for their infliction upon
and will answer calls to lecture on week evenings during
another man, not even on my worst enemy. I will not ask
that time to all parties who uphold free speech, and have the
the public to visit upon Mr. Beecher any greater condemna
Laura Cuppy Smith’s engagements are as follows welfare of humanity at heart here and now. No others need
tion for the desolation which he has brought upon those who Sept., January and March, Boston; October, New Bedford applv
loved, trusted and served him, than I have in past times Mass.; Dec., New Haven, Conn.; February, Salem, Mass
tgp” Send Austin Kent one dollar for his book and pam
seen him suffer from his own self-inflicted tortures in con Societies desiring to engage her for the intervening months
templation of the very crime for which he has now been ex would do well to apply at once. Address, till further notice phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been sixteen
years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is
posed to the scorn and pity of the world. I know well 27 Milford street, Boston, Mass.
poor and needs the money. You may be even more bene
enough how his own thoughts have bowed him in agony to
the dust, and this is enough. Wherefore, in contemplating
W. E. Jamieson is engaged to return to Boston for the fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
my empty house, my scattered children and my broken home, Sundays of Oct. Will receive applications for week-evening est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on
I thank heaven that my heart is spared the pang of this man’s lectures in vicinity of Boston. Address No. 9 Montgomery this subject till you have read Mr. Kent. You who are able
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,
remorse for having wrought a ruin which not even Almighty place, Boston, Mass.
Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Box 44.
God can repair. ‘
Theodore Tii/rojx
Dr. H. P. Faireield is engaged to speak for the First
Brooklyn, September 16,1874.
The legal rate of postage on the Weekly, addressed to
Spiritual Society in Springfield, Mass., at Liberty Hall, dur
regular subscribers, is twenty cents per annum, or five cents
ing the month of September, and in Putnam, Conn., during
[From advanced sheets of the Toledo Sun.]
per quarter, payable in advance. Subscribers who receive
GEO. FRANCIS TRAIN OPENS UP AN IMPORTANT October. Would make other engagements. Address, Green their copies by letter-carriers will please hand the annual or
wich
Village,
Mass.
QUESTION.
quarterly postage to carriers, taking their receipts. If any
VICTORIA

WOODHULL NEITHER A

LIAR

NOR A

BLACK

MAILER—THE REVOLUTION ROLLING ON.

Mr. Train’s letter, which we print here, welcoming Mrs
Woodhull back to America, is full of suggestions. It opens
up a wide subject as to the doctrine of natural rights. This
sexual question will be the coming agitation. The Toledo
Sun has a historical record that will soon create a world-wide
acknowledgment. We are glad to see Victoria back. Her
movements have been rigidly watched and her motives for

higher rates aie demanded, report the facts to the local
Seward Mitchell desires to inform his corresp .indents
Postmaster. The postage on copies directed to subscribers
that he has removed from Cornville, Me., and his present ad'
in New York city has been prepaid by the publishers.
dress is.46 Beach street, Boston, Mass.
R. W. Hume, Associate Editor of Woodhull & Claelin’s
Miss Nellie L. Davis will speak in Bay City, Mich., in Weekly, is prepared to deliver lectures on Radical Spiritu
Sept.; in San Francisco, Cal., in December; in San Jose, alism, and on all the reforms of which it is the base. For
during January, Permanent address, 235 Washington st., further particulars, list of lectures, etc., address box 3?791
New York City.
Salem,'.Mass.

Oet. 3,18^4,
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T EL E '

HEALING

INSTITUTE,

314 EAST NINTH STREET,
NEW YORK CITY.

This Institute, organized upon the combined principles of
CLAlIR VO YAlITOE.

MYG-YETISM

and
i (

MEIDXCXlSrE$ Makes a specialty of all those diseases, which, by the Medical Faculty, are usually considered incurable.

Among these may be mentioned

PARALYSIS,
^
SCROFULA,
RHEUMATISM,
DYSPEPSIA,
EPILEPSY,
CHOREA,
NEURALGIA,
CHRONIC DXARRUCEAJ
Diseases of th© Liver, Spleen and Kidneys, and especially

^

BRIGHT’S DISEASE,
AKD

A.11

I>i s e a s e s

s» ecu liar to TV" o m e TL

Jn this last class of complaints some of the most extraordinary discoveries'have recently been made, which surmount the difficulties that have heretofore
stood in the way of their cure. That terrible foe to human life,
i

Is also conquered by a very simple, but recently-discovered remedy, which by chemical action upon the diseased fungus causes it to separate from the surround-*
ing parts and. to slough off, leaving behind only a healing sore.
The peculiar advantage which the practice at this Institution possesses over all others is, that in addition to all the scientifie knowledge of Medical
Therapeutics and Remedial Agents, which the Faculty have, it also has the unerring means of diagnosing diseases through

" CLAIRVOYANCE,
@

As well as the scientific administration of ANIMAL AND SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM in all their various forms.

The Best Clairvoyants and Ma-gnetic Operators are Always Employed.
This combination of remedial means can safely be relied upon to cure every disease that has not already destroyed some vital internal organ. No mat**
ter how often the patient affected m chronic form may have failed in obtaining relief, he should not despair, hut seek it from this, the only Institution where
all the various methods of cure can be combined.
In addition to the cure of disease, Clairvoyant consultations upon all kinds of business and upon all forms of social affairs can also be obtained,
ihe very best of reference given to all who desire it, both as to disease and consultations.
q
Reception hours from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
’
^0
Invalids who cannot visit the Institute in person can apply by letter. Medicine sent to all parts of the world.
All letters should be addressed,
i

J

Inflammation of the Kidneys, Stomach and Bowels
^
Cured.
New York, July 20, 1870.
For several years I have been suffering from an acute disease (inflam
mation of the kidneys and upper part of the stomach and bowels), for
which I had been treated by several of the most eminent and successful
physicians in the vicinity of New York, but without success. *My disease
seemed to have assumed a chronic form, and I had almost despaired of
ever being cured. Hearing of their success in the treatment of all chronic
diseases, I determined to try their skill, and I am now thankful that I
did, as after the very first operation I commenced to,improve, and now,
after a few weeks, I am well, or nearly so.
Hoping that this may induce others who need their services to test
their skill, I cheerfully give this testimony in their favor, and hope that
iiiey may he the means of restoring hundreds of those suffering as I did
to health and strength.
•
John A. Vanzant.
Spring Yalley, N. Y.
v

Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys Cured.
New York City, Nov. 3, 1869.

Eight years ago I wag taken with bleeding from the kidneys, which
has continued at intervals ever since. All the best physicians did me no
good, and finally gave me up as an incurable case of Bright’s Disease of
the Kidneys. My friends had all lost hope, and I had also given up, as

MAGNETIC HEALING INSTITUTE^

'

314 EASTiNINTH ST., NEW YOR t

I had become so weak that I could scarcely walk a block. . A friend ad
vised me to go to the Magnetic Healing Institute, and see what could be
done for me there. I went, and after being examined was told I could
be cured only by the strictest Magnetic treatment. The first operation
affected me strangely, sending piercing pains through my back and kid
neys; but I began to improve at once, and now, after one month’s treat
ment, I haye returned to my employment and can walk several miles
without fatigue. I can be seen at 101 Clinton avenue, Brooklyn or at
23 South street, New York.
T. P. Richardson.

Inflammation of the Face and Eyes Cured.
New York City, June 21, 1869.
I had been afflicted for several years by a serious inflammation of the
face, involving the eyes, which were so bad that at times I could not see at
all. One eye I thought entirely destroyed. I tried various remedies and
the most eminent physicians, hut could not even get relief, for the most
excruciating pain accompanied it. As a last resort I applied at the Mag
netic Healing Institute. They explained my disease and said it could he
removed. Though thoroughly skeptical, I placed myself under treat
ment, and, strange as it may seem, am now, after six weeks’ treatment,
entirely cured; the eye I thought destroyed, is also restored. I consider
my case demonstrates that the mode of treating diseases practiced at tha
Institute is superior to all others, as I had tried them all without benefit,

No. 3 Clinton avenue, near Fletcher street, Brooklyn.

John Fox,

^
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Music has Charms!
PRICE REDUCED.

H.

L.

KEMPER,
DEALER IK

Books, Stationery, Periodicals, Etc*

ST LOUIS, MO.

World.

WILL LAST A LIFETIME!

Alum aud Plaster-of-Paris.

MARVIN & GO.,
v265 Broadway, N. Y., w
72lAChestnut St., Phila.

35,000,

GARDLESS OP COST.

B. SHONINCER & Co.,

NO TOILSOME TREAD OP THE TREADLE.

New Haven, Conn.

It TICK UJTII SEWING MACHINE CO.,

MRS. M. M. HARDY,

TRANCE

MEDIUM,

TSTo. 4 Concor<3. Square,
BOSTON

“THE GHOSTLY LAND!”
“ THE MEDIUM'S

SECRET!"

BEING A JUST DISCOVERED

HOURS PROM 9 A. M. TO 3 J

Terms (for Private Seances in Regular
Hours): $2.00.

CHA’S BRADLAUGU’S WORKS.

MYSTERY OF THE HUMAN SOUL; ITS
A UTOBIOORAPHY OF CHARLES BRADLAUGH,
with portrait, 10c.
DWELLING; NATURE; POWER OF
Inspiration of the Bible. A Reply to the Bishop of
Lincoln. 25c.
MATERIALIZING!
When were our Gospels written ? 25c.
God, Man, and the Bible. Three Nights’ Discussion
ALSO
with Rev. Joseph Bayle, D. D. 25c.
The Existence of God. Two Nights’ Debate with A.
Robertson. 25c.
TEE COMING WOMAN!
What is Secularism ? A Discussion with David King.
5c.
AND THE
Christianity versus Secularism. First Discussion
with King. 5c.
What does Christian Theism Teach? Two Nights’
NEW DIVOR CE LA W!
Discusssion with the Rev. A. J. Robinson. 35c.
On the Being and Existence of God. Two Nights’
Discussion with Thomas Cooper. 35c.
60 Grounds for It. Price, 50 Cents.
Heresy: Its Utility and Morality. 40c.
Secularism, Scepticism, and Atheism. Two Nights’
Debate with G. J. Holyoake. 60c.
The Credibility and Morality of the Pour Gospels.
Five Nights’ Discussion with Rev. T. D. Matthias
Also, the “ NEW MOlA,” a hand-book of Medi- 80c.
The Bible: What is it. A Freethinker’s Commen
umism, Clairvoyance and Spirit-dealing.
tary. 5 Parts. Paper, $2.25: Cloth, 1 vol, $3.00.
PRICE, 60 CENTS.
Both “MOLA” and supplementary work will be
sent to one address for 75 cents, post free.
Also, a large New Work containing a splendid series
of most Magnificent Discoveries concerning
SEX, WOMEN AND WILL.

2EE

niSTORY OF LOVE;

Its Wondrous Magic, Chemistry, Rules, Laws, Modes,
Moods and Rationale;
BEING THE

THIRD REVELATION OP SOUL AND SEX.
ALSO,

“WHY 18 MAN IMM0R1AL?"
The Solution of the Darwin Problem, an entirely New
Theory.
Post free. Price, $2.50.

MISS KATE CORSON,
Publisher, Toledo, Ohio.
THE

EARLYBLLE

TRANSCRIPT,

Fruits of Philosophy; or, The Private Companion of
Young Married Couples. By Charles Knowlton, M.
D. 25c.
The Mosque of Anarchy, Queen Liberty, and Song To the Men of England. By Percy B. Shelley. 15c.
Life and Character of Richard Carlile by Geo. J.
Holyoake. 25c.
Marriage Question of to day. By Caroline Brine.
5c.
The Antiquity of the Human Race. By Geo. Sex
ton, M. A. M. D. 20c.
Secular Tracts, Nos. 1 to 8, 1 cent each: 10c. per
dozen; 50c. per hundred.
The Secularists’ Manual of Songs and Ceremonies,
edited by Austin Holyoake and Charles Watts, 50c.
Christian Evidences. Two Nights’ Discussion be
tween Charles Watts and H. H. Cowper. 40c.
Sunday Rest, by Victor Scheeler. 10c.
Life and Immortality: or. Thoughts on Being. 10c.
Eight Letters to Young Men of the Working Class
es, by Thomas Cooper. 25c.
The Farm Laborers’ Catechism. 5c.
Address on Free Inquiry; or, Fear as a motive of
Action. By Robert Dale Owen. 10c.
Memoir of Percy Bysshe Shelley. 10c.
Excellent Photographs of Charles Watts. “A
handsome Infidel.” 30c.
A good supply of the above just received from
London by
A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
Aug 5.
36 Dey street, New York.

OUR AGE.
A Weekly Journal, devoted to the Interests of
Spiritualism in the broad sense of that term—does
not admit that there are Side Issues.
Can there he sides to a perfect circle or a perfect
sphere? A Religion which will meet the wants of
Humanity must be both.

PUBLISHED EVERY

Free Press, Free Speech, PT" and has no love to
sell.
A. J. GROVER, Editor and Proprietor. Terms of Subscription, $2.50 per year.
THURSDAY MORNING, at Earlyille, III.
CONTRIBUTORS:
Mrs Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Edward M. Davis.
Matilda Joslyn Gage.
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POP.

By and By: that grand and beautiful Romance
of the Future, now running in the columns
of this paper. Complete in 1 vol., cloth.... $1 75
Higher Law. By the same author..................... 1 75
The Pilgrim and Shrine. By the same author.. 150
A Defense of Modern Spiritualism. By Alfred
in Daily Use.
R. Wallace, F. R. S. Price.......................... 0 25
The best musical talent of the country recommend A new edition of that wonderful hook, Dr. D. D.
Homes—Incidents in my Life: First Series.
these Organs.* The nicest and best. More for your
With an introduction by Judge Edmonds.
money, and give better satisfaction than any other
The extraordinary incidents, strange gifts
now made , They comprise the
and experiences in the career of this remark
able spirit medium—from his humble birth
through a series of associations with person
ages distinguished in scientific and literary
circles throughout Europe, even to familiar
ity with crowned heads—has surrounded
him with an interest of the most powerful
character. Cloth...... ............. ............. .
1 50
---- Incidents in my Life—Second Series. All jgsafo,
readers of Mr. Home’s first volume will de- S|gS$
sire to peruse further the narrative of “In
cidents ” in his “ Life.” This volume con
tinues the subject to the period of the com
mencement of the Chancery suit of Lyons
vs. Home. Cloth................ ........................ gl 50

Every Machine carefully Tested and fully Warranted. 142

THRILLING ! STRANGE ! TRUE !

THE

OP THE CELEBRATED

r The Cloth-plate is the size used hy a $100 Machine
is of Polished Plated Steel. Attachments of propor
tionate size and quality, while the entire machine has
Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail, post-paid, to
iorrespondinsi finish throughout. Braider, Embroid any address, upon application to
erer, Guide, Hemmer, Gatherer, four sizes of Needles,
etc., are given with every Machine.

862 Broadway, N. Y., near 17th st. and Union Sq. 142

Comfort to the Sick and
Feeble- "

LIBERAL THINKERS.

Eureka,
Concertino,
S20 The Beckwith 820
Portable Family Sewing Machine,
Orchestra
ON THIRTY RAYS’ TRIAL.
and G-rands.
WITH STRENGTH AND CAPACITY EQUAL TO ANY, RE

The Great Blessing of tlie Age.

ASA K. BUTTS & CO.’S
REVISED LIST OF BOOKS

The recent test cf Fire-Proof Safes
by the English Government proved
the superiority of Alum Filling. No
other Safes filled with

EARTH CLOSETS.

Keeps Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly and all Libera
and Reform Books and Papers.

ftSo. ©20 North Fifth St.,

The Best in the

Oct.*3,m4,

PUBLISHED BY

LOIS WAISBEOOKEK,

EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
TERMS OP SUBSCRIPTION:
®ne Year, in advance........................ .. $2.00 Office 08 dienry" Street,
£ £
**
.........................................
1.00

Battle Creek, Mich.

Aik*
Is one of the latest inventions, and has many advan
tages over all others. The simple act of closing the
lid brings the earth forward and drops it directly in
the centre of the pail, thus insuring the absolute cer
tainty of covering all the excrements. This is of vital
importance. It also has a dust or odor slide, a child’s
seat, and an extra large reservoir for dry earth or
ashes.

THE MAGIC

MANNA SERIES.

1. Original Manna for “ God’s Chosen,” Ed. hy
C. P. Somerby....................... ..................
5
2. Manna for Jehovah, B. F. Underwood’s
Prayer. Per doz..................................
10
3- New Life of David, by Chas. Bradlaugh......
5
4. Facetiae for Free Thinkers, Collected by A.
Holyoake................................
10
5. 200 Questions without Answers...................
5
6. A Dialogue between a Christian Missionary
and a Chinese Mandarin...................
10
7. Queries Submitted to the Bench of Bishops
hy a Weak but Zealous Christian.............
10
8. A Search after Heaven and Hell, by A. Holy
oake ....................
5
9. Parsons of the Period, or the Natural His
tory of the Pulpit, hy Gegeef.............(In press.)
10. A Few Words about the Devil, by Chas,
Bradlaugh..................................................
5
11. The New Life of Jacob, by Chas. Brad
laugh...................................
10
12. Daniel the Dreamer, hy A. Holyoake...........
10
13. A Specimen of the Bible—Esther; hy A.
Holyoake.............
10
14. The Acts of the Apostles—A Farce; hy A.
Holyoake....................
10
Other numbers of Manna for all sorts of hungry
people are in preparation.

CLOSED.

OPEN.

Is simple in construction, automatic in action, and
being entirely inodorous, may be used in any room in
the house without offense. When not in use it is a
handsome piece of furniture with nothing about it to
indicate its purpose.

THE WATROUS.
(With Arms.)

IRSN-CLAD SERIES.

1. The Atonement, by Chas. Bradlaugh........
5
2. Secular Responsibility, by George Jacob
Holyoake................................ .......... ....
5
3. Christianity and Materialism Contrasted, B.
F. Underwood............................................
15
4. Influence of Christianity on Civilization
{Underwood)..............................................
25
5. The Essence of Religion, by L. Feuerbach..
70
6. Materialism, hy Dr. L. Buchner...............
25
7. Buddhist Nihilism, by Prof. Max Muller
8. The Religion of Inhumanity, hy Frederic
Harrison..................................................
s>n
9. Relation of Witchcraft to Religion, by A. C
Lyall.................................................
10. Epidemic Delusions, by Dr. F. R. Marvin’
11. The Masculine Cross and Ancient Sex Wor
ship ................................................... .
12. Paine’s Age of Reason..................
13. Essay on Miracles, by David Hume!............
14. The Land Question, hy Chas. Bradlaugh
15. Were Adam and Eve our First Parents, C.
Bradlaugh...................................
16. Why do Men Starve, hy Chas. Br’a'dlano-h'
17. The Logic of Life, by G. J. Holyoake........
18. A Plea for Atheism, by Chas. Bradlaugh '
19. Large or Small Families? hy Austin Hoiyoake.................
5
20. Superstition Displayed, withaLettei-of Wm
Pitt, by Austin Holyoake__ __
5
21. Defense of Secular Principles, by’chas’.
Watts, Secretary National Secular Society
London.......................................
5
22. Is the Bible Reliable? hy Chas’. Watts! ”! ’
5
23. The Christian Deity, by Chas. Watts..
5
24,, Moral Value of the Bible, hy Chas. Watts
5
25. Free Thought and Modern Progress, hy
Chas. Watts ................
g
26. Christianity: Its Nature and Influence’on
Civilization, by Chas. Watts__ ........
5
Any one who orders Manna or Iron-Clad Series to
amount of $2, will receive to the value of $2.25. In
quantities of $5 to one address we discount 20 per
cent.,fprepaid hy mail.
Send stamp for Catalogue No. 3, of Publications,
Importations and Selections, of a Liberal and Reform
Character, advocating Free Thought in Religion and
Political, Social and Natural Science, hy

CLOSED.

A

CHILD

OPEN.

CAN MANAGE

11.

IT WILL LAST A LIFETIME.
LATEST AND SIMPLEST IMPROVEMENTS.
DRY EARTH FURNISHED FREE ON REASONABLE CON
DITIONS.

) WAKEFIELD, from $25 to $40.
PRICES. VMAGIC, from $16 to $30.
) WATROUS, $18 to $33.
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS FREE.

The Wakefield Earth Closet Co.,
36 DEY ST., NEW YORK.

HULL’S CKUCIBLE.
A WIDE AWAKE SPIRITUALISTIC &
SOCIAL REFORM JOURNAL.

Prominent among the Reforms advocated in HULL’S
CRUCIBLE are the following:
1. Reform in Religion, such as shall do away with
many of the outward forms and restore the power of
godliness.
2. Reforms in the Government, such as shall do
away with the rings, cliques and monopolies, and put
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
all matters concerning the government of the people
into the hands of the people.
3. ReformsJUregnlating the relation of capital and
36, Dey Street,
labor, such as shall secure to labor, the producer of
capital, the control of capital.
4. Reforms regulating the relations of the sexes to
NEW YORK.
each other, such as shall secure to every member of
each sex the entire control of their own person, and
place prostitution, in or out of marriage, for money or
Any obtainable Book, Pamphlet or Periodical sent any other cause, out of the question.
free by ilia'll on receipt of Publisher’s or Importer’s
Any thought calculated to benefit humanity
price.
*
whether coming under any of the above or any other
propositions, will find a cordial welcome in the
columns of Hull’s Crucible.
Letter or Exchange on New York.
Hull s Crucible joins hands with all reforms and
reformers of whatever school, and welcomes any
ideas, however unpopnlar, caculated to benefit hu
manity.
ienber
is a simple, ingeni
Those interested in a live Reformatory Journal are
admirable contrivance for suppoi
invited to hand in their subscriptions.
women’s garments over their si
ders. I hope thousands of our An
TERMS.
can women who are being dra<
into the grave hy their heavy si
One subscription, 52 numbers................ $2 50
.------maybe induced to lift, with this
“
28 “
................ 1 50
.Lr.b. vice’ the ¥llinS weight from 1
Pat Aua 19 im weary bodies and carry it on
“
“
13
“
.............. . 0 65
pat. Aug-19,1873. shoulders, the only point, of the hu
A few select advertisement'will he admittep on rea
body on which a load can be comfortably and st
carried.
Dio Lew
sonable terms. Anything known
Bo a humbug,
a d not as represented, will not be aamitted as an
Sample, by mail, 50 Cents and Stamp.
a vertisement at any price.
Best of Terms to Canvassers.
All Letters, Money Orders and Drafts should be adJOHN B. HASKIilil,, 60 STATE STREET, dressed
RIOSES Hi;EL, & CO.,

L

Chicago, III.

871 Washington St., Bost

